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Abstract 
Word order is a textual means available to text 
producers to arrange their messages in order to convey 
different communicative functions, the choice of sentence 
initial position being one of the strategies commonly used 
to relay pragmatic or textual functions such as emphasis or 
topic continuity. 
In Arabic, the use of an initial pre-verbal constituent 
determines the difference between two types of sentences: 
the verbal sentence and the nominal sentence. Adopting the 
Prague School functional approach to grammar as a 
framework, this study argues that the position of the 
initial pre-verbal constituent is decided by textual and 
extra- textual factors. It examines the mechanism of this 
interaction and its consequences on word order. 
Arabic word order however, has generally been studied 
within the transformational-generative framework using 
sentence-based grammar; even the few cases of functional 
studies favour this same type of decontextualized data. 
Very little work of any real significance has been 
undertaken that attempts to relate sentence type to context 
and/or text type. In response to this, the data used in 
this study is text-based and taken from a variety of 
sources, and the sentences are analyzed in context. 
Chapter one outlines the aim of the study and reviews 
current trends in word order research with special regard 
to Arabic word order, and attempts to highlight the 
theoretical and empirical limitations of these approaches. 
Chapter two gives a detailed presentation of the 
theoretical framework chosen for the analysis. it 
introduces the corpus used for the analysis, and explains 
the general method and principles which govern this 
analysis. 
Chapter three is the text analysis proper. After a 
brief presentation of the source text, its general 
background and organization, each nominal sentence is 
analyzed textually, contextually, syntactically and 
functionally. 
Chapter four discusses the results of the data analysis. 
The principles at work in word order organization in Arabic 
are determined, particularly of initial position, and 
therefore the difference between nominal and verbal 
sentences. The textual and contextual behaviour of the 
sentence initial pre-verbal constituent is examined 
allowing conclusions about the information structure of the 
Arabic sentence to be drawn. 
CHAPTER ONE 
Word order 
1.1 Aim of the research 
This research examines the various functions of the 
initial pre-verbal element in the Arabic sentence. It is 
argued that the position of the initial pre-verbal 
constituent of a sentence is determined by specific 
textual and extra-textual factors and that the initial 
element has specific functions. Word 'order variations of 
the initial pre-verbal element are investigated with 
regard to the pragmatic factors which determine their 
choice. 
The question is of significance because the presence 
or absence of a pre-verbal element marks the difference 
between two types of sentence in Arabic, the nominal 
sentence and the verbal sentence. The study attempts to 
shed light firstly on the difference between the two types 
of sentences and secondly on the textual and extra-textual 
factors -which determine which is chosen, testing the 
hypothesis of a co-occurrence relationship between sentence 
type and text type. Thus, if not systematic, this 
relationship could at least be proved through the 
analysis, to be statistically probable. 
1.2 The significance of word order 
Every discourse spoken or written - is an 
interaction, either multilateral (i. e. with more than one 
participant e. g. a dialogue), or with only one participant 
(e. g. when reading). This study will concentrate on 
written discourse as it approaches the initial pre-verbal 
element in the Arabic sentence with regard to the textual 
and extra-textual factors governing it, and with regard to 
the implications of these on text production. Thus, a 
text-based approach may be seen as most suitable to this 
end as it allows the study of the sentences analysed not 
as isolated units but as parts of texts and contexts. 
Halliday (1974: 107) defines text in a general 
definition : 
a text is an operational unit of language, as a 
sentence is a syntactic unit, it may be spoken or 
written, long or short, and it includes as a special 
instance a literary text, whether Haiku. or Homeric 
epic. It is the text and not some super-sentence that 
is the relevant unit for stylistic studies; this is a 
functional-semantic concept and is not definable by 
size. 
A text is produced by a language user whose intention is 
to communicate a purpose, thereby achieving a specific 
effect. This may be to inform, influence, express an 
opinion, provoke a reaction, etc. In every language the 
organization of discourse obeys specific rules and follows 
specific patteras which must be conformed to if the 
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message is to be intelligible. In the case of a written 
text, these principles and rules will guarantee the text 
is received and understood and ensure its Itextness'. with 
qualities such as acceptability, textuality, etc. 
(Beaugrande and Dressler; 1981). Consciously or 
unconsciously, every text-producer organizes not only his 
texts with an organization of the type 'thesis-antithesis- 
synthesis' for instance, but also, at a lower level, his 
sentences, as for example in : 
The sun rises in the East 
where the order subject-verb must be respected in English. 
This is where word order intervenes. Word order will 
enable the text-producer not only to convey different 
sorts of communicative functions, for instance a question 
or statement, but it will also enable him to express them 
in certain ways to achieve specific effects. The rules 
governing these uses of word order may be optional as for 
example the position of the adverbial in the sentence : 
He died suddenly 
where suddenly can also be placed in initial position as 
in : 
Suddenly, he died 
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but they may also be obligatory as in the case of the 
fixed position of where in : 
Where did you go yesterday 
which cannot be placed elsewhere in the sentence. This 
research will only investigate optional cases of pre- 
verbal initial element positioning because only in these 
cases can pragmatic factors be examined. Initial position 
is a position of thematic emphasis. One example is the 
difference between the two sentences : 
a. He., however, called the police 
b. However, he called the police 
In a. however is backgrounded and it is rather the subject 
which is highlighted, whereas in b. However has to be 
stressed because it expresses contrast. In the case of a 
student of translation for example, it is very important 
to understand the difference between the two types of 
emphasis conferred to however in a. and the same element 
in b. if they are to be translated accurately. In Arabic 
the mechanisms which allow this have not yet been 
thoroughly examined, hence this study which will 
concentrate on the initial pre-verbal element. 
1.3 Trends in the study of word order 
Inspired and influenced by Weil's work in 18449 two 
tendencies emerged in the study of word order. The first, 
represented by Greenberg (1963) is interested in the 
classification of languages according to the order of the 
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three syntactic elements: the verb, the subject and the 
object. The main theoretical postulate is that every 
language has an underlying order and a surface order. 
Greenberg also argues that every language has only one 
underlying word order even if it allows more than one 
surface order. Three main language groups are determined 
on the basis of word order: SVO, VSO and SOV. Most studies 
about Arabic word order are within this framework with the 
aim of discovering the 'base' of the language or the basic 
order from which utterances are generated. The main 
concern is the determination of the underlying order 
which, some have argued, is nominal while others maintain 
that it is verbal. 
The second tendency is that of the Prague School. 
Word order is treated as contributing to the information 
system which distributes information, and distinguishes 
between given and new as in the sentence : 
I love chocolate 
where I is given and chocolate is new. Within this 
framework, different word order principles are posited as 
determining word order in languages, the most prominent of 
which are : 
The grammatical principle : it governs the syntactic 
order of elements in the sentence)as in The children/ 
are playing/ with the dolls where the SVO order 
cannot be turned into OVS as in *the dolls/ are 
playing/ with the children. 
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2. The semantic principle : it organizes semantic 
functions. Thus the natural order of the functions 
factor' and 'specification', as for example in Paul 
runs fast is 'actor' before 'specification'. 
3. The emotive principle: it is at work when the usual 
word order is departed from, as for example in Amazed 
he was. 
4. The basic distribution of communicative dynamism (or 
C. D) : elements are ordered into an unmarked 'theme- 
rhemel sequence where the element carrying less new 
information appears before the element carrying more 
new information, as in the example 
John loves fishing. 
theme rheme 
Without going further into the theoretical approach of the 
Prague school and its approach to word order at this 
point, it suffices to say that it is fundamentally 
structuralist and functionalist i. e. language is conceived 
as a dynamic and structured system of systems where every 
element fulfils a particular function. Language is a tool 
with a social function and therefore must not be 
dissociated from the extra-linguistic reality it not only 
refers to but reacts to as well. This interest in 
'language in use' and 'language in context' makes the 
functional sentence perspective framework (FSP) more 
appropriate for this research than the transformational- 
generative model more concerned with 'competence' i. e. the 
knowledge of language and its system of rules, than with 
performance i. e. the actual language in use, because the 
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study of word order and FSP were considered by the 
founders of the School (Firbas 1970: 104) :' 
to be one of the most important tasks of functional 
syntax, 
This study will investigate, within the Prague School 
framework, what structures are at the disposal of the 
language user and what factors determine his choice as to 
the way he organizes his information. In Arabic, two main 
structures are used to this end - the nominal sentence 
which has an NP preceding the verb (conventionally a 
subject or adverbial), and the verbal sentence which has a 
verb in initial position. 
This study will be mainly concerned with 
investigating the factors which determine the nominal 
order and sets the following assumptions *. 
1. Nominal sentences are more likely to occur in certain 
types of texts than in others. They will, for 
instance, be more numerous in concept-based texts 
through which personal attitudes are expressed, than 
in events-based texts centred on events and not on 
any attitude towards these events. 
2. The verb always occurs in first or at most second 
position in the sentence. Examples of SOV or OSV 
orders are mentioned (Bakir, 1980; Thalji, 1982), but 
although they are syntactically correct, they are 
seldom found in communication. 
Nominal sentences occur when a new sequence is 
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introduced, the topic of which is the initial element 
involved. 
An initial nominal must always be known. 
It can be argued that the Praguian functional approach 
allows such assumptions to be verified. 
1.4 Data and language analyzed 
Bef ore going on to analyze the data used in this 
study, it seems appropriate to introduce briefly the 
language used. Three varieties of Arabic are usually 
recognized : 
The Fusha 
Modern standard Arabic (hereafter MSA) 
Colloquial or vernacular Arabic, almost exclusively 
spoken, which varies from region to region and has 
informal features 
Some other categories have been distinguished, (Badawi 
1973; El-Hassan 1977; Kaye 1972; McLoughlin 1972; 
Mitchell 1978; Palva 1969; etc. ), but the three varieties 
given above are comprehensive enough for the purposes of 
this study. 'Fushal is canonized by the Koran and was 
first studied within its framework. The first grammars of 
Arabic were specifically written to protect the purity of 
the language from any distortion by the new converts who 
came from so many different linguistic backgrounds (Fuck; 
1955), thus prescribing Inahw al-wadahl or 'the, right 
way'. (Menacere; 1989), which is still followed by modern 
day grammarians. MSA is the modern counterpart of the 
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'classical' language, and is selected for use in the 
analysis because it is the 'lingua-franca' of the Arab 
world today. MSA is, as described by Salid in McLoughlin 
(1972: 58): 
that variety of Arabic that is found in contemporary 
books, newspapers and magazines, and that is used 
orally in formal speeches, public lectures, learned 
debates, religious ceremonials and in news broadcasts 
over radio and television. 
The corpus used for the analysis includes twelve 
texts, some of which are from the Arab press and the 
remainder from different kinds of literature. They are 
taken from three newspapers of similar status 
1. Al Sharq Al Awsat 
2. Al Madinah 
3. Al Ryadh 
which are of approximately similar standards, i. e. they 
are targeted at the same type of educated readership and 
the articles extracted deal with contemporary political 
and economic issues. The other remaining texts are 
composed of : 
1. A historical account of the 8th century Abassid 
dynasty. 
2. A literary description of Stockholm by M. Taymoor 
3. A short story by M. Aboad. 
Both Taymoor and Aboad are contemporary authors. The 
material is not uniform in that it consists of a variety 
of- genres (short story, news items, historical reviews, 
etc. ), but it can still claim enough consistency 
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especially regarding the type of readership and the level 
of the language used, to allow a consistent analysis of 
the languagej and to draw some conclusions about the 
question of Arabic word order, more particularly the 
functional difference between verbal order and nominal 
order. 
1.5 Review of word order theories 
In the field of language studies there was no 
particular interest in the subject of word order until the 
second half of the 19th century, before which the focus of 
interest in the field was on other language aspects. 16th 
century grammars and their normative rules were followed 
in the 17th century by the rather philosophical 'Port 
Royal grammars'. Even the comparativists of the 18th 
century or the neo-grammarians of the 19th century did not 
include word order in their investigations (Crystal 1982; 
Ducrot and Todorov 1972; Sampson 1985; ). 
The earliest work on the subject was a study produced 
by Weil in 1844. At the origin of his interest in the 
question of word order was a reflection on the contrast 
between the relative lack of flexibility of modern 
European languages in comparison with the flexibility of 
some of their predecessors such as Latin, for example 
(Tomlin; 1986). For him, word order reflects the order of 
ideas which is subjective, or speaker-oriented. He 
distinguishes it from the syntactic order which is 
objective, or text-oriented, and considers that the former 
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determines the latter. Thus he divides the sentence into 
two parts: a 'point of departure' and a 'goal of 
discourse', and argues that the same fact can be 
communicated in different ways, depending on the order of 
the elements, or their distribution through the two parts 
(Contreras, 1976; Firbas, 1974). 
1.5.1 GreenberRIs universal tVD010 
Weil's work inspired two tendencies in the approach 
to the study of word order. One is represented by 
Greenberg who attempted to set up a universal typology of 
languages on the basis of the surface ordering of the 
three syntactic constituents,, the verb, the subject and 
the object. He argued that three of the combinations 
allowed - VSOs SVO and SOV - characterize types of 
languages. These syntactic formulae, which he called 
'basic order', constitute the dominant structure of a 
language. This does not exclude the possibility of other 
structures but means that it is the order which recurs 
regularly even if the other orders are sometimes found. 
The contribution of transformational grammar can be 
placed in this framework as it introduced a new notion, 
that of the underlying order, often called basic order in 
the literature, but different from it in the sense that it 
does not concern the surface order-as such but "the linear 
order of constituents produced by the base rules. " 
(Heinamaki: 1976). The basic or surface order of a 
language may be different from its underlying order. In 
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Contreras (1976), the questions dealt with by 
trans f ormationalis ts regarding the subject of word order 
are summed up in two points: first, whether the base 
structure is ordered or unordered and second, how the 
problem of stylistic reordering should be treated, i. e. 
which rules can deal with it since they are not rules of 
grammar. 
1.5.2 The functional approach 
The other tendency which emerged under Weil's 
influence is that of the Prague School (Daneg and Vachek 
1964; Vachek 1966; Williams 1987), which this study adopts 
as a framework. The landmark in the existence of the 
School is a meeting of the 'Cercle Linguistique de Prague' 
on the 6th October 1926 at the end of which the 
participants agreed to meet on a regular basis. It is 
these meetings, the joint thesis prepared by the members, 
and their participation in international conferences that 
established the foundation of what came to be known as the 
Prague School, a name associated from the beginning with 
Mathesius, one of the founders of the School. He 
successfully synthesised the linguistic trends prevalent 
since the 19th century. The two major trends which helped 
to shape the theoretical basis of the Prague School are 
two different, if not opposed, currents' of 19th century 
linguistic thought. The first is diachronically oriented, 
mainly represented by comparat-ivists like Bopp and the 
Neogrammarian School. The second, represented by Humbolt 
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and Misteli (Vachek 1966; Sampson 1985; etc. ), is 
synchronically oriented. Followers of the first trend 
tried to go back as far as possible in the history of 
particular languages to study the origin and development 
of individual sounds and word forms. Working within the 
19th century philosophical tradition about thought and 
language as a vehicle for it, they considered that 
language was a mirror of the structure of thought. Weil, a 
comparativist himself, reoriented the debate by discussing 
instead, the structures of ideas and not those of thought. 
It can be argued that among the drawbacks of this 
trend is that it concentrated too much on the physical 
side of language. They also overlooked one of the 
fundamental postulates of the Prague School, the 
structural nature of language. They equated linguistic 
study with philology. However, their major achievement., 
particularly of the Neogrammarian Schoolq is that they 
introduced positivist principles in their field, with the 
focus on explanation, precision and accuracy in their 
methods of analytical procedure, which they developed and 
which the Prague School adopted. 
The second trend is mainly represented by Humboldt, 
also a comparativist, who focussed on the synchronic 
nature of language and used non-historical methods of 
analysis. Also within this trend, language is not 
considered as a system, but simply as isolated units. 
Although they did not develop any scientific methodology 
of analysis, their main achievement was their 
characteristic methodical ability to detect and study the 
finer features of a language. 
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Mathesius laid the foundation of the Prague School on 
the basis of a synthesis of what he saw as the best 
methodological and theoretical principles of the two 
currents. The principle tenets of the School are : 
1- to develop accurate methods of discovery and 
analytical procedure 
2- to adopt a synchronic approach i. e. focus on language 
in its present state not on its historical evolution 
3- to emphasise the dynamic nature of language 
considering language as a 'creative process' 
4- to consider language as a 'system of systems' 
5- to consider that the different levels of language 
must not be separated 
6- to approach language in terms of function, hence the 
introduction of a functional level of analysis within 
the sentence and later within the text as a whole. 
Later stilltthis functional understanding was extended to 
also include the extralinguistic function of language 
which explains the School's concept of alternative 
systems, registers and styles of language. One practical 
application of this was their interest in the aesthetic 
and literary aspects of language use, 
1.5.3 Prague School methodology 
Concerning the Prague School methodology, the works 
of Firbas and Dane'ý.. whose contributions are 
complementary, will be focussed on. It was seen that some 
linguists dealt with the division of the 
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discourse/utterance into different functional parts, as in 
Weil (1844) who recognized a 'point of departure' and a 
'goal of discourse' in every utterance. Firbas (1974) says 
that in the last quarter of the 19th century, notions like 
theme /rheme /functional perspectivesetc., were dealt with 
by German scholars. It is these notions, which Mathesius 
found incomplete, that served as the basis on which he 
established the concept of Functional Sentence Perspective 
(FSP), a functional level of analysis which was further 
developed by other Prague School linguists (Beneý 1968; 
Daneg 1970). He divided the utterance into two parts: the 
'theme', or what the sentence is about, which conveys 
known information, and the 1rhemel, or what is said about 
it and conveys unknown information. These notions were 
later elaborated by Firbas who in particular did not agree 
with Mathesius' assimilation of the theme with known 
information. He justified his view citing the case of 
context independent sentences where even the theme is new, 
in other words unknown, e. g. : 
A man bought a car. 
He held the view instead that every element in the 
sentence brought a certain amount of information thus 
contributing differently to the overall development of 
information in the utterance. He called this process the 
'degree of communicative dynamism' (C. D) set on a scale 
which goes from the lowest degree (the theme proper) to 
the highest degree (the rheme proper) (Firbas: 1964a, 
1971). 
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Another important definition of theme is that found 
in systemic grammar (Halliday 1985; Lyons 1970; Morley 
1985). Language is viewed as a system of three functions : 
1- the ideational function, subdivided into : 
a. the experiential function, referring to persons, 
objects, circumstances, etc, 
b. the logical function, relating ideas to each 
other through coordination, subordination, 
implication, etc. 
2-* the interpersonal function, serving as a means of 
expressing opinions, influencing others, etc. 
3- the textual function, the role of which is to 
'create' texts* 
Each of these functions determines one of the parameters 
of register : 
field or 'subject matter' is determined by the 
ideational function 
mode or the medium, written or spoken, used for the 
expression of discourse, is determined by the textual 
function 
tenor or the degree of formality determined by the 
social roles and status of participants, is 
determined by the interpersonal function 
Theme is viewed as a system of the textual function. 
Halliday (1985: 313), argues that the following elements 
make up : 
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the 'textual' component in the grammar of English: 
A. structural : 
1. thematic: theme and rheme 
2. information structure and focus: given and new 
expressed by intonation 
B. cohesive 
1. reference 
2. ellipsis and substitution 
3. conjunction 
4. lexical cohesion 
Within the structural component, a distinction is clearly 
made between word order and the notion of given and new. 
Theme is studied within the clause system. The clause is 
viewed as being structured as a message. It has a 
'thematic structure' and is divided into two parts; the 
theme, indicated in English by initial position, and the 
rheme. For example 
John ate his dinner 
th rh 
Thus, English being an SVO language, the subject is theme 
in unmarked structures, for example : 
John received a letter 
as are conjunctive and modal adjuncts (therefore, 
probably, etc) and conjunctions and relatives (and, while, 
etc. ) 
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Theme is made up of up to three elements: 
interpersonal, ideational, textual. It always has an 
ideational element called the topical theme, usually 
subject, complement or circumstantial adjunct. The 
presence of the interpersonal and/or the textual element 
is not always necessary. Thus there are two types of 
theme: 
a simple theme with no internal structure, for 
example : 
Last year, she passed all her exams 
th rh 
a multiple theme with an internal structure, for 
example (Halliday 1985: 55): 
Well but then Ann surely wouldn't the best idea/ 
th 
be to join the group? 
rh 
Halliday (1970: 163) makes a distinction between the notion 
of theme and that of given : 
Given means 'here is a point of contact with what you 
know' (and thus not tied to elements in clause 
structure) whereas theme means 'here is the heading to 
what I am saying I. 
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As argued in Williams (1987) the definition of theme 
by systemic grammar is not refined enough in that it 
assimilates different functional elements into the same 
(functional) category as in(idem): 
If winter comes / can spring be far behind? 
th rh 
which a more refined FSP analysis would parse as follows: 
If winter comes / can / spring / be / far behind 
td tr th krp rh 
This also demonstrates the fact that the different 
functions of theme (contrastive and continuative) are not 
taken into consideration. 
The analysis of an Arabic SVO sentence 
rh 
and its VSO equivalent: 
rh 
th 
th 
T(12) 
ýLjy)e-jf) 
demonstrates the limits of the model for this type of 
analysis. 
The functional model of grammar in which word order 
is a way through which emphasis is expressed, constitutes 
the framework of this analysis. Dane*61 three-level 
approach to syntax (1964,19689 1971), also dealt with by 
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Novak (1966), is taken as a model for sentence analysis by 
this study. Every utterance is seen as having three 
levels: 
1. The level of grammatical structure 
Categories are established on the basis of syntactic 
form (subject, verb, etc. ) Relations between the 
different members of these categories are dependence 
relations on the preceding sentence or succeeding 
elements. 
2. The level of semantic structure 
This is the level of linguistic generalizations of 
concrete lexical meanings with abstract word 
categories and the relations effected by them. These 
relations -. actor/specification, for instance - 
realize the semantic structure. These relations may 
also be causal, circumstantial, etc. 
3. The level of the organization of utterance 
It refers to the distribution of elements in the 
utterance according to their information content and 
to their relations with the extra-lingual reality to 
which they refer. This level is dynamic while 1. and 
2. are static. 
This model is central to this analysis for two main 
reasons. Firstly, it is FSP which will, depending on the 
extra-linguistic reality, determine the distribution of 
information hence determining the form of the message. 
Secondly, and this point is related to the first, one of 
the most important means which serve to implement FSP is 
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word order, and it is mainly in the framework of FSP that 
word order has been approached by the Prague linguists who 
looked at it as one of the principles among others which 
determine the degree of communicative dynamism. For them 
FSP is the result of a hierarchy of word order principles. 
For Firbas (in Jones: 1977) for instance : 
a small set of principles satisfactorily describes the 
word order of sentences in all languages. Four of these 
word order principles seem to be more important than 
others for all languages: 
1. the grammatical principle 
2. the semantic principle 
3. the emotive principle 
4. the basic distribution of C. D 
The grammatical principle determines word order 
according to syntactic form e. g. the subject/verb 
natural order in English as an unmarked order. 
2- The semantic principle determines the order of 
elements according to semantic meaning. Hence action 
will naturally appear before goal. 
3- The emotive principle - also called the principle of 
emphasis - in English lies in deviation from the 
grammatical order e. g. obj/sub/verb. 
The basic distribution of C. D determines the 
appearance of the theme before that of the rheme in 
an unmarked order. 
Among the other principles that may be mentioned are: 
- the situation or the effect of context 
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- intonation 
It is argued that for each language, these word order 
principles constitute a different hierarchy. The familiar 
comparison cited to this effect by the Prague linguists is 
between Czech and English (Firbas: 1964b). In Czech, the 
position of an element in the sentence is determined by 
the amount of C. D it carries. The syntactic order is 
relatively free and it is its function as thematic or 
rhematic that will determine whether it is placed at the 
beginning or at the end of the sentence. The basic 
distribution of C. D is therefore the determining word 
order principle in Czech. As for English, where the 
position of an element in the sentence is determined b-, Nr 
its syntactic function and the elements are not free to 
appear in any position in the sentence because the word 
order is not so flexible e. g. the subject must precede its 
verb, it is the grammatical principle which may be said to 
be dominant. 
Bubenik (1979) argues. that 
the requirement of the normal sequential theme/rheme is 
more easily met in Arabic than in English. 
This is somewhat surprising considering that the most 
common syntactic function of the thematic element is 
'subject', and that the unmarked order in English is SVOp 
whereas the most frequent sentence structure in, Arabic is 
the VSO structure which realizes aI transition - theme - 
rhemel thematic structure. As Williams (1987) confirms : 
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the most common word order of Arabic, VSO is not in 
accord with the basic distribution of C. D 
The three main principles dealt with correspond to 
Dane'61 three levels of syntactic structure and will be 
considered in that sense. There are, then, three different 
structural levels in any utterance. Take for example this 
sentence and look at it at the said levels 
John published a book 
Sv0 
2. actor specification 
quality bearer quality specification 
3. theme transition rheme 
The subject and the theme in this example coincide. 
However, it may happen that the elements of both levels 
act counter to each other resulting in certain deviations, 
which will be seen, and which the Prague linguists dealt 
with at two levels - the functional and the grammatical 
level. 
a. deviation from the FSP order 
In all the languages studied by the Prague linguists, the 
usual order of elements at the functional level is 
theme/rheme, though this is by no means a general rule and 
some languages may not conform to it. However, Arabic 
belongs to the former type. This theme-rheme order is 
called the objective order. The reverse order, rheme-theme 
is called the subjective order : 
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John published a book 
objective order theme transition rheme 
subjective order rheme transition theme 
b. deviation from the grammatical order 
The other kind of deviation is that of the 
emphasis /emotion principle coined by Firbas and which is 
seen as a deviation from the grammatical word order : 
neutral order John published 
Sv 
emotional order the book John 
0S 
a book 
0 
published 
v 
It is possible for deviations from either or both of the 
grammatical and FSP orders to occur in the same sentence. 
The possible cases mentioned by the Prague linguists are : 
a sentence with an objective order and an emotional 
colouring e. g. (Williams, 1987: 69): 
This lesson / time will teach to all alike 
diatheme theme proper transition rheme 
2. a sentence with a subjective order and an emotional 
colouring e. g. Chocolate she loves 
0SV 
Rh th 
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3. a sentence with a subjective order and no emotional 
colouring e. g. A man answered the phone 
SV0 
Rh th 
These changes in the functional and syntactic structures 
of the utterances are determined by another FSP principle 
which is that of context. Firbas argues that the effect of 
context on the organization of the utterance may vary in 
its importance, hence the two types of sentence described 
in FSP (Firbas; 1979): 
1. The first instance level sentence which is 
subdivided into two types - 
a. the basic instance level sentence 
This level contains sentences which are completely 
independent from context, and which are therefore 
considered as not concerned with it. The example 
commonly cited is that of text initial sentences. 
b. the ordinary instance level sentence 
The sentences found at this level are only partly 
independent from context. Only some of their 
constituent parts are context dependent. The 
sentences found at this level form the majority of 
cases in a text. 
2. The second instance level sentences 
In these sentences only the contrasted elements are 
context independent. All the others are context 
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dependent. These sentences are usually found in cases 
where only one element is contrasted or clarified, as 
in for instance : "I like it without milk. " 
These two types of sentences reveal the degree of 
interaction of the sentence elements with contextj a basic 
tenet in the Prague School's concern for the relation of 
form and function. Firbas (1967: 144) argues in this sense 
that : 
The fact that owing to the operation of the context 
practically any element can become theme proper or 
theme proper within second instance proves that in 
producing FSP, context is in the end superior to 
semantic structure. It is through context that the 
semantic and the grammatical structures of the sentence 
are introduced into the act of communication, i. e. into 
speech (parole). 
It is important to stress at this stage that the 
functional level has been sufficiently developed and 
although it is true that it is sometimes difficult to 
distinguish a theme from a diatheme, or a rheme from a 
diatheme 
.,, 
Adjemian's criticism (in Combettes, 1983) of the 
notion of C. D on the grounds that it is extremely vague 
and almost impossible to utilize in a rigorous linguistic 
description is considered extreme, as Svoboda's model 
(1981,1983) is considered as helpful. The much elaborated 
scale he suggests has the following elements : 
1. ellipted theme proper (Tp) 
2. theme proper Tp 
3. theme proper oriented theme T(p) 
4. diatheme oriented element T(d) 
5. diatheme Td 
6. transition Tr - ellipted transition (Tr) 
7. transition proper Trp - ellipted trans. proper (Trp) 
8. rheme R 
9. rheme proper Rp 
This scale completes the one suggested by Firbas : 
1. theme proper 
2. rest of theme 
3. transition proper 
4. rest of transition 
5. rheme 
6. rheme proper 
The utterance is now divided into two distinct functional 
parts: the thematic sphere and the rhematic sphere. With 
the elements with a lower degree of C. D in the former, and 
those with a higher degree of C. D in the latter, 
functional status is not fixed. An element can be shifted 
from the thematic sphere to the rhematic sphere, a 
movement called Idynamization' (or 'intensification'.. 
Svoboda; 1981) and the opposite movement is called 
Idedynamization'. One very interesting feature is 
Svobodals identification of communicative function with 
grammatical form, position and/or semantic function : 
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1.6 Word order theories in Arabic 
The tri-dimensional aspect of the structure of the 
sentence as suggested by the Prague School linguists has 
already been discussed, distinguishing 
- the grammatical level 
- the semantic level 
- the functional level 
Word order in Arabic has very often, if not exclusively, 
been studied at the first level, and even when dealing 
with the functional categories such as 'theme' or 'topic', 
these studies have focussed on the syntactic aspect of the 
question. Thus, VSO is generally recognized as the basic 
word order for Arabic (Russel 1977; Thalji 1986) on the 
basis of the universal criteria established by Greenberg 
(1963), such as neutrality, frequency, unrestricted use, 
etc. Although it is pertinent that the 'unmarked' VS+ is 
established, however the 'marked' order SV+ has not been 
sufficiently studied particularly in functional terms. The 
subject - of word order has been quasi-systematically 
assimilated with the dichotomy of verbal vs. nominal 
sentence which can be translated, in terms of syntactic 
stucture, into verb-subject vs. subject-verb. Studies 
about word order in Arabic can be divided into two 
different chronological periods and consequently two 
different theoretical trends: 
1. the classical approach 
2. the modern linguistic approach 
which contributed with different methodologiesl models and 
theories. 
1.6.1 The classical trend 
This can be divided into the ancient, purist Arab 
grammarians and the Arabists who produced purely 
descriptive grammars of the Arabic language (Cowan 1955; 
Monteil 1960), just as those of the Arab grammarians which 
were also predominantly prescriptive since they were 
originally written to preserve Arabic from the poor usage 
and corruptions introduced by new converts to Islam. These 
grammarians have certain common points concerning word 
order : 
they distinguish two types of sentences, the verbal 
sentence and the nominal sentence, but do not go 
further in the explanation of the difference between 
them, even when they recognize that they serve two 
different purposes. Al Jurjani (Husein, 1981) for instance 
who argued that the verbal sentence expresses 
occurrence and happening () while the 
nominal sentence expresses substantiation and 
assertion ( ). The difference is seen rather in 
prescriptive terms. 
word order was not studied by them as an independent 
subject but in relation to other linguistic questions 
such as the problem of agreement between the verb and 
its subject in VS and SV orders, again from a purely 
syntactic angle. In this case, the review by Levin 
(1985 ) can be cited concerning the difference 
between nominal and verbal sentences according to the 
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Arab grammarians , where he relates their arguments 
as to whether the nominal predicate ( 
1-1: 7--JI ) is the 
subject of the verb following it in the sentence in 
NP +V structures, or whether the subject can only be 
that which follows the verb or that for which the 
verb is marked by case. It may be useful to note here 
for those unfamiliar with Arabic that when it is in 
initial position, the verb is not marked for subject 
J e. g. 
Subj. pl sing 
'came the men the men came' 
except for gender, unless the latter is not mentioned 
independently as in 
LIJ IJI 
'came them yesterday / they came yesterday' 
1.6.2 The modern-period 
Most modern linguistic studies about Arabic word 
order were undertaken within the framework of 
transformational generative grammar, and the main concerns 
were : 
to determine the basic word order in Arabic 
to describe alternative word orders 
to formulate transformation rules for the various 
word orders 
Although in Arabic a word's function is partially 
designated by its case, word order is not completely free. 
Two types of sentence are recognized by Arabic 
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grammarians: the verbal sentence andthe nominal sentence. 
The first order is generally called the 'unmarked' or 
'neutral' order and the second one the 'marked' order, a 
view which is not supported unanimously. Thus if the 
verbal sentence is agreed upon as that which starts with a 
verb, there are cases where what is a nominal sentence for 
one theorist is considered as a verbal one by another as 
long as it contains a verb. Such is the case in Abdo 
(1983) and Bakir (1980) where sentences containing a verb 
are considered as verbal even if their initial element is 
nominal, as the subject or the object for instance. For 
the purpose of this study the nominal is considered as any 
sentence which has an element other than verbal in initial 
position. This study will attempt to shed some light on 
the problem of which order is marked or unmarked, or 
indeed whether both are unmarked and, in which case, what 
deviations could result from such unmarked orders. 
Deviations from the unmarked order are generally 
considered as syntactic or stylistic (Fleish; 1956). An 
example of stylistic difference was seen in the difference 
between 'happening/ ý,, ju, ' and 'assertion/ 1. As 
for the syntactic difference, debates are centred around 
the question of the status of an initial subject NP, 
considered as topic by some and subject by others. In his 
review, Levin (1985 ) argues that an initial subject NP 
will determine the sentence as nominal, not because it is 
preposed to the verb but because of a factor called 
) or initiating factor, superior to the factor 
'subject'. Therefore, the initial NP is a() or 
linchoativel not a subject considering that the subject of 
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a verb can be only that which is affixed to it or appears 
after it as in 
the sun. set I CL,.! 
sv 
According to Levin ( 1985 ; 122): 
the verb [for the grammarians] carmot simultaneously 
govern both a noun and a pronoun referring to this 
noun. 
Therefore, an initial NP which takes the nominative case 
like the subject will be a( 
1-1, -) linchoativel whereas it 
is the pronoun affixed to the verb which will function as 
subject. It is noteworthy that both inchoative and subject 
take the nominaLive- case and therefore cannot be 
differentiated on syntactic grounds, which makes some of 
these grammarians (particularly the Basra school) reject 
the idea of subject preposing because of the structural 
ambiguity entailed. For these grammarians, a verb cannot 
govern two subjects. However, with these purely 
grammatical considerations, the grammarians in question do 
not develop the question and study any consequent 
difference of function of this agent NP, which is an 
inchoative when it precedes the verb, and a subject when 
it is affixed to it. 
In Bakir (1980), sentence types are studied with a 
particular view to the grammatical processes involved in 
word order variation. Two different orders are established 
for the sentence. The basic order is determined on the 
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basis of : 
- frequency 
- neutrality 
- great syntactic distribution 
- unrestricted use 
The fact that questions about the general state of affairs 
like : 
What happened? 
_ 
are invariably answered by a VSO order, are mentioned as 
further support that it is the dominant order. In fact, 
this does not prove anything except that a question in 
which the 'event' or 'happening' is focussed will call for 
an answer in which the same 'event' is focussed, hence the 
VS order for the answer. The basic order is distinguished 
from the underlying order, defined as the 'linear ordering 
of constituents in the deep structure', also VSO in 
Arabic. Although deviations from this order are 
interpreted in pragmatic terms, it is clearly stated that 
focus, for instance, - does not determine the sentence 
structure although it is acknowledged that "pragmatic 
considerations may make use of the availability of a 
certain structure configuration. " (Bakir 1980: 52). Thus, 
instead of being considered as 'determining' structureq 
pragmatic considerations are seen as simply and passively 
'making use' of these structures. This still implies the 
idea of choice and consequently that there is a functional 
reason as well as a structural one. It is argued that 
there are two ways to mark focus in Arabic - stress and 
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position. Focus is then divided into two types : 
(pp = prepositional phrase and P= participial complement) 
1. focus of contrast VOS 
VAS 
VPPS 
VPS 
2. new information Ovs 
AVS 
PPVS 
PVS 
The first is used in contrastive contexts to contradict a 
previous assertion. The contrasted element is placed post- 
verbally as in VOS'. The second type of focus consists of 
pre-verbal position of the focussed element. The 
categories mentioned to illustrate pre-verbal position are 
the object, the adverbial and the participial complement. 
No cases of subject pre-posing are treated until a later 
independent section where subject pre-posing is argued 
against because of (Bakir; 1980: 84) the : 
problems of structural ambiguity that sentences with 
preposed subjects exhibit if pre-posing is allowed to 
apply to subject. 
Bakir also supports the traditionalist Arab grammariarW 
view that an initial NP e. g. SVO, cannot be a subject but 
a topic on the basis that subjects do not precede their 
verbs. The subject appears after-the verb. It is the 
clitical pronoun affixed to it. However, if VSO is seen as 
the unmarked order, and SVO is argued againsts stress 
would seem to be the only means available to focus the 
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subject either for contrast or new information. The 
examples cited in this regard are somewhat confusing. 
Thus, (Bakir, 1980; 130) : 
the subject 'Mohamed'/ in 
Mohamed left Irak/ j L. 
is considered as 'new', whereas 
the subject 'Mohamed'/ L, in 
Mohamed bought a book/ I.! izs 
ýSý 
I 
is known and analysed as 'topic', the sentence being 
considered as a topic/comment structure. This study does 
not argue against the possibility of a 'known' pre-verbal 
subject, but it does not agree with its assimilation with 
topic. Thus the treatment of the subject as topic, when 
the same subject is not followed by the resumptive pronoun 
characterizing topics in topic/comment structures, is 
called into question. Furthermore, no pragmatic argument - 
such as the contextual factor - is put forward to justify 
the different treatment given to the two sentences. 
These contrastive orders (VAS, VOS) will be compared 
within the data analysed in this research to confirm 
whether this is actually the order used in Arabic in cases 
of contrast. Bakir also argues that if an element carrying 
focus of the new is typically placed to the left of the 
verb e. g. AVS, contrastive focus may also appear to the 
left of the verb as in an OVS order, for instance, or even 
in unmarked order, e. g. VSO where the o is contrasted. 
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This is seen as a consequence of the independence of 
structural position from the pragmatic function of focus. 
This perhaps explains why the two processes are examined 
by Bakir from a structural point of view only. The 
analysis will also clearly refute the claim made by Bakir 
that VSO is the only order that appears in discourse 
initial sentences as the data reveals that almost only the 
news-reports had verbal sentences in initial position. 
Thalji (1982) like Bakir posits VSO as the basic 
order, again on t he basis of such pragmatic principles as: 
neutrality or lunmarkedness' 
frequency 
the fact that in the absence of morphological or 
semantic information, the only order possible is VSO 
as in I saw Moussa Issa for 
instance. 
the grammatical principle of syntactic distribution. 
Thalji, like Bakir, also subscribes to many of the 
traditionalists theories, for instance: 
he recognizes two types of sentences, verbal and 
nominal, the latter being assimilated with topic- 
comment sentences. 
he distinguishes between topic-comment structures and 
left dislocation on the basis that the initial NP is 
known in the former and new in the latter. 
he argues against the rejection by Arab grammarians 
of subject fronting but nevertheless deals with SVO 
structures with topic/comment sentences, for example 
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the topic/comment sentence (1982: 175): - 
The children came back home J. ýý I uj I I., , 
ýj J1.911 
It is interesting that he also deals with the verb, 
and as those who dealt with it in functional terms, calls 
it theme because of the conception of theme as initial 
element of the sentence. It is argued that the verb can be 
focussed with the use of the particles ( -13 ) and ( -ýJ ) 
its variant, and also with the use of what is called the 
'absolute object' as in the example 
I/ he beat him a good beating' 
Thalji argues that the answer to : 
What did Zayd do? / 
where focus is on the 'action'.. is : 
7 -L, ) J-0-i 13 6 
Zayd hit Amr /, 
i--c -Le3 
a SVO sentence. He mentions the VSO sentence : 
hit Amr Zayd /I -f, -keý 
as a possible answer to the verb, but adds that the SVO 
order 'is marked i. e. typically occurs as an answer to the 
question. ' This in no way explains-why one order is more 
likely to occur than the other, nor does it explain the 
functional difference between the two sentences. It also 
contradicts Bakir's argument that VSO appears in answer to 
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general order questions. 
Arabic word order is also considered in other studies 
primarily devoted to some. specific aspects of it, such as 
the similarity between topic-comment structures and 
relative clauses in Lewkowicz (1971) and Koch (1982. ). In 
the latter, the shift of a post-verbal subject to a pre- 
verbal position is a process called topicalization. It is 
linked to the use of the particle 41 ) "a kind of 
speech marker in that it often signals argumentative 
theses". It is argued that initial position gives the 
subject more presence. Nominal sentences, those with an SV 
order, are considered as 'thematic variants on unmarked, 
verb first, word order' but no factors determining this 
process are mentioned apart from the resulting thematic 
, emphasis the preposed element acquires. 
Another study of word order still within the 
framework of T. G. grammar is that of Abdo (1983). This 
time, however, SVO is posited as the basic order for 
Arabic, and although details of the arguments put forward 
to sustain the conception of an SVO order will not be 
given here, an interesting hypothesis put forward, and 
which will be considered again later, is that of 
neutrality of both VS and SV structures, focus being 
indicated by stress. Abdo argues that the answer to : 
What is the boy doing? /7 Ljtj I JAie IýU 
is a SV sentence and not a VS sentence because the 
continuous present tends to appear after the subject. This 
argument which is not justified, is seen as a -possible 
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explanation for SV orders in titles. It is noticed, 
however, that titles are generally verbless, or have a VS 
order in news reports where, by definition, events are 
focussed. On the other hand, Thalji, as was seen earlier, 
also posits SV as a 'typical' order in answers to 
questions of the type :- 
'What did Zayd do? /7 
. t, ) J-$6 13 1.. 
where the verb is in the past tense. Therefore even a past 
tense question is said to call for an SV order. 
Two studies of word order were made in a different 
framework than generative grammar; one, (Parkinson; 1981) 
is socially oriented; the other, (Hatim; 1987) is made 
within a 'text-typological' framework. Parkinson argues 
that word order is determined by certain constraints of 
which he mentions several types - sociological, which he 
calls pragmatic, ideological, synchronic, personal, etc. 
He also argues that whereas VSO structures are more 
detached and therefore more numerous in news reports, SVO 
structures, which denote warmth and are close to 
colloquial, are more numerous in emphatic texts. The SV 
order is indeed more frequent in colloquial Arabic, and in 
Maltese, which developed from North-African vernacular 
Arabic, the unmarked order is SV. Thus it is argued by 
Kalmar and Agius (1980) that the marked order VS is 
possible if the subject has the-highest degree of C. Dsand 
despite the difference between Maltese and Arabic 
concerning what is acknowledged as the unmarked and the 
marked order, in Maltese too (i. e. as in Arabic) VS cases 
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are characteristic of news reporting. 
The conclusion arrived at is that the use of either 
order will be proportionate to the importance of the 
constraint, for example, a modern text vs. a classical one 
or a leftist one vs. a conservative one. However., as 
interesting and useful as these comparisons may be, the 
actual mechanism of the relation of constraint to form is 
overlooked in favour of more general considerations. No 
analysis of how information is organized according to 
these different constraints is made. One of the 
conclusions arrived at, which the data in this study 
confirms, is that the verb tends to appear in second 
position at least. 
The particle ( c), l ) is considered f rom the point of 
view of its incidence vis-a-vis SVO structures. It is 
argued that the higher the proportion of the particle in 
the text, the lower the proportion of SVO structures will 
be and vice versa, the lower the number of the 
higher that of the SVO structure will be. This, 
interpreted in the author's own terms, means that in 
lemphatict texts, the proportion of will be lower 
than in 'detached' texts like news reports. This 
contradicts completely the results arrived at by Koch 
(1981; 123) who says about 
It is clearly a topicalizer which shifts the subject 
from post-verbal position (in verbal sentences) to the 
beginning of a clause, and that it seems also to be a 
kind of speech-act marker, in that it often signals 
argumentative theses. 
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Therefore, if the particle is considered as the signal for 
thesis to be substantiated, it will be more likely to be 
found in texts where such processes are encountered than 
in texts like news reports which by nature are more 
inclined to report facts than analyse them. In the data 
analysed in this thesis, only 5 cases of clauses 
introduced by occur. They allow the following 
observations: 
the elements topicalized belong to different 
syntactic categories 
they have varying information status 
they introduce different types of structures 
These sentences are : 
1. Text 8R 15) 
UJ I ",.., J I 
,i11.5 
131 
-JI W ulsz 
1.9 
L$j 
1 
? 
i.. l 
2. lext 10 (t Z3) 
i jl-. oJl j JI 
lext 11 (ý 10) 
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. Jý-I,.: Jl C. )-o 1,1.; I-zL:. 
14.9 ol-ý -**- 
Text 12 (ý- 
uz 
J. 91 
The element shifted to the beginning of the clause is 
the subject everywhere except for one case T(11) 
where it is adverbial. 
The shifted elements do not all have the same 
information status. Some are 'given' (3), the 
remaining ones are 'new'. 
They either introduce a new element on the scene 
T(8), reintroduce a previous element on the scene 
T(10), or maintain an element on the scene by 
introducing it on the thematic sphere after it was 
used as rheme in the preceding sentence. 
Thus ol I introduces different types of clauses: 
- relative T(8) 
- topic/comment T(10111912b) 
- nominal i. e. with pre-verbal constituent T(12a) 
The fact 'that these clauses occur only in 
'concept-based' texts none occur in the news-reports 
analysed - does not corroborate Parkinson's conclusions 
(1981), although it may not of course constitute 
sufficient evidence against one case or the other. 
The study which comes nearest to the approach adopted 
by this research is by Hatim (1987) in which a 
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'redefinition of theme and rhemel is suggested. The review 
of 'current conceptions of theme and rhemel is restricted 
and could have gained from studies such as those by 
Svoboda who works with a more elaborated thematic scale 
including notions like diatheme, rheme proper etc. (see 
table). It is for example stated that "in terms of C. D, 
there is little to distinguish sentences A and B" (1987: 
54): 
Much credit flows to the state of Israel for the 
vigour of the Kahan commission's enquiry and the 
rigour of its conclusions 
. .. 
L, - 11 
.6j .. 
r. 
I Up 
-r 
Several consequences flow from this new proposal. 
Ila ý6 ""7: 
but there is in fact a difference in the distribution of 
C. D in the two sentences. The two sentences belong to two 
slightly different instances of context. Sentence A is a 
basic instance level sentence. Sentence B which has at 
least one context bound element, the demonstrative pronoun 
'this', is an ordinary instance level sentence. A has an 
objective order (theme/rheme), whereas B has a subjective 
order (rheme/theme). Hatim justifies the choice of nominal 
structure for the translation of sentence A by the fact 
that (1987; 60) ; 
the thematic status is assigned to an 'agent' and not a 
'doer'. As a result the degree of gravity of the 
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contextual act., i. e. the event to be attached to the 
agent is no longer retrievable from a context already 
constructed (the narrative event) but in a context 'to 
be constructed' (the argumentative act). This 
establishes a 'forward' directionality giving rise to a 
transitionrrheme nexus ('flows to the state of Israel') 
with the aim of maximally dynamizing the theme, thus 
qualifying it to occupy a thematic slot in a subsequent 
sentence and thereby creating the turbulence required 
by argumentation. In responding to these commitments, 
the translator opts for a nominal clause type which, 
being an unmarked form in Arabic, ensures that the 
potential theme-transition nexus is severed and that 
the transition is made to contribute an added 
communicative thrust to the rheme. 
It is not considered, however, that had sentence A started 
with a verb, ( J1 6 *.. ), the effect would 
have been that the f ocus would have been rather on the 
action or image semantically transmitted by the verb. In 
this particular case, it is a very physical image, that of 
'pouring', which is left in initial position and would 
create an expectation for further information, physical or 
material. On the other hand, it is not made clear how 
these "contextual values from the various domains must be 
conflated" (1987: 56). Furthermore, it is a general and 
widely agreed principle that beyond its topic, theme or 
subject, each text has a particular intention which may be 
to inform, to influence or to compel. 
The difference between the two orders (nominal and 
verbal) in sentences A and B would be better expressed in 
terms of focus, and it should be seen in terms of which is 
the more important element, the process expressed by the 
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verb or that expressed by the subject. It is indeed 
interesting and beneficial to link the type of sentence 
with the type of text in which the sentence is found. An 
area worth developing - with a much bigger corpus - is the 
investigation of whether SV sentences are a measure of the 
evaluativeness of text. This in turn can be linked to 
another important area of investigation, whether text 
types have specific dynamic patterns, as for example the 
'zigzag' pattern in argumentative texts. 
The data in the present study shows that nominal 
sentences do not exclusively appear in argumentative 
texts. On the other hand, the degree of argumentation in a 
text may vary from to + obw_ which makes some 
categorizations less easy. Again, a verb in initial 
position does not mean that the verb in question has a 
'thematic status'. Its transitional status remains 
unchanged. It is rather vis-a-vis the subject that the 
change occurs through an increase or decrease in its 
degree of C. D depending on whether it is in pre-verbal or 
post-verbal position. 
Within the Prague school framework, Aziz (1988) 
approaches 'theme-rheme organization and paragraph 
structure in standard Arabic'. Two sentence types are 
identified : 
- the verbal sentence which realizes a VSO pattern 
- the nominal sentence which realizes the S/C pattern 
The thematic analysis' followed is-, similar to the one 
adopted in the present research but whereas this study 
concentrates on sentences with a pre-verbal constituent in 
initial position, only one such structure occurs in Aziz's 
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data, a narrative text where 16 sentences out of 19 are 
verbal. 
The tendency for thematic elements to appear at the 
beginning of the sentence is observed by Aziz, and cases 
of marked thematic order considered, for example : 
Zayd wrote the poem 
Th tr rh 
as an answer to the question : 
Who wrote the poem? /7ýI4. ý C. 4 
for which another contextually similar answer is 
suggested, the topic comment sentence : 
The poem was written by Zayd 
-L-) l+, zS ;I 
(The poem wrote it Zayd) rh tr th 
The analysis, however, falls short of handling the subtle 
difference between the two structures, in terms for 
instance of the thematic 'behaviour' of the elements 
IZaydI and 'Poem', e. g. whether they reappear in the 
subsequent discourse, whether they do so in the same way, 
etc. Aziz (1988: 121) argues that : 
in a language like Arabic where the word order is 
relatively free, it is not possible to tie 
thematization arrangement to any one fixed order. 
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This is mainly due to the fact that thematic status is 
determined by the amount of C. D an element carries, which 
may vary according to context. This process is dynamic, 
whereas the syntactic category is static. It is therefore 
impossible to establish rules of the kind : 
In such and such a language :- 
subjects are always theme 
subjects always have a lower amount of C. D than 
adverbials 
The type of tying mentioned above has not been attempted 
for any language. 
Another approach to Arabic word order is 
Moutaouakills studies (1985,1987) of focus in Arabic 
within the functional framework inspired by Dik (1978). 
Focus is considered as a pragmatic function determined by 
context. A difference is established between : 
1. The nature of focus : 
a. focus revealing the quality 'new' 
b. contrastive focus 
2. The scope of focus : 
a. focus of a constituent 
b. focus of a whole sentence 
VSO and VSA, the 'unmarked' order, are used to illustrate 
cases of 'focus of the new'. It is argued that a new 
element is emphasized through tonic accent. As for 
contrastive focus, it is realized through different word 
orders of which only those with a pre-verbal constituent 
are considered : 
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(OVS) 
U ! --, j Lej I (AVS) 
This seems to imply that the quality 'new' is 
systematically expressed through a VS order plus tonic 
accent and that pre-verbal position is reserved to 
contrastive focus. In other words, the unmarked order is 
the only order mentioned for cases of focus of the 'new'. 
In this study, again, the main weakness is that the data 
consists in decontextualized, 'made-up' sentences. 
. 
In conclusion, most recent studies of Arabic word 
order were carried out within the framework of T. G. 
grammar. The common pattern is, from a sentence-based 
data, to find confirmation for the order posited as the 
underlying order for Arabic, either VSO (Bakir 1980; 
Thalji 1982) or SVO (Abdo 1983; Awwad 1973; Killean 1966; 
Lewkowicz 1971; Snow 1965) or VOS (Anshen and Shreiber 
1968). These studies have a lot in common : 
- they are sentence-based and do not deal with text 
- they have an exclusively syntactic concern 
- they deal with certain fixed word orders and this 
excludes any notion of choice on the part of the 
sentence producer 
- they deal with individual sentences often unrealistic 
and decontextualized 
- even when reconstructed, the context remains 
artificial 
- they deal with the question of whether the 
inchoative is subject or not 
- they consider sentences of the type 
as topic/comment 
they generally include AV sentences in the verbal 
type 
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they suggest PS rules which generate the underlying 
structure 
they suggest the surface structure produced by the 
application of transformational rules to the deep 
structure. 
In the light of these shortcomings, the approach adopted 
by this study, which is more context-conscious, attempts 
to offer a more appropriate framework for the study of 
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word order. 
CHAPTER TWO 
Methodology and Data 
As this study argues, in every language, word order 
is influenced and even governed by different internal and 
external factors. What follows is an attempt to 
investigate those factors which determine word order in 
the Arabic sentence with particular emphasis on initial 
pre-verbal position. The factors are of different types: 
phonetic, syntactic., semantic, pragmatic and stylistic. 
Whereas the first three are fixed, the last two may be 
said to be determined by choice, thus the focus will be on 
the pragmatic factor i. e. the element of choice, and how 
much it intervenes in determining the position of the 
initial constituent of a sentence. 
2.1 Word order 
In general terms, linguists agree that word order can 
be defined as the linear arrangement of the lexical and 
grammatical elements in the sentence. Enkvist (1976: 9) 
describes it as : 
a linguistic mechanism [which] contributes to the 
expression of different linguistic functions. 
He characterizes these functions clearly as being : 
to provide cues for the basic interpretation of 
syntactic structures to distinguish between the 
canonical forms of major modes of statements such as 
interrogation, statement, etc. 
to contribute to marking the difference between 
different clause types such as main or subordinate 
clause. 
to distinguish between the different functions of 
sentence and clause constituents 
to signal the scope of grammatical and lexical 
elements, adverbials, modifiers, etc. 
to signal the arrangement of information in the 
clause. 
This thesis attempts to investigate a general framework 
for the study of word order variations of the initial pre- 
verbal constituent in the Arabic sentence, within a 
general framework. For this purpose., it is assumed that 
the sentence is the basic unit of analysis. A brief review 
of the different types of sentential structures in Arabic 
will be followed by an examination of the relations, -both 
internal and external, held by the different elements of 
these structures. The central element is the verbal 
element in relation to which these positions will be 
studied, in terms of what precedes it or succeeds it i. e. 
pre-verbal and post-verbal position. These elements are, 
in order of frequency and importance, the subject and the 
adverbial. The sentences analysed will be considered 
within their textual environment. They will be examined 
within and in relation to their context of occurrence as 
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it can be argued that it is only then that the pragma- 
textual interaction can be observed. 
2.2. The sentence asa linguistic unit 
Before dealing with the definition of the Arabic 
sentence, a definition of the sentence in general is 
pertinent, as is a consideration of whether this concept 
is universal. A problem encountered in the course of the 
analysis, and which was of considerable importance 
considering that the unit under analysis is the nominal 
sentence, was to establish the boundaries of the sentence 
unit. Although the Arabic 'jumlal or sentence is often 
mentioned, an exact account of the nature of this unit is 
nowhere to be found. This is not due, as one might be 
tempted to believe, to a theoretical gap in Arabic 
grammar, but more probably to an attempt to apply to it 
criteria which, although they are appropriate in so many 
languages, particularly Indo-European languages, are not 
so easily applicable to Arabic. This in itself, however, 
is not new and Arab authors started long ago to use 
punctuation under the influence of other languages, though 
not always appropriately. 
Most definitions of the sentence appear within the 
framework of studies comparing, and sometimes opposing, 
sentence grammar to text grammar (Bertinetto 1979; 
Longacre 1979; Segre 1979; etc. ) where the two units 
(sentence and text) are more often than not compared to 
each other and defined by what they are not. Consequentlyt 
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all these definitions appear to be incomplete, their focus 
not being on the sentence itself. The most concrete 
definition of the sentence seems to be that of traditional 
grammar. It is a formal definition which sets the 
beginning of the sentence at the capital letter with which 
it starts and/or the full stop of the preceding sentence 
and it marks its end with the following full stop. The 
most frequently mentioned characteristics of the sentence 
(Allerton 1969) are that it is 
- an independent structure 
- meaningful 
- semantically complete 
2.3. The Arabic sentence 
In Arabic, punctuation is borrowed from Indo-European 
languages and as there are no typographical markers such 
as capital letters or full stops, markers are different. 
The non-formal characteristics are naturally the same as 
in other languages i. e. meaningful and complete enough to 
be autonomous, and the sentences analysed by this study 
are defined on this basis. The punctuation of the texts in 
the corpus was on occasions not taken into account where 
it was found to be used inconsistently. In Arabic, the 
function of punctuation between sentential units is 
fulfilled by the use - which any literal translation would 
make sound like an abuse - of the conjunction 'wa/and'. 
This avoids any halting effect that the absence of 
punctuation would produce. Besides these formal 
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differences, there is a more subtle one which is well 
defined in Williams (1984: 48-49) who says : 
It is evident that Arabic and Biblical Hebrew 
frequently use more than one independent clause to 
express only one complete thought (and presumably the 
same goes for the whole family of semitic languages) 
whereas N. T Greek uses one clause group consisting in 
this case of one independent clause plus a number of 
dependent clauses, often signalled by participial 
constructions, to convey a number of statements - and 
those who have studied classics at school will have 
memories of the lengthy sentences typical of classical 
Latin and Greek. 
This confirms one important thing: the basic textual unit 
in written Arabic is the clause just as it is the sentence 
in written English. However, to say for instance that 
Arabic is exclusively expressed in clauses is overlooking 
some important aspects of the problem. This unit in Arabic 
may be considered as closer to the clause by its usual 
length and closer to the sentence by its independence. In 
fact, it is neither a clause nor a sentence but may fit 
the description of either of them in some cases. 
2.4. Arabic word order 
In Arabic, the function of a word is designated by 
its case. Two types of sentences are generally observed in 
written discourse : 
the verbal sentence with a verb-subject order 
the nominal sentence which does not have a verb but a 
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noun in first position and is also often assimilated 
to verbless sentences or equative sentences, also called S/C 
(Subject/Complement) sentences in the literature, e. g. : the boy 
(is) ill J! wI 
Nominal sentences can in turn be divided into twomain groups: 
1. ýsentences where an element other than the verb 
appears in ' first position (subject, adverbial, 
object) and where the verb is usually in second 
position. The sentences under analysis in this study 
belong to this category. It is noteworthy that they 
are sometimes classified as verbal sentences (Bakir; 
1980). 
topic-comment sentences e. g. 
1--'Ju I )J.; l Ij., 'rij IiI. -- 
These sentences differ from sentences with a pre- 
verbal constituent in initial position in different 
ways : 
a. they contain a returning pronoun in the comment 
part which is co-referential with the topic 
b. this topic is invariably in the nominaF-Ive- r-a-se- 
c. it presents given information 
d. it is definite 
further sentence type was found in the data 
analysed. The sentences in question generally contain a 
verb but it is never in first position, therefore they 
cannot be called verbal sentences. They generally contain 
a verbal element and are therefore not subject/complement 
sentences. The question remains then whether they are 
nominal sentences in the sense adopted by this study. In 
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these sentences, the order is not subject to choice but is 
determined rather by other elements such as the syntactic 
factor or the stylistic factor for instance. They are 
'fixed order sentences'. These fixed order sentences occur 
in all the texts studied. They do not have a particular 
pattern of textual distribution such as the beginning or 
the end of a section or text. The data reveals that they 
may be as frequent, if not more so, than nominal sentences 
(text 12, for example). The most obvious and common cases 
are the interrogative and exclamatory sentences such as 
this example in text 6 Rý) 
Lz, -, I Lr; 
C:, 
Ly 
Other cases include the use of certain syntactic 
structures such as : 
the comparative Ii -< 
/as used with parallel 
structures, for example in text : Ui) 
L 1_, j jtýL I aJ 1 ;.,.; 5 e6jjz 
L. J I c, 1.4 U-, llJ. *. 
Jl 
A-! A 
L&S 
LO 
2. the conjunction I 
modifier in text 11 : 
/ rarely I used as a verb 
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Ujl-ý CIA 
3. the concessive I 31',,, -r/althoughl used in text 6 
3 
Oj 
I e-U J. 3 
15 ; 
Jal 
jj. 
>:, 
4. other cases of fixed expressions such as du I 
in text 8 
L5i,. Jl Ol at 
2.5. Analytic concepts 
Sentence initial position, thematic status, known or 
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unknown element, the difference between 'subject' and 
'topic', are all important notions for the description and 
analysis of the initial element, though studies relating 
to them rarely deal with them separately. The three main 
questions generally treated are : 
1. whether the initial element is subject or topic and 
the difference between the two notions. 
2. the function of the sentence initial element, a 
question related to the status of the 'theme'. 
3. other notions closely related to the first issues: 
the degree of recoverability and givenness, both 
related to the problem of word order in the sentence 
in so far as they determine such order. 
2.5.1. Subject or topic 
This question is considered in a book edited by Li 
(1976). It is treated from different angles and the 
difference between the two notions is mainly seen in terms 
of level(*Lso)Dik; 1981). The 'subject' has a syntactic 
function and the 'topic' a pragmatic one. The pre-verbal 
NP is also considered as combining the two functions - 
subject and topic - whereas a post-verbal NP can only 
aspire to the first one. This raises the questions about 
why a post-verbal element cannot have a pragmatic function 
and whether the pragmatic function is a function mainly 
ascribed to the sentence initial element and assimilated 
especially to the subject. Subjects, however, are not the 
only sentential constituents to appear in initial 
position. In fact, the term 'topic' covers two distinct 
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notions. The first one is general and is defined by Keenan 
and Schieffelin (in Li, 1976: 338) as a discourse notion: 
to refer to the proposition (or set of propositions) 
about which the speaker is either providing or 
requesting new information. 
The second notion is defined by Li and Thompson (in Li, 
1976: 464) as : 
the center of attention [which] announces the theme of 
the discourse 
which they contrast with the subject, adding that 
it can be characterized as providing the orientation or 
the point of view of the action, experience, state, 
etc., denoted by the verbs. 
2.5.2 The status of the initial element and the difference 
between topic and theme 
The functions of the initial element are summed up in 
four points by Lowe (1987: 7), and the data in this study 
confirms, that 
the function of the point of departure element is 
either 
1. to set the spatial, temporal, situational or 
individual framework, within AAch the ensuing 
discourse holds (experiential component) 
or 
2. to give the direction in which the next part Of 
the argument is going to go (logical comPonent) 
such as with conjunction 
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or 
3. to give interpersonal information on the ensuing 
discourse, such as indicating its illocutionary 
force (i. e. whether statement, question, command, 
etc. ) or giving an evaluation of the importance or 
reliability of the information in the ensuing 
discourse 
or 
4. some combination of the above. 
These functions are generally fulfilled by temporal 
and locative adverbials, conjunctions and subject' NPs. 
Fries (1981) divides studies about theme in English 
discourse into two groups : 
1 those. who assimilate the concepts of theme and that 
of the distribution of information between given and 
new, such as Dane's and Dahl. 
2. those who distinguish between the two systems. 
For both groups, given information tends to appear at the 
beginning of the sentence but whereas the former identify 
theme as the least unknown element or the element with 
'the lowest amount of communicative dynamism'. the latter, 
particularly Halliday (1985), assimilates it with sentence 
initial position, although he later changed his position 
by keeping the label 'theme' for the initial element in 
the sentence and attributing another one, that of 'topical 
theme' to the ideational element within the theme, as in 
the example cited in Halliday (1985: 56) 
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a. literal or congruent interpretation 
b. metaphorical 
II don't believe that pudding ever will be cooied 
theme rheme theme rheme (a) 
interpersonal (modal) topical (b) 
I theme rheme 
2.5.3 Given vs. new information 
The notion of given vs. new information, proved 
difficult to determine in analysing many cases in the 
data, so other complementary notions such as 'recoverable 
vs. unrecoverable' and 'predictable vs. unpredictable' 
(Kuno; 1972) were of help. 
Fries (1981) establishes the difference between the 
notions of 'new vs. given' and 'previously known vs. not 
previously known'. Tomlin (1986: 4) distinguishes two 
components in old information 
1. shared information 
2. thematic information 
Two other notions cited by Firbas (1966: 246) concern the 
degree of familiarity illustrated by the use of the 
article : 
1. the notion conveyed by the noun accompanied by 
a definite article may be knovn, well determined, 
familiar, and yet in regard to the narrow, ad hoc 
scene, it may appear unknown, new, contextually 
independent ... 
2. substantives with definite articles convey notions 
that may be considered familiar in the fullest 
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sense of the word, i. e. both in regard to the 
common knowledge of the speaker and the listener 
and in regard to the narrow scene. 
2.5.4 Predictable vs. recoverable information 
A recoverable element is an element whose omission 
does not prevent the comprehension of a message. The terms 
'predictable' and 'recoverable', however, are not 
identical. In Lashley (1951) predictable elements are 
recoverable but the converse is not always true. 
As for the notion of given, it is of course 
determined by context, and again context must be 
considered in all its different layers. Thus an element is 
considered within the sentence in which it appears, the 
section of text,, the whole text and finally the extra- 
textual context. Reference may be direct, through 
repetition for instance, or indirect through, for example, 
the use of synonymy. 
The quality 'new' is also seen as having'two aspects 
(Dane'S; 1974) 
1. 'new' in the sense of 'not mentioned in the preceding 
context' 
2. 'new' in the sense of 'related as rheme to a theme to 
which it has not yet been related' 
These notions, as mentioned in the presentation of the 
theoretical approach of the PragiFe school, were studied 
at the level of the sentence and its relations with 
context through the notions of 
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- first instance level 
- second instance level 
- basic instance level 
2.6. General method-of analysis 
The Prague School of functional grammar was chosen as 
a framework for this analysis because, as seen earlier, it 
emphasizes the importance of the interrelation between 
context on the one hand and structure and texture on the 
other. It is because of this principle that this study 
analyses authentic texts because they are the only 
entities in which the relation between extra-textual and 
textual phenomena can be appreciated. This conforms to 
text-linguistic models whose principal postulate is that 
language analysis must be approached through text (Kassal 
1976; Slatka 1975; Wirth 1985). 
2.6.1 Sentence grammar vs. text grammar 
The primary difference between the proponents of 
sentence grammar and those of text grammar is the unit of 
analysis, which in the first case is the sentence and in 
the second, the text (Dascal and Margalit 1974; Dressler 
1978; Gray 1978; Hasan 1979; Hendricks 1967; Pet'Ofi and 
Reiser 1977). The second difference resides in the fact 
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that only in text-linguistics is the importance of the 
environment of the unit emphasized. This tenvironmentlo 
'situation' or 'context' has been approached from 
different angles, socio-cultural, pragmatic, etc., and 
accordingly divided into different constituents or layers. 
The major principle is, as GiulianidO1979: 177) puts it, 
that : 
the parameters which enable one to characterize 
sentences are linguistic, whereas those which enable 
one to characterize texts are non7linguistic. 
One way of modelling context is found in Firbas's 
hierarchical layers of context (Palkova and Palek; 1978) 
a. the context of experience shared by the speaker and 
listener. (In this study this has been the criterion 
determining the choice of the corpus of which the 
texts share a certain homogeneity regarding their 
source, register and intended audience. ) 
b. the ad-hoc context of immediate experience 
contributed to by the situation at the moment of 
utterance. 
ce the ad-hoc verbal context preceding the sentence: the 
text or utterance. 
The importance of context is stressed by Seung (1980: 91) 
who argues: 
Of course, it is impossible to establish any textual 
meaning without a contextual nexus, because a text 
gains its meaning only in context. 
Other divisions of context can be found in Brown and Yule 
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(1983), Downes (1984) and Kress (1976). 
Not purely linguistic., context governs, at least to 
some extent, the realization of texture and structure. 
For this reason, it is considered by this study to be a 
determining element in the choices, syntagmatic and 
paradigmatic, made by a text producer. Regarding the 
corpus and subject of this study, it allows the following 
hypothesis to be made :' it is context which in Arabic 
determines the choice of the nominal vs. verbal 
structures. For this reason, this study will investigate 
the surface level relations that sentential elements of 
text hold among themselves, and will do so in terms of 
word order with a particular view to pre-verbal position 
which always corresponds to initial position in Arabic. 
2.7 The corpus 
As stated in the introduction, the corpus is composed 
of 12 samples of texts from different sources. Texts one 
to nine are political texts, with a written mode -and a 
formal style. Put in functional terms, they share the same 
'contextual construct' (Hasan; 1979). A closer look, 
however, reveals at least one major difference among them. 
The first group 'A' (texts 1-5) are news items whose 
primary function is to narrate events. By contrast,, the 
second group IBI (texts 6-9) are short editorials more 
concerned with commenting on the consequences of 
particular events rather than on the events themselves 
which, as a general rule, have already been the topic of 
other event-centred articles in the same issue. Only 
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group IBI will be dealt with in the analysis as one main 
characteristic of group 'A' is that the texts do not 
contain any nominal sentences. The three remaining texts 
analysed were chosen from different sources to enlarge the 
scope of the analysis through the introduction of other 
text types. They cover different fields but have a similar 
mode and tenor. The first is geographical, the second 
biographical and the third historical. 
Concerning the two different groups of news articles, 
the following points were not taken into consideration : 
1. differences such as punctuation which is borrowed 
from European languages and is used inconsistently. 
2. graphetic and graphological differences which have to 
do with presentation. 
3. the titles, which in themselves constitute an area of 
extensive research. 
4. lexical differences. 
The analysis will focus on grammatical differences such as 
the type of sentences, the order of sentence constituents, 
etc. 
A systematic classification of these texts into 
specific text categories is beyond the scope of this 
study, for although the definition of text types is an old 
concern (Bain 1866; Christensen 1967; Faigley and Meyer 
1983; Rocas 1964; etc), no theory or unified description 
of text types is available to date. Only general 
descriptions of particular genres are available (Aston 
1977; Crystal and Davy 1969; Van Dijk 1988) 
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2.7.1 Lenjzth of texts analvsed 
One basic problem was the length of the texts in the 
corpus which is not standard. The newspaper articles 
(textsi -9) are much shorter than the rest. The news items 
of group 'A' are shorter than the editorials of group IV, 
which in turn are shorter than texts 10-12. The news 
reports, 'A', (texts 1-5) are only of interest in so far 
as they allow the highlighting of particular 
characteristics of the editorials IBI, (texts 6-9). They 
are sufficiently representative of their type as may be 
confirmed by a cursory look at other front page news 
reports of the same or different newspapers. As for the 
editorials, the problem of length is resolved by the 
choice of all four texts from the same column. For texts 
10 and 11, it proved difficult to find shorter, complete 
texts in the same registers. They are of sufficient length 
to allow conclusions to be drawn and self-contained enough 
to constitute independent texts in themselves, although 
they were extracted from longer texts. No such problem 
arose with text 12 which is a complete short story. 
2.7.2 Some differences between group A and group B texts 
These differences can be divided into different 
categories 
a. lexical 
b. structural 
C. stylistic 
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a. Lexical differences : 
1. in group A the use of a certain category of verbs 
with no real semantic content such as 'to say/ Jul 
'to add/ can be noticed. 
2. time indicators are also much more precise in this 
category than in group B, for instance ' 1981 51.. /May 
19811,1 L., ýJj 
.- 
ii/yesterday', I jt-i 
/tomorrow', 
etc, 
3. related to 1., there is a greater use of quotations 
in 'A' than in IBI. 
b. Structural differences 
1. Sentence types : statements with VS order form the 
majority of sentences in group A whereas in group B 
they share it with verbless sentences and nominal 
sentences, 
2. Inter-sentential coordination the only connector 
used in group A whether at sentence level or between 
sections, is the additive land/ Group B has a 
much more varied use of connectors which may be 
contrastive e. g. 'as for/ 1--. 
1 1, resumptive e. g. 
'this/ or explanatory e. g. 'because/, 
Repetition is also used as a cohesive device through 
coordination. 
3. Sentence complexity sentential structures are 
straightforward and simple in group A, generally of 
the type VS(A)(C). In group B, longer and more 
complex structures are used. -Thus, '- whereas the most 
common type of sentence relation is coordination, 
there are numerous cases of subordination in group B. 
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Position of adverbial : -this point is partly answered 
if it is considered that the sentential word order in 
group A is VS in all cases. It is only in group B 
that one may find cases of initial adverbials. In 
both groups, adverbials also appear in middle and 
final position. 
2.8 The analysis proper 
After some textual information about the source texts 
and the nominal sentences analysed, the nominal sentences 
will be discussed at three levels 
a. the sy-n4Ltic level 
b. the functional level 
c. the semantic level 
2.8.1 Text analysis 
The focus of the analysis is, as was said earlier, 
the study of sentential structures with a pre-verbal 
element. Such a study, however, requires that the 
sentences be replaced in their textual context and this 
will be done through an overall presentation of the texts 
from which the sentences are extracted. Thus, before 
analysing each nominal sentence, each text is described 
from different points of view i. e. content and context': 
the general topic and ideas 
the main sections of the text 
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the semantic relations between these sections 
the distribution of the nominal sentences in the 
different sections 
Texts are divided into different sections. A diagram of 
the overall organization of these sections is presented 
for each text in the analysis, as well as some information 
about their content. The determining element for their 
division is their semantic content. The position of each 
nominal sentence is examined considering its position 
- at the beginning of a section 
- in the middle of a section 
- at the end of a section 
- in the first section, the last one, etc. 
- in the section itself (lst position, 2nd position, 
etc. ) 
Its semantic relation with the preceding and/or succeeding 
text is examined in regard to such questions, for 
example, as whether it : 
confirms the preceding statement 
contrasts the preceding statement 
answers a preceding question, etc. 
2.8.2 Nominal sentences analysis 
An approximate translation in English is given for 
each sentence to show the order of constituents in the 
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Arabic sentence. 
a. The syntactic level 
This is the level of organization of elements 
determined by syntactic form. Sentences are examined from 
the point of view of the alignment of their syntactic 
constituents, such as SVO or AVS for instance. The 
syntactic categories used in the analysis (Leech 1983; S. CZ 
Scott 1978; Winter 1982) are : 
the verb 
the subject 
the object 
the complement 
the adverbial 
The two main categories of adverbials observed in the data 
are the temporal adverbial (At) and the locative adverbial 
(At). However, numerous cases are not easy to determine as 
there are so many syntactic functions in Arabic which 
could tally with the English adverbial. When sentences are 
complex they are divided'into : 
CýI-C for the main part 
Ij for secondary parts 
for example in text (7)2 : (t 5) 
U.:. 
Jl L-; U. I L.. t-, 
Ojl 
LS.; 
j Ij 0 
y, 4L"j 
.I 
C-el C: e 
The effect of the reordering of the sentence elements is 
examined in terms, for instance, of the differences 
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entailed by a change from AVS order to VSA order. 
b. The functional level 
The FSP structure, or the thematic ordering of the 
sentence constituents is analysed and so are the 
functional changes resulting from the reordering of the 
sentence initial element. The sentence is divided into two 
main functional parts : 
1. the theme - what the sentence is about 
2. the rheme - what is said about it 
These form what is termed by Svoboda (1981) as 
1. *the thematic sphere 
2. the rhematic sphere 
The two parts are further divided, and their elements 
identified along the lines followed in Williams (1987), 
into the following categories : 
1. ellipted theme proper 
2. theme proper 
3. theme proper oriented theme 
4. diatheme oriented theme 
5. diatheme 
6. transition 
7. transition proper 
8. rheme 
9. rheme proper oriented rheme 
10. rheme proper 
The distribution of these elements is relative to their 
information content, mainly determined by context. Thus 
every element makes a different contribution to the 
overall information content of the sentence. This is 
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defined in terms of communicative dynamism (C. D). The 
degree of C. D of an element will be in relation to whether 
the element is completely new, whether it is old, etc. The 
functional changes involved by Idedynamization' and 
Idynamization', will be examined. 
ce The semantic level 
The configurations realized by the various semantic 
categories will be studied. These Firbasian semantic 
scales (Firbas; 1975) are as described in Svoboda (1981) 
as: 
scene 
appearance on the scene 
phenomenon 
quality bearer 
quality 
specification 
For example: 
In December 
A- scene 
Tom 
quality bearer 
starts winter 
appearance on the scene phenomenon 
is 
quality 
a teacher 
specification 
These elements realize 'semantic scales' which are divided 
into two (Svoboda 1981) : 
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the Q scale realized by 'quality bearer - quality - 
specification - further specification' 
2. the A scale realized by 'scene - appearance on the 
scene/existence - phenomenon' 
However, as Svoboda (1981: 79) argues, there may be 
interferences as: 
the A scale reflects the change in the quality of the 
scene... The new element becomes part of the [new] 
scene, hence changing its [old] quality. In this sense, 
scene is also a quality bearer which is ascribed a new 
quality and A scale is also aQ scale. Conversely, the 
quality bearer at the Q scale is ascribed a new quality 
[including specification(s)], which means that a new 
quality appears on the scene. 
2.8.3 Problems involved 
The analysis of these nominal sentences involves 
questions such as : 
1. Is the element completely new? 
2. Was it mentioned before? 
3. Is it only retrievable from the preceding context ? 
4. Does it reappear later in the text? 
5. If the answer is yes, then how many sentences or 
sections later does it appear? 
6. Does it reappear under the same form or under a 
different one? 
7. What are the alternative reorderings possible of the 
sentence constituents? 
8. How different in meaning are the sentences obtained 
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from the original nominal sentences? 
9. What contextual differences do the changes entail? 
10. What functional changes such as Idynamization' and 
Idedynamization' of the sentence initial element does 
the reordering entail? 
The answers to all these questions will allow certain 
conclusions, if not generalizations, about Arabic nominal 
sentences in general and the pre-verbal element in these 
sentences in particular. The most important will be : 
1. the most likely syntactic functions of the initial 
element 
2. the most likely functional status of these elements 
3. the degreeýof coincidence of syntactic elements with 
the elements of functional perspective 
4. the positional preferences of the nominal sentences 
- how often they appear as the first sentence of the 
text 
- how often they come in first position in the 
sequence. 
- how often they are preceded or followed by another 
nominal sentence 
- how often nominal sentences occupy the second 
sentence of the sequenceýwhere the first sentence is 
not nominal 
- how often both the first and the second sentence of 
the sequence are nominal 
5. the types of contexts which favour nominal sentences 
6. the most frequent types of sentence structures 
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7. the position the adverbial favours in the Arabic 
sentence 
8. the syntactical categories which appear before the 
verbs 
9. where the verbal element most frequently occurs 
10. whether the inital element is always known 
11. if the nominal sentence has exactly the same meaning 
as its corresponding verbal sentence 
12. whether the nominal element is the topic of the 
sentence it appears in or that of the whole sequence 
13. whether the nominal introduces a new topic, 
reintroduces a previous element or simply continues 
the previous topic 
14. the frequency of rhematic element fronted 
15. whether a nominal sentence is a marked or unmarked 
alternative for a verbal order 
2.8.4 Methodological difficulties 
The main methodological difficulty encountered was 
the definition of the Arabic sentence. Other secondary 
questions also had to be clarified. They are : 
1. What is new, given and recoverable information? 
2. Which constraints on word order should beýconsidered 
and why? 
3. Is the initial element subject or topic? 
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2.8.5 Constraints on word order considered 
The analysis concentrates on the relationship between 
context and word order. Therefore, the only type of 
constraint looked at is the pragmatic constraint. The 
other types were not excluded but only considered within 
the framework of the pragmatic one. Such factors are : 
the chronological factor and the difference entailed 
in language use by diachronic language change, for 
instance classical Arabic vs. modern standard Arabic 
the regional factor which focusses on differences in 
the use of the Arabic language in Egypt and Tunisia, 
for instance, a difference which, if it ever existedq 
is resolved by the common use of MSA everywhere in 
the Arab world today. 
differences of text genre and topic. The data 
includes texts of various genres (literary such as 
the short story, text 12, and journalistic such as 
the news articles, texts 6-9). 
These differences themselves were not focussed on, but 
treated in terms of how the 'contextual construct' of a 
text influenced the choice of sentential structures. 
Ideological differences such as conservative or 
leftist stances were not treated. In fact, the differences 
considered are purely textual and situational in the 
contextual sense of the term. This means that the only 
influences considered are those of the three contexts 
the context of experience 
the ad-hoc context of immediate experience 
the ad-hoc context preceding the sentence 
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Naturally this does not exclude the influence of other 
factors, but they are seen as secondary and, to a certain 
measure, included in the pragmatic phenomena under 
discussion. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Analysis 
TEXT 
3.1 
! J1 The relativity of the eighties 4z'I 
This text illustrates how the concept of relativity 
reflects the spirit of this era. It has seventeen 
sentences and can be divided into five sections: 
Section 1 is an introductory statement 
Section 2 from Uýj C: j. ýJu to and 
Section 3 from JS 'I to and 
Section 4 from to LSIS 
All substantiate the -first statement with examples. The 
first is about the relativity of time, - the second about 
the relativity of wealth and the third about the 
relativity of age. 
Section 5 from ý; I L... 3 to the end, 
deals with the principal example - relativity in politics. 
It shows how it affects both the Arab world and Israel and 
how it can make failures easier to bear. The element 
'relativity/ 
,,.,: jll 
is textually important and appears 
twelve times in the text in different word forms and 
classes. There is also an important use of lexical 
contrasts, for example : 
her victories / our defeats 
gold / tin 
old man / young man 
The following diagram is a general outline of the 
article's textual organization. Each block represents a 
section. The lines inside the block represent the 
section's sentences and the dotted lines represent the 
nominal sentencesthat will be analysed. Each little cross 
shows approximately where the concept 'relativity/ 
is mentioned i. e. beginning, middle or end. 
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I 
T(6)1 
C S+v A (t3 
sometimes it becomes cheaper than tin 
&S+V 
This sentence occurs in the second section of the 
text which provides the first example of relativity i. e. 
the relativity of time. It follows a sentence which 
illustrates the general statement made in the introductory 
section. The preceding sentence announces the illustration 
of a statement. This statement : 
time is not always gold 
provokes the question 
then what else can it also be? 
with the focus on two elements i. e. what else and also. It 
will be seen later how these are translated in the 
syntactic and functional structures of the sentence -in 
question. 
II", I..; I-, "L, 0 eLL-J I Cý.. LI, &, J C. . .. -,. 
u I is a straightforward 
one-clause sentence with an AVC structure comprising an 
ellipted subject relayed by the morpheme plus the 
vowel of the verb 'become/ L 
The F. S. P. 
structure achieved is Td - Tr -R with the diatheme 
relating directly to the rhematic sphere of the preceding 
sentence through the paraphrase of the temporal adverbial 
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, always/ 1, Llj' with the negative particle I is not/ , -j 
Both adverbs 'always/ 1_,!, 1,3'and 'sometimes/ I 
textual antonyms - are semantically related to the main 
concept treated in the text, i. e. relativity. 
Semantically, however, they relate to it differently, 
because 'sometimes/ can be ascribed the 
quality 'relative', whereas 'always/ I __tjj I cannot, 
and its qualities are 'permanent', 'definite', etc. As 
was seen above, the expectations created by the first 
statement are sparked off by two elements 'always/ I t1,31 
and 'gold/ 'contrasted in the sentence with 
'sometimes/ and 'tin/ with the contrast 
'always, sometimes/ I 1_. zIj given thematic 
prominence over the contrast 'gold, tin/ el, -, 31 for 
the main reason that it semantically relates directly to 
the concept 'relativity'. 
? sometimes/ I ul is a foregrounded scenic 
element used to achieve contrast with another scenic 
element used in the non-thematic sphere of the previous 
sentence 'always/ I. Ij 1. This change of adverbial 
from 'always/ I to 'sometimes/ indicates 
not only a change in the quality of the scene but also a 
change in the quality ascribed to the quality bearer. This 
is achieved by the means of the lexical contrast of 
'always/ and 'sometimes/ and that of 
'gold/ and tin/ 
This AVC order signals a deviation from the leading 
grammatical orders (SVCA, VSOA) and is determined by the 
principle of emphasis, which is placed on the contrasted 
temporal specification 'sometimes/ I which 
specifies another event 'something else happens 
sometimes' . The A 'sometimes/ I -I- . e, 
l I is contextually 
partly dependent because it functions as a link between 
the thematic and the non-thematic sphere by bringing a 
non-thematic element-into the thematic sphere, but at the 
same time, and by way of contrast, introducing a new 
aspect of the temporal setting 'sometimes/ I Then 
comes the second contrast with a higher C. D. the contrast 
between 'gold/ 'and 'tin/ ,I because it is 
hierarchically closer or more important to the definition 
of the subject of this section i. e. time. 
To conclude, it can be said that 'sometimes/ I 
conveys new information but does not make a major 
contribution to the development of the text. It merely 
acts as a temporal setting. The semantic scales realized 
by the two sentences are : 
quality bearer - quality specification 
*Time is not gold always. / - 1.3 --ý ci, 0--i cj. ý. j U 
scene - appearance - specif. /phenomenon 
*Sometimes it becomes cheaper than tirL 
Another point worth mentioning is the mild contrast 
involved by the repetitive use of the connector '"9-1 which, 
though meaningless in appearance, conveys two different 
meanings. In the first sentence 'time/,,... ýjji 
I, the 
element "-ý' introduces an illustration/ example. In the 
second sentence, it introduces an explanation/example. -It 
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accompanies the themes of both sentences and achieves 
lexical cohesion because it creates a sort of balance in 
the progressive development of the text by introducing a 
new topic 'time/ 
ý, 
jj then a new scene 
'sometimes/ 1 *1 .. -1 1. 
The effect of reordering the sentence so that the 
order VAC is used, would 
result in a shift of focus from 'sometimes/ I to 
'become/ 
C 
i. e. from the concept of 'frequency' to 
that of 'state/becoming' expressed by the copula verb 
'become/ c e-A. I now in initial position. On the other 
hand, tonic accent would, in that post-verbal position, 
confer contrastive focus to it. The structure would occur 
after a statement of the type : 
It always becomes 
was postponed to the end of the If 'sometimes/ I- 
sentence, resulting in the order VCA, 'it becomes cheaper 
than tin sometimes/ where 
'sometimes/ is given the highest degree of C. D, 
although possiblev the order would not be acceptable in 
its immediate context for at least two reasons : 
'sometimes/ 'is predictable from the 
preceding context which lowers its C. D. It relates 
directly to the rhematic element of the previous 
sentence and because it introduces only a new aspect 
of this element, it cannot be regarded as conveying 
completely new information. This is also confirmed 
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when other elements of the same. sentence appear to 
carry a higher C. D., for instance 'cheaper than tin/ 
2. A glance at the next sentence reveals that it is the 
contrast involved in the concept of change, 
expressed by the verb 'become/ C e. d. 
I and the 
final explanatory 'cheaper than tin/ '11 -... I o- LP--1. 
) 10 
that is picked up by the theme of the sentence and 
not the concept of frequency expressed by 'sometimes/ 
.%11..... t13* T(6)2 
c0vs (t 15) 
I 4ý. jjt 
JAI S-J Ej C,,. ýj, Jtýj 4.. jý 0 
LS 
relativity turns a 70 year-old man trito 
SV0C 
a thirty year-old young man when he owns a (bank) 
account important enough in the eyes of the parents 
of his adolescent bride. 
This sentence has a SVOC grammatical structure and 
realizes a Td - Tr - Th -R pattern. It introduces a sub- 
part of Section 3 of the text. The previous nominal 
sentence studied appeared in the sub-part preceding this 
one. This sub-part provides another example of 
lrelativLty/ 1 rhiclh t%La tLine 1.3 age, which 
becomes only relatively important when the wealth of a 
brtdegcoom is concerned. Here the word 'relativity/ It 
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which, as has already been seen, is the concept around 
which the whole text centres, appears again because it is 
establishing a new starting point and- bringing to the 
foreground a doncept that has been backgrounded. It is re- 
introduced as the topic of the section and this time it 
functions as a diatheme. It is interesting to notice that 
although the substantive-! relativity/ itself 
was backgrounded as a concept, (it does not appear under 
this form in this section or in the previous one) it 
nevertheless appeared in other word classes, mainly that 
of adjective -e. g. 'relative/ This shows how a 
textually important concept is used throughout the text in 
different word classes and forms depending from which 
angle it is viewed. 
Semantically, 'relativity/ is a quality 
bearer brought back to the narrow scene to be ascribed a 
new quality. In order to bring it back to the narrow scene 
again, it is used with the coordinator land/ JI and 
modifies the scene through the new quality. It could be 
translated as "and relativity, again, Possible 
reorderings of the sentence are : 
2W1 
c0 
J-J &e-U C) IS 1j1 
Changing the order from SVOC to VSOC would amount to 
displacing the highest communicative unit within the 
narrow scene and changing the order to Tr - Td -_ Tp_ - R. 
The sentence would not be acting counter to the 
grammatical order nor would it be acting counter to the 
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FSP order because Tr - Tp / Td -R is an unmarked order in 
Arabic. However, given the context in which it appears, 
'relativity/ becomes theme proper and the FSP of 
the sentence will change. In other words it is in fact 
either: 
the transition 'makes/ and the process 
expressed by it which through its front position 
gains more C. D or 
2. the diatheme 'relativity/ !I which by moving to 
the second position (af ter the transition) has its 
C. D lowered thus becoming theme proper. 
Closer observation of the difference between the two 
possible orders provides an answer. Indeed 
.J is IýI zWl a. 
Aý UA 
Jal 
even if both structures are unmarked, front position 
increases the C. D. of a subject when it is in initial 
position because of the prominence given to it. This is 
not the case f or the verb. Thus the VS order would mean 
diminishing the new breadth acquired by 'relativity/ 
IýiI' which in its context resets the framework 
for the concept by foregrounding it again. 
'relativity/ was used in the first section 
of the text but notq since then, in the same form. To 
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appear again in the second subpart of the third section, 
it has to be foregrounded. In this way it returns to 
centre stage. It appears again plus a modifier in the 
first sentence of the next section of the text. 
2. 
dt! 
j A 
jp 
Z., 
CSV0 
ZAI 
J.... &. 3-JA 
JAI 
ts-d 
The new syntactic structure is OVSC. On the level of FSP 
the following changes would occur: 
1 170-year old man/ would have its C. D 
raised 
2. 'relativity/ would have its C. D lowered 
The result would be a new functional pattern - 
Td - Tr - Tp -R instead of Tp - Tr - Td - R. 
Consequently, this change would involve a change of 
context. To appear in front position the element 
170-year old man/ would have to be either: 
focussed because of contrast with a previous element 
e. g. 130-year old man/ nul 1-1 
or 
2. Fronted again af ter having been backgrounded as is 
the case of the subject 'relativity/ 'in the 
original sentence. 
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Text 
The Arabs' reply Q.,; ý 
3.2 
This text -a concept-based text - is about the 
Palestinian resistance to mounting Israeli oppression. It 
has six sentences and can be divided into three sections. 
Section 1 from 
to JII 
states that the rising number of acts of resistance is the 
resolute answer to the increasingly oppressive Israeli 
policy. 
Section 2 illustrates the previous statement by relating 
the recent events. 
Finally, Section 3 underlines the differences 
between the two sides of the conflict. 
The general topic is this comparison which textually 
provides a framework for the text's cohesion. This is 
achieved through the use of structural contrast (use of 
parallelism), or semantic contrast (when only expressions 
or single words are concerned), for example 
0 "Ujvl C.. ml ()/ L11-WI 
(- 
terroristic oppression / heroic resistance 
settlement camp 
JýL---,., 31 / 
soldiers of the occupation / men of the resistance 
The textual development of the text may be illustrated as 
follows: 
li 
-b 
3 
In Section 2. the general statement made in Section 1 is 
illustrated with specific examples, for instance: 
Sl general 
49 Aa S2 specific 
'missile bombing' 
'bomb explosion' 
i 
.... 
I-AJI I t-ft iIC, I.. I-S 
air raid 
Section 3 relates to Section I through the thematic use of 
'the answer/ ý,, Jl I which was rhematic in Section 1. It 
relates to Section 2 through the paraphrase of 'a few 
hours after/ c:, LoL. -L--j I in Section 2 with the adverb 
I swif tly/ ll, ý 
I* 
Lr--j 1,1 
4.9.611 Lj i-w 1 --, u" Lr; 1uL. --i 
1 
L-J 
.3ý 
l- >611 
j all *ii-z ýI "0 
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*The mounting number of heroic -acts of resistance 
against the 7, ionist enemy in the occupied West Bank 
and Southern Lebanon / constitute /a resolute answer 
S VC 
to the mounting number of oppressive acts of 
terrorism by Israel against the Arabs whether in the 
Occupied Land or in Southern Lebanon. 
The grammatical order of the sentence is SVC. It has a 
long complex subject formed by subject plus a modifying 
prepositional phrase, which extends it remarkably with, as 
will be seen later, certain consequences. The functional 
pattern realized is Td-Tr-R. This sentence appears text 
initially and is followed by a sentence which 
substantiates the statement with information about the 
recent events concerned. The nominal can therefore be said 
to be introducing a new topic. The order VSC is possible, 
though improbable because the subject which is long is in 
a better position before the verb than after it -a 
principle called the principle of 'front weight'. 
(Williams, personal, communication). 
L5 I LO--j I/ jilý 
I cl--Ls acLoz t--V txlo f3 
I.. 'J IW1 . 3.. 'JI 
LLJ 
J'. 1" 
11 
14 
Apart from the element of weight, a VSC order would 
involve the de-dynamization of the subject with a verb 
that does not carry enough semantic content to be placed 
at the frontlandas it is not only the beginning of the 
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section but also that of the text, it is necessary to 
establish elements on the scene. This largely justifies 
the , thematic prominence given to the phrase 
'mounting number/ which is known to 
the reader. 
1J. J I 1.6=. - ý. ýJ I 
Tjl-; Jl C, " "'; * T(7)2 
I zol t. LJ yj.! ý I- Lr6 ! &Y. 
Lo 1421 J 1161 U,; 
A few hours af ter the second savage air raid which 
was perpetrated by the Israeli planes against the 
camp of Ain Al Hilwa near Saida in Southern Lebanon 
and in which were martyred tens of women and children 
of the camp, / was subjected / the Naharia settlement 
AVS 
in northern Occupied Palestine / to a missile bombing 
0 
and witnessed Kiryat Jat settlement in the Occupied 
West Bank a bomb explosion which injured six Israelis 
This is the first sentence in the second section which 
illustrates the statement made in the first section, i. e. 
the preceding sentence and all its parts relate directly 
to both its thematic and rhematic parts which are 
'the ongoing escalation/ 
. 7- 
kOL*: J1 I and 
'the resolute -answer/ . 3. ý_jj 
I. Its grammatical 
structure is AVSO. The adverbial is made up of a 
prepositional phrase 'a few hours after/ C, 1_0 1--., a-%, I 
modified by two co-ordinated relative clauses with the 
resulting pattern : 
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cw-[(A SAV) ( (S)VO)l 10 
The functional pattern realized is Td-Tr-Tp-R. 
In the thematic part of the sentence 
relates directly to 
of the previous rhematic part. 
However., the new information contained in the rhematic 
part of the sentence is directly 
linked to ( 1_, j I t-*" __jj Lt, which 
it illustrates. This 
may be illustrated like this 
Sl J. 'JI J5. 
Lo.: = V: Jl S2 
The relationship between S, and S2 can be illustrated 
semantically by the pattern : 
S, effect ----------- >-cause 
S2 cause ----------- > effect 
The diatheme and the rheme are synchronically related 
in a relation of cause and effect. Therefore, displacing 
the adverbial (in other termsq the diatheme) would 
unbalance this relationship. The only position it could be 
postponed to is after the coordinated sentence or the end 
of the section. This would mean, in functional terms, 
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putting the 
'diatheme 
in the rhematic sphere, consequently 
raising its C. D and lowering that of the rheme with the 
following consequences : 
1. the diatheme would become rheme 
2. the rheme would become diatheme 
3. the loss of the chronological/synchronic relationship 
between the two events which will be translated 
textually into a change from a cause/effect relation 
to an effect/cause one 
4. a change from the A semantic scale to quality scale 
5. instead of being on the events themselves 
I ILI 
S ;. 
YApnM. 
focus will be on the scenic element which sets the 
framework for'the events 
6. this change of the scenic element to the rhematic 
sphere would unbalance the textual harmony created by 
the two sentences with the patterns : 
scene appearance phenomenon 
AVS 
scene appearance phenomenon 
AV (S) 
with a. focus placed on the events on both, in 
relation to the same scenic setting expressed in S3 
sentence by 'at the same moment/ 
The deviation from the unmarked (S)VO A, V(S)O A to 
AVO gives the sentence an emotive colouring. 
The possibilities of reordering -the different parts 
of the sentence on its own can also be considered. For 
this the sentence may be parsed into the following parts : 
c:, Ijrl-6jl 14= U: jl !., A: JI C: Aolý 
'i In- I Lr: 
jl 
.9 C)I-LJ t-rL 
lh-, ý. J I C,, 6ýU jIf.. ý Ij 1"I L.; 
I; li:. 
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ý4ý 1 U.. 0 1,1-, 17ejs 
IAýjj LO 
The three parts obtained are called A --41 and 2 
respectively. Bothael ando42 relate events for which 
provides a temporal setting and some background 
information about the events preceding them. Botho-ý, and 
41ý2 are related by I- which opens'ýý42 which could be 
placed at the beginning of -ow-, 1. thereby increasing the 
number of possible reorderings, which in total are : 
a., C2.4 IL ( A or with the same effect 
b. ( Cw- -% , ( I-.. s ) Cme., 
A) 
c0 e2we I A( I. -S) Ooýor with the same effect 
d. C>e. 2. A( US) %04 -L) 
In a. and b. the temporal complex clause providing 
background information is placed in third position 
resulting in the information imbalance discussed earlier. 
It is possible, however, to place .0 betweent:, 41 andc"'-"20 
The only difference with the preceding orders in a. and b. 
is that instead of being completely postponed to the end 
of the sentence, the temporal scene setter appears after 
the first event and therefore keeps some of its 'scene. 
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setting' value. On the other hand, C'42 is now separated 
fromc><, resulting in a certain imbalance in the sentence 
emphasized by the use of I just as/ 1---Z I appearing at the 
beginning of the clause and which presupposes that the 
first part of the enumeration is placed immediately before 
the second one. 
18/ 13 C-5jJ I ui 3* T(7)3 
_j Lýj 
i...: t. J I -; jlj 
I 
*At the same moment / were killed and injured/ 
A4 V 
17 Israeli soldiers and / were destroyed- 
0 V 
a tank and an armoured cruiser / in an attack lead by 
0 At 
men of the Lebanese resistance against the Israeli 
patrol near the northern end, of the 'security zone' 
in Southern Lebanon. 
The grammatical structure of this sentence is quite 
different from any of those preceding it. It has one 
temporal adverbial which modifies two clauses and the 
whole is followed by a complex locative adverbial clause. 
A&[(VO) (VO)] At 
At the word order level, the temporal adverbial appears in 
the first position in the sentence and the locative one at 
the end, and. they are separated by other elements of the 
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sentence. Each has its position determined by the same 
word order principles, particularly the grammatical one 
and that of FSP. However, each of these two principles is 
stronger in one of the two adverbials. The FSP principle 
is more active in the case of the temporal adverbial, as 
is the grammatical principle in the case of the locative 
adverbial through the grammatical principle of end weight. 
In other words, in each element, one of the two principles 
is more distinct. 
'At the same moment/ A n13 c. -j. ýjj 
A& , in this 
sentence is contextually dependent because it does not 
specify a new time but on the contrary, confirms the same' 
temporal framework by paraphrasing that of the previous 
sentence, to pave the way for the announcement of other 
parallel events. On the other hand, the locative adverbial 
parallels that of the rhematic sphere of the previous 
sentence : 
! LLIJI JI A. 1-. fjt4-: 
(i) 
The Naharia settlement in Northern Occupied Palestine 
OL: -J '; i6,., I 
"-J 
OJItJl 
The Northern end of the 'Security Zone' in Southern- 
Lebanon 
which both occur as effects of the same cause. On the 
functional level, this sentence acts as a second rheme for 
the previous one, formimg the pattern: 
R 
_. j 
Tp 
(Tp) -------- IR JLý 
The end position of At may be due to the fact that it is a 
long (adverbial) clause. 
In this case, word order indicates which, between the 
two adverbials, is communicatively the most dynamic. 
Indeed, At which appears in initial position is entirely 
context dependent or entirely recoverable from context 
whereas the information presented by At is entirely 
indepe ndent. 
The thematic structure of the sentence'is 
T(d)'- Tr -R- R) (R) = rest of rheme) 
AE has the lowest degree of C, D because it is entirely 
retrievable from the preceding context. At the other end 
of the sentence, At brings in a new aspect of the narrow 
scene. 
This sentence*is very interesting because it has two 
different adverbials. It will be illustrated how they 
function on both the grammatical and functional level and 
note what happens when, in Arabic, two adverbials compete 
for first position and which factors most determine their 
final position. 
As stated earlier, 'At the same moment/ 
is entirely context dependent. 'In an ambush/ 
for its part is a completely new scenic element, 
especially by contrast with the scenic element of the 
previous sentence. A change in word order would have 
several effects: I 
Reversing the order of the two adverbials would give the 
structure Ag[(VO) (VO)] Aý - It must not be forgotten'that 
the grammatical structure of the previous sentence -was 
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At- V-S-0 
A word order change would have several effects 
1. the parallelism resulting from the chain 
Ak[(VO) (VO)] At 
(AL) -V-S-0 would be lost 
2. the functionally more dynamic At would be used at the 
beginning of the sentence and discarded whereas -the 
scenic element with the lowest degree of C. D would 
appear at the -end of the sentence when, in unmarked 
sentences, elements are ordered from the lowest to 
the highest according to their degree of C. D 
3. because of the principle of end weight, by appearing 
before the verb, Ag would break the enumeration of 
events which started the preceding sentence 
4. the distance between the At. and the element it 
paraphrases would be too long. 
It may be concluded after considering all these points 
that when there are two different adverbials, the one with 
a lower degree of C. D will be used first in the sentence 
probably to be discarded. The adverbial with a higher 
degree of C. D will appear in a later position in the 
sentence. If it is very long, it will appear in the last 
position. 
A, t could be used in the order 
(VAkO) (VO) A), 
with the result that the prominence given to At would be 
lost for the benefit of the action expressed semantically 
by the V, especially the 'simultaneity' framework it sets. 
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Having considered VALO VO At 
and At (VO)(VO) At 
(VO)(VO) AtAg may now be considered. 
Again the framework set by the use of the Ak parallel to 
that of the preceding sentence would be lost because of 
the loss of the prominence given to Ak . The closeness of 
AE and At would unbalance the functional pattern of the 
sentence by putting the elements with the highest degree 
of C. D at the front and those with a lower one at the end 
resulting in the pattern Tr -R- T(d) - 
e, 
where 
prominence is given to the events separated by the two 
scenes, in any case without the sentence being marked. 
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Text 
3.3 
The responsibility of the Sudanesegovernment 
1.39ý, j 1 
Text 8 is about the formation of a new government in 
the Sudan. It has seven sentences and can be divided into 
three sections. 
Section 1 from the beginning to tsji 
) presents the 
situation, i. e. the announcement of the formation of a new 
Sudanese government. 
Section 2 from to A 
relates the Prime Minister's achievements and 
Section 3 from ( A_, jj j, 4-A-. , to the end of the-text) 
evaluates the situation. 
The word 'government/ is present throughout 
the text. It is first mentioned in the rhematic sphere of 
the initial sentence and is then kept in the rhematic 
spheres of all the following sentences except the last. It 
will be symbolised by little crosses on the textual chart 
of the text as used in text six. 
-x- -------- 
1 
LI. Ljl, ULU ;. I,. L., Jl ! ZI. 3+.. Jl LAý. Jl J. 
ýwl Lýjl 
I JIS:,; l 
* After more than a week's intensive consultations 
A 
and contacts/ was announced/ the formation of the new 
V0 
Sudanese government signalling the practical 
beginning of the Sudanese shift of power to civilian 
rule. 
This sentence is the first sentence of the text. It 
sets the scene by informing the readers about the events 
of the previous week, then states the main event. This 
temporal element is expressed in The grammatical 
structure realized is AtVpassO with the temporal adverbial 
acting, as an exophoric reference to the background of the 
main event. The functional pattern observed is Td - Tr -R 
The information presented by the diatheme will be known to 
the reader because the events reported happened the week 
preceding the main event. The following sentence 
'despite the obstacles/ zl . ýz. 
1 relates through its 
thematic part to both the thematic and rhematic scenes of 
the sentence. The words 'the many obstacles/ , _Sj I ::, IW I 
can be linked to the thematic 'intensive consultations and 
contacts/- i ; t< c:, jjzj j 
'. Then the expression 
'the formation of the government/. j 
is used again as in the preceding rheme. 
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This functional pattern achieves the effect of a 
spotlight being directed from the backstage to the 
frontstage. Reversing the thematic order to Tr -R- Td 
would mean reversing the whole perspective of the sentence 
by presenting the elements with the highest degree of C. D 
first, then those with a lower one last. There would then 
be two possibilities : 
either the elements keep the same degree of C. Dvi. e. 
each keeping its function or 
2. their degree of C. D is lowered in the case of the 
rheme which would become theme proper, and raised in 
the case of the diatheme which would then become 
rheme. 
In case 1, the diatheme will have its C. D lowered because 
of the loss of the prominence it had gained through 
initial position, and the f ramework. providing the 
background for the main event will be unnaturally placed. 
On the other hand, the length of the rhematic part is such 
that it would push this temporal framework even further 
away from the scene. 
If pattern two is considered, or in other words if 
'after consultations/ ; -"S. " .. ) is considered 
as the' rheme, - the result would be a change in the 
expectations of the reader. Thus, instead - of the 
expectation of more information inspired by the original 
order, the object of expectation would be some news about 
the 'consiAtations and contacts/ 
either in terms of more details about them or in terms of 
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ill 
contrast with some other element for example 'after rapid 
consultations and contacts' i 
(originally 'new') given ---- (originally 'given') new 
C', --- 4 rh th 
I Sot I r-Ij th --- rh ... 
A 
given ---- new 
This would entail a complete change of information pattern 
from : 
given ---- j new 
given new 
to the unusual new --- ý given 
given --- ) new 
Another possible order is Tr - Td -R which involves the 
breaking of the rhematic sphere by inserting the diatheme 
between the transition and the rheme. The At would lose 
the prominence given to it by the initial position. The 
event expressed by the transition would be in the front 
instead, as if it was the object of focus. This would 
infer that the action 'was announced/ I itself 
is more important than its object or what was declared 
'was announced/ 1. On the other hand, the 
principle of length prevents the present Al from being 
inserted between the verb and the complement because of 
the long distance it would put between the two elements. A 
shorter Ae can be used, for instance__Iyesterday afternoon/ 
There is yet another possible order: 
,,; aj 
I ts-,. j I -, 
J I C) I jj. ý. j IIj 13:,; v ILI. Lj L 
It consists of splitting the 0 element into two parts and 
placing the comment clause before the verbal clause. The 
temporal clause appears in final position with the same 
effect - as seen in the preceding example. The change 
involved in this case is that the scene., which was temporal 
and presented background information. is now replaced by a 
commentary clause. The immediate effect is a change of the 
semantic formula- of the sentence from 
time + event + comment to 
comment + event + time 
As can be seen, the clause expressing the event keeps the 
same position but its relation with the other two clauses 
undergoes a change perceived at two levels : 
The focus conferred on the temporal background 
information is now passed over to the comment clause. 
2. The temporal clause is now in rhematic position and 
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this wrongly implies that it is the part that is 
going to be developed. 
JS 
PI-41 
657, L YU, 
LA>Jl 
-` 
J. P A. -U CJ9 
J, 
'j.; 
1-, j I, JI. AJI L., 
i ji-S-0 
fl+-ýU 
ZjUJI 
, pl-J 
--J YI). 
11 
3 C) 
1 J5ýj 1 L.,; - 
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T(8)2 
(I e) 
* At the same time/ left / the Prime Minister / the 
AV S 
door open to all groupings and parties / for a more 
a A 
effective contribution to government in the service 
of the Sudan and its people. 
This sentence comes in the second position within the 
second section of the text which is about one of the 
political achievements of the Sudanese Prime Minister. It 
is followed by a section about the consequences of these 
achievements. The grammatical structure of the sentence is 
AL. VSOA with the temporal adverbial relating directly to 
the preceding sentence of which it paraphrases the 
temporal framework land at the same time/ 
A ý-j 
I 
It defines the textual relationship between the two, 
sentences as one of simultaneity. The position of the final 
prepositional clause of purpose is semantically determined 
by the principle of end weight. Semantically, it is 
determined by the usual process of stating a fact first 
and the purpose second, unless the order is reversed to 
focus on the latter. 
The F. S. P. structure of the sentence is Td - T'r - Tp 
-R- RA with the diatheme keeping the previous narrow 
scene stable by paraphrasing it. It does not appear again 
later in the text and - only maintains the same scene so 
that further information can be given within the same 
framework. Changing the FSP structure would involve 
changing the functional value of each element. Different 
orders are possible : 
VSkOA js L:. j II 
J,. Ji Lo 
Jt-. -; Jl L+. ýU ! 9jL. 2, &JI 
JI'tI)AI 
3 CULA-; 
J1 
Lo 
b. VAPOA 
js el.. 
1 1 
4ýý Cý5 511 0-i 
I 
JIJI 
Lri 
Jll-; Jl 4ýýU ! SIJLIJ' f 
0 &e. " 3 CJI. S,. Jl Lx. & t-,; ruil Lflýjl 
SVkOA 
js rul yljl/"a; cj. ý. Jl 
J.... j IjL. -ýj I rlj-. ýU 
15iLLJ1 U I'-Aij I 
LVj I I. J I 
d. VSOAý, 
'- 
ky" 
LýJ I t&.. J I 
LO 
J"I t4ýZU 19j LtJ I elk-J I 
1. ) qýj I L. L;. Lr; f 
LQj I 
In all these sentences only one elementg the adverbial, 
functionally the diatheme, has its order changed except in 
sentence b. where the order VS is also reversed to SV. The 
different possible orders may be considered : 
a. VSAGA - this order involves the loss of the thematic 
promine nce given to AL_ in the original order. Its C. D 
will be lowered, and the prominence given to the 
action expressed in the verb 'left/ thus 
shifts the reader's expectations. This order also 
involves the loss of the idea of "something else" or 
"yet another achievement" expressed in 'at the same 
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time/ when it is in first position. 
This postponing of the temporal adverbial in addition 
to the acquired initial position of the verb 'left/ 
directs the reader's expectation only 
towards the verb itself i. e. the action expressed by 
'left/ disregarding the idea of "yet another 
achievement". Another consequence is that because the 
scene setter A ... ;. is displaced, so 
is the framework it set and which gave this idea of 
simultaneity and formed a textual link between the 
two parts of the text by giving prominence to the 
chronological relation between the events, 
b. VASOA L: _.;. gj 
I 
Left / at the same time / the Prime Minister / the 
vAS 
door open 
a 
- the same applies to this order except that 
preposing the AL-to the subject makes the C. D of the 
former higher than that of the latter. In other 
words, the adverbial would be given preeminence over 
the subject. 
c SVAL. Oh-This order would place the focus on the 
subject entailing a change in the reader's 
expectations which would then be for something else 
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to be contrasted with the subject 'the Prime 
Minister/ Lijl 
d. VSOALA - this order would amount to introducing the 
At, which belongs to the thematic sphere, into the 
rhematic sphere. On the functional. level, the result 
would be counter to the functional perspective of the 
sentence by unsettling the balance between the 
separate spheres of each of the thematic and rhematic 
elements which are normally ordered gradually 
according to their degree of C. D. This order would 
present the following functional structure Tr - Tp - 
R- Td - Rý. To conclude, this order would be counter 
to the functional principle. 
* SlT(8)3 
11 J 
týj. ý7. 
J I ji.: J I L-. SI 
JG 
I JS 14Z-'L 1-ý- 
,: 
J I I-e 1-: ý=l I -L*-e 
I 
With the formation of the new Sudanese government/ 
A 
will have been completed / the constitutional aspect 
V0 
of the new system of government after the elections 
in which all the Sudanese parties are participating 
(as an expression of the will of the Sudanese people 
who rose up against military rule). 
The complex structure of this sentence can be better 
understood if represented in the following diagram : 
-- I_Lit /3 
I ZU I JiJ IJ I_ II 
j<± A 
D [_JI JIJI 
I)AJ 
or A+B ===>-C(D) 
In the text, the formula realized is 
B ===>C(A) + (D) 
where A is the main event 
Ba preceding event 
C the main result of A 
D what C fulfils. 
S, = (with clause) VvS Aj 
12345 
The grammatical order of this sentence is AVSA,.. The 
first element in this sentence 'with the formation of the 
new Sudanese government/ 
is a prepositional phrase and the verb is formed by the 
copula Iis1,,., j! plus the verb 'Completed/ Lz; 511, with the 
subject appearing af ter it. The functional order is Td - 
Tr - R. Textually the sentence is about the implicationcof 
the main event which is the formation 'of the Sudanese 
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government I;.. ' I., Jlý I;.. ýWl JtS, ^- 
I and which appeared 
twice in the preceding part of the text, first 
118 
rhematically in the first sentence of the text, then 
thematically in the second. It can be said, therefore, to 
act as a recall of the main topic and to give further 
information about it. It is mentioned once again in the 
next sentence, 
Semantically the information is organized as 
condition - implication 
One possible reordering is to put the 'condition' clause 
in apposition within the split 'implication' clause. This 
would also require splitting the verbal group. The 
sentence obtained is S2: - 
j -j SL, /I , 5,,: Lj I(0 4' -- 3)* S2 
1-4z,.; L:;. 
LxzJI cU-1-1111 L. L, 
( J,: SI . 35 ; -%,. LJl 
111 )A I JS 
L5 JLý. 
j I 
VS (with clause) V Ak 
235 
The subject appears before the prepositional adverbial 
clause with the effect that it 'is now dedynamized and 
belongs to the thematic sphere after it was in the 
rhematic sphere. As for 'the formation of the new Sudanese 
ý, J ILWI government/ ; -%,. L., Jl ! Z1.3. L&ý-- 
' which in the 
original sentence reestablished the scene, it has now 
acquired a higher degree of C. D. because of the focus 
conferred on it by the apposition, The verb ( _G 
) is 
now dynamized and becomes rhematic. If the different 
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elements were numbered as in the original sentence having 
the formula : 
A V V S A 
1 2 3 4 5) the new sentence would have the order: 
2 4 1 3 5 
The original order is more natural unless there are 
specific contextual conditions for the subject 'the 
constitutional aspect / J-S. IJI 1: 
if it is focussed for contrast 
if it is completely new 
if it is brought back to the front scene from the 
background. 
Text 
Positive steps 
3.4 
The topic of this text is the hopes that have been 
raised by recent events in Lebanon. It is composed of 
seven sentences and can be divided into four sections. 
Section 1 is an interrogative sentence which has a double 
function. First it informs the reader about the events in 
question and second it sets the scene for the following 
evaluation. 
Section 2 from "je I JS - ýt 0 evaluates the -. jI &--; j i, 
situation, first from a general point of view, then from 
the point of view of the Lebanese people. 
Section 3 from 1. )z zj to jL _, ij 
looks at the 
events again. 
Section 4 evaluates these events as in section 2.. 
Textual cohesion is achieved through a choice of positive 
emotive vocabulary e. g. 
optimism to rejoice 
cure positive step 
This lexicon is used in parallel to a negative emotive 
vocabulary which it outnumbers e. g. 
serious tragedy 15 i-i", 
horrific nightmare ýrj 
The textual organization of the text can be 
represented as follows: 
IIi 
-------- 
-1 
& 
. 13 
---- ---14 
JJW I ý: 
J 1 
.1 ý53j: 
J I trj 
1 !. Z I.. J I .ý1.1A U 
jj T (9) 
j; v I rl I.. z 
* The past events / invite to / reflection and 
SV0 
prudence / each time new hopes appear in the horizon/ 
A 
and that until the situation becomes clearer. 
This sentence is the third one within the first section of 
the text. The initial sentence is a question which the two 
following sentences attempt to answer. The sentence has a 
SVOA structure and it is linked to the preceding one 
through the use of the explanatory coordinator ý-i). Both 
sentences have very similar structures. This is achieved 
by the repetitive use of the verb 'call for/ 
used once in the negative form and once -in the 
affirmative. This parallelism of the verbal predicates 
implies parallelism of the subjectsq the first of which is 
'that/ ,, .ýI 
in the first sentence and which refers to 
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the events stated in the preceding sentence. The second 
subject is 'the events/ used in a contrastive 
way strengthened by the use of the justificative (j). One 
difference between them is that while the first one is 
known, the second one is new. The effect is reinforced by 
the semantic relationship of contrast between the 
expressions 'raising one's hopes too high/ 
and IreFtection and prudence/ 
The F. S. P. structure of the sentence is Td - Tr -R- 
R1. The diatheme 'past events/ L_-A. J1 links the 
non-thematic sphere of the previous sentence to the 
thematic sphere of the succeeding sentence by introducing 
a new element which is contrasted with the thematic 'that/ 
I "1 -11 of the preceding sentence. This element is an 
exophoric reference-to the recent events. It is therefore 
recoverable to the reader through his general knowledge. 
The relative structural and semantic parallelism of the 
two sentences has been observed. Functionally, the theme 
of the previous sentence is contrasted with the diatheme 
of this sentence which appears sentence initially. All 
three elements are contrasted with those of the preceding 
sentence. Thus, because it is contrasted with the previous 
theme, the sentence initial subject acquires a higher 
degree of C. D hence becoming diatheme. On the other hand, 
the rheme is complex. The information contained in the 
rheme proper is specified in the 'rest of rhemel by the 
use of the temporal adverbial clause starting with the 
frequency adverbial 'each time/ 1 .11. The diatheme 'the 
events/ e, I11 is not used again in the following 
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sentences. However, it is indirectly referred to through 
illustration in the relative clause ! burnt by/ 
which brings in further background information. 
There are different possible reorderings of the 
original SVOA: 
1. VSOA 
2. ASVO 
3. AVSO 
4. , SVOA 
It is noteworthy that in the first order the verb has 
initial position, and in the second it comes in second 
position. 
1-ý- f 1. ): j 13 43., I: j 1 uj I/"I.. j I ý, I a--, I I/ýI 
CA= isa, I L,; LU 1.; 3 
j. 1 
L. S 
The subject 'the past events/ 1,.. Jl loses its 
initial position. Consequently its C. D. which was raised 
by that prominence, is lowered. With the verb now in first 
position, the sentence becomes syntactically identical to 
the preceding one except for the adverbial that the first 
sentence does not have. Both have a VSO order, with both 
their V and S contrasted. The subject's prominence is then 
passed onto the verb. Instead of the two subjects 
contrasted 'the past events/ that, 1, Z1. j1 / ,131, 
it is now the two verbs which are 'invite/ do not invite, 
The result is a complete shift 
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of focus and downgrading of the reference carried by 
'the past events/ 7 t! l I ýLll I 
.. -I L'ý 
jil 
This is a straightforward case. In the original sentence, 
the temporal adverbial clause 'each time appears in the 
horizon/ 
r- I J, -LJ 
follows the object 
prepositional phrase 'reflection and prudence/ 
*.. I j13 ,.; jll 
which it modifies, therefore completing the f ): 
rhematic information contained in it. In the first 
position, it sets the scene for the whole sentence and 
also modifies the elements S and V. It is easy to 
understand the change involved by representing the 
grammatical pattern in the following way (AL. )SVO. It is 
easier to see how a change in the position of the At 
modifies not only the FSP structure of the sentence but 
also the semantic relations between its elements. Also, 
because it modifies the rheme, this At functionally has a 
higher degree of C. D. than an adverbial which would 
express temporal specifications for the whole sentence 
through the diatheme. 
ui I/l..; ui I %ý, I U. 
1 II 
o'll 4.3 CIO- Cýl Jlj; z,; l 1-0 e-w 
This order consists in modifying the SV order into VS, 
resulting in the formula AtVSO where, in comparison with 
the original sentence, two elements - AL. and S- have 
their position changed. The subject is dedynamized to the 
benefit of the verb. This change does not influence the 
relation of the sentence or its status vis a vis the 
succeeding sentence. As for the relation with the 
preceding sentence, the case was discussed in the previous 
order ALSVO. 
43., FJ I uj II 
J. 1 6il I '4ý r, 
SVOA 
This new order does not concern the S or the V which keep 
their original positions. It is the order of the two final 
clauses, the At 
J. 4l u'-': 3 US 
and the comment clause 
»lI 
.-i dJ3 
Which is changed. A distance is put between the temporal 
clause and the actions which it modifies 
with two consequences: 
a. Semantically, the new order may be confusing as to 
which clause the adverbial clause now modifies. 
Indeed,, it can be considered to modify 
'until the situation becomes-clearer/ 
instead of- 'invite reflection and 
prudence/ L. ýIý: j I 
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In fact, the comment clause is about the whole 
proposition i. e. the whole sentence including the 
modifying temporal clause. It must therefore appear 
last. 
b. Since the temporal clause modifies the clause 
preceding it - in the original order - it must then 
remain in the same position. This is confirmed 
functionally by the fact that the rest of rheme in 
this case must follow the rheme proper and that both 
must precede the rheme-oriented theme 'until/ 
j3. --Vl C)l 
LLJ U. J c:, I-J%A-a d UZ 
*This / means / that things have moved between 
.SýV 
01 
Damascus and Babada / and that there are new factors 
02 
on the basis of which talks can be resumed to reach a 
consensus to put a new constitution for Lebanon which 
would satisfy all the parts of the conflict. 
This sentence appears in the fourth section of the text. 
It is an evaluation of the sentence preceding it and it 
does so by using the resumptive demonstrative pronoun 
'this/ 1.1z' and the semantically weak verb 'means/,, ---L- 
It is followed by the conclusion. It is linked to the 
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preceding sentence by the coordinator and the 
repetition of J) which is directly linked to the verb 
'means that/ The grammatical structure is 
with the two o6'ects coordinated. SVOI02 9 
As for the functional structures the pattern realized 
is Th - Tr - R1 The theme is contextually dependent 
and has a very low amount of C. D. It is an anaphoric 
reference to the preceding sentence and it sets a 
framework for the evaluation of that sentence by 
introducing the two coordinated rhemes. A possible 
reordering of the elements of the sentence is VSO which 
would increase the distance between the preceding sentence 
and the anaphoric reference 'this/ 1; 1 and shift the 
prominence it had to the verb instead. First position 
seems to be more natural for the silmmative anaphoric 
demonstrative pronoun ( la, It is also interesting to 
notice the position of the two rhemes. Though they are 
related by the coordinator () which indicates that they 
are equal in rank in regard to the theme, the second one 
builds upon the information brought by the first one. In 
other words, each can follow directly the transitional 
part of the sentence if it appears alone. However, if they 
appear togetherv they have to follow the order R1, R2 
respectively. 'this/ I or its referent, is not 
mentioned further in the following sentences, 
. Text 10 
The Abassid Family in Tayflkl-6JI!: -4-, s-i i 
3.5 
This text is a historical account of how the Abassid 
family came to give its name to a renowned dynasty which 
ruled the Islamic world for over five centuries. It does 
so by considering mainly three of its members and it also 
shows how the family, although from Mecca, always stayed 
in Tayf. 
The text can be divided into three sections, each 
dealing with an important member of the family : 
The main topic of Section 1 ( from to 
I cl- UI tA, +L1 
) is Al Abbas Ibn 
Abd'Al Muttalib. 
Section 2 (from L. AJ I &U I a-, g -Ljj 
t0 
is about his song Abdullah Ibn Abbas. 
Section 3 (from- 03 . 31.0 la'a 3 
to the end of the 
text) is about the son of the latter, Ali Ibn Abdullah Ibn 
Abbas. 
The text makes great use of temporal adverbials as 
well as copula verbs such as 'to be/ I and I to 
become/ -1 
1. There is also sustained use of the 
connector 'for this reason/ 
; 9-J I 1-i. 9 T( 10 )1 
J151 )41 C, 4, ri 013 li. v us L, -; 
After AbdIal Muttalib's death / became / Mohamed, 
AvS 
peace be upon him,, / in the custody of his uncle Abu 
C 
Taleb / although he was not the eldest or the richest 
of AbdIal Muttalib's sons. 
This sentence appears within the first section of the 
text. Although the topic of this section is Al Abbas, the 
theme in this particular sentence is Mohammed (pbh) 9 his 
nephew., who Al Abbas did not adopt. The grammatical 
structure can be represented as -a--c-(At VSC)A with an 
interesting positioning of the subordinate concessive in 
final position. 
The temporal adverbial refers back to eight sentences 
before when in the first section Al Abbas's father, Abd1A1 
Muttalib, is mentioned. The present sentence now considers 
what happened after his death, hence the change of scene 
realized through the use of the adverbial which in turn 
realizes the function diatheme. The resulting thematic 
pattern is Td - Tr - Tp -R 'Abd'Al Muttalib/ 
is known as a referent but is new by virtue 
of its function. This is the result of its degree of C. D 
being raised by the proximity of the temporal 
prepositional phrase 'after the death/ 
'Become/ the transitional element used, is a 
copula of the group of 'to be/ 1 and its sisters. It 
announces a complement for its subject or a specification. 
The theme 'Mohamed/ , -,, I though not mentioned before, 
is part of the background. It is completely recoverable 
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not only from the text itself and its references to 
'Mecca/ :; SIIIq.. It,. Ij.., I for example, but also from 
the hypertheme which is jiland thirdly because of 
the eulogy used after it peace be upon himýL., 6-jil , I. 
A comparison between the referent and function of both 
elements, the theme and the diatheme, reveals interesting 
information about the nature of their relationship. 
Looking at the two elements : 
element I referent I function 
16. JI Uj partly given diatheme 
completely new 
I 
theme 
the element which is more recoverable from context 
1 4. - 16.1 J. ýS ; U. 9 LX has a higher degree of C. D than that 
which is completely new. One reason, worth investigating, 
could be that the intertextual element or what Palkova and 
Palek (1978) call the 'context of experience', increases 
the recoverability of an element more than what they call 
the 'ad-hoc verbal context of the preceding sentence'. In 
other words, the higher the layer, of context is in the 
hierarchy, the lower will be the amount of C. D. carried, by 
the element directly related to it. This is why I t--L -L-1 
which relates directly to the highest layer, that of 'the 
context of experience' is finally more recoverable and 
will have a lower degree of C. D. than %,. 16A I Lz ! 1-; 3 
which relates to the lower layer. 'The ad-hoc verbal 
context Of the' preceding. --, sentence' is textually more 
recoverable, but still has a higher degree of C. D. 
probably because it sets a new scene for the whole 
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utterance. The rheme is made up of a prepositional 
genitive clause commented upon by a concessive clause 
starting with 'although/ which forms the rest of 
rheme which will be expanded in the next sentence* 
Possib6 re-orderings of the sentence elements are 
1. /, *-Iý,. 
I Uj J-. L.! / 
U. , . 16. J131 -49 t-sl oi- ýJO .j 1j, ,., I L.. C ;j us "; 
.II.. ejtsl 
- 
ji 
VSAC 
2, 
VIZ 
ý-Sl CA- ejci 
.Iut. AJ! Sl 31 
SVAC 
L. &-e-L ' ýo ; 1-; J 
16.1 US Li 
ASVC 
In order 1 the verb is given initial position and the 
subject is still after the verbg while the adverb only 
appears in third position, before the complement. This 
means that the amount of C. D carried by the temporal 
adverbial II- -1 11 1-1-4 
"ij a-11-t i' is lowered and that 
prominence is given to the process referred to by the 
copula verb 'became/ C e-11. The consequences are that 
grammatically, the distance between the verb 'becomes/ 
C- eo. e I introducing an attribute and the attribute 
itself 'in the custody of his uncle Abu Taleb/ 
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is increased by the adverbial 
now placed after the subject. This distance, which was 
made of one element, the subject Mohammed (pbh), is now 
made up of two elements, whereas usually the distance 
between a subject and its predicate does not exceed one 
element. Furthermore, it entails a downgrading of the 
chronological element contained in the adverbial and which 
in this case, the text being a historical account, has a 
definite textual role to play. This does not mean that 
VASC 
At, J ?i ; JI 
is possible because it has only one element between the 
verb and the adverbial. In this case, the element in 
question is too long to be put between the verb and its 
subject, which means that there could be a principle of 
weight, that prevents certain associated proximities, for 
example SV9 VS9 VSC from being interrupted. On the 
functional level, by being moved to third position 
14. - '"JI J-ý, O ! I-; j -%--e .11 
loses its scene-setter status. In the 
original order, it set a framework for the whole sentence 
by occupying the front of the narrow scene. Leaving this 
position entails the loss of the prominence given to the 
scenic element and textually translates itself in a lack 
of smooth transition between this part of the text and the 
preceding one. 
#900U order 2( 
In this SVAC order, the same comments apply to the 
adverbial as in order 1, because the adverbial is still in 
third position. The major change involved however, is the 
prominence given to the subject 'Mohamed (pbh)/ ts-L 
which now appears as if it were contrasted with another 
element. 
The same applies to order 3 
&&c Les 
ASVC which keeps the original scene-setter in the same 
position and consequently the same amount of C. D as in the 
original sentence, but has the subject preceding its verb. 
Here the grammatical order which determines that the verb 
should appear no later than the second position is in 
play. On the other hand, both the A and the S cannot be 
emphasized at the same time. The one with the lower C. D. 
will appear after the verb. As a result, the order AVSC 
will prevail if prominence is given to the adverbial and 
SVAC if it is given to the subject. As for the $ clause, 
there is no way it can precede the c.,. e clause because it is 
to the tightly linked to the complement 
extent that its subject 'although he was not/ f---JCJI 
which goes back to 'his uncle/ I is ellipted. Its 
subordinate status does not allow it to be moved 
elsewhere. 
&--z .t 
L.,, J 1, T( 10 )2 
(S- ý3) 
* On the way / he met / Al Abbas Ibn Abd'Al Muttalib 
s 
and his family. 
This sentence too is from the first section of the 
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text, relating to the life of Al Abbas. The subsection 
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preceding it tells us that he stayed in Mecca af ter the 
Prophet (pbh) left for Medina. The present subsection is 
about what he did when the Prophet (pbh) came back to 
Mecca. The transition is marked through the first sentence 
of the subsection which says 'then came the 8th year of 
the Hegira. 1 This sentence sets a chronological scene for 
the events related in the subsection. The next sentence 
relates the main event 'The Prophet (pbh) set out for the 
invasion of Mecca'. The expectation is: 
what happened then? 
which will be answered in the next sentence with an 
introductory locative adverbial 'on the way/, 3-4,6m, 
-ý, 
The grammatical structure thus realized is AVO with the 
verb marked for subject. As for the F. S. P. structure 
realized, it is Td - Tr/Tp - R,. The change of scene 
operating at the level of this sentence, from a general 
historical temporal setting to a more specific one, has 
already been observed. Hence the use of a locative 
prepositional phrase which functions as the diatheme 
which also directly relates 
semantically to the preceding sentence: land the Prophet 
(pbh) set out for the invasion of Mecca 
5 J3 --JJI " -; - 3 
1. The relation 
.. JI 
between the two sentences could be paraphrased 
'He was going to X and on his way he met 1. 
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The diatheme relates directly to the rhematic sphere of 
the preceding sentence. The theme is ellipted, the 
rhematic elements partly recoverable. Within the rhematic 
element 'with Al Abbas and his family/ 1-... 11, 
the referent 'Al Abbas/ 1.1 is given, but the case 
function is not. The second part land his family/ 
jA njýl 31 is new, both as a referent and from the point 
of view of its function. 
Possible reorderings of this AVO structure are: 
a. VAO 16.1 
b. VOA 
Lo / ul: 
jl 
c. OVA Lz-,, 6J I Lr; ý Lri: 
J II 
d. AOV I 
e. OAV Lri: 
J I 
In order a. VAO, the verb is put in initial position, 
followed by the locative adverb and then the object. 
Semantically, because of the verb's position, focus would 
be on the meeting itself. Furthermore, the distance 
between this verb and one of the non-subject participants, 
would the prepositional phrase I j, C 
be increased. The original equation of the original 
sentence can be represented as : 
Location - Action (trans. verb + Participant) 
In order b. this order would be broken into 
Action (trans. verb) - Location Participant 
Syntactically, the transitive verb is separated from its 
prepositional object phrase. Functionally, 
. 21 .. 
J" 
which links the sentence with the preceding one by marking 
the transition from a temporal setting to a locative one, 
would appear only after the transition and this 
would dedynamize it. 
In order b. VOA, ' J+--u-6JI is given rhematic 
focus although it is completely dependent on the preceding 
sentence. On the other hand, it would increase its degree 
of C. D. at the expense of the phrase C, - ur"-. JI- 
which represents the participants while the latter 
represents the main infomation. This fact is confirmed by 
the next sentence where this same participant IL)"' 
appears in the thematic sphere. 
Order c. OVA is less probable and would involve a 
case of contrast with some other participants which could 
be paraphrased : 
'It is X he met, not Yl 
or 'Al-Abbas Ibn AbdlAl Muttalib not Al Abbas Al Wakil?, 
for instance. 
In both d. and e., the verb comes in third position, 
and in both, the elements preceding the verb are naturally 
emphasized. However, the use of these two sentences is 
limited to the domain of poetry rather than non-poetic 
prose and this is enough to justify simply mentioning them 
here. 
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A-U I 
J-0 
ý. Lsjl 
U-r.. i 3 LFLAt-JI 
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T(10)3 
(193) 
* They / did not get involved / in the political 
SV 0 
activities against the Omeyyad state/ such as the 
Alaouites' wars, Abd'Allah Ibn ZubayrlsMukhtar Al 
Thaqaf it s,, etc. 
This sentence appears in a section about how the 
Abassids came back, for the second time, to Tayf and what 
activities they undertook. More precisely, it is a 
subsection about their political life. 
The grammatical structure is SVO with the personal 
pronoun ( ýA) as subject referring back to the subject of 
the first sentence 'the Abassids/ C)i &'I . -" 
II which is 
then ellipted in the second one (this sentence comes third 
in the subsection. ) The FSP order is a straightforward Tp 
- Tr -R-R?. The theme is recoverable from the previous 
context, but also from the hypertheme. However, it is 
still dynamized because of the contrast it involves with 
the elements cited in the rheme of the same sentence and 
ýj 
which are 
0 
Ji I 
LAS 
etc. It 
is also worth mentioning that this sentence also 
illustrates what is meant by the preceding one 
I They 
.p 
ritf erred the , rewards of the hereafter than the 
honors of this world/ I U-6 1', &. 
11 1 --j- -% - 
This is confirmed by the use of (1-4) which, in this case, 
marks explanation. 
The sentence would be perfect even if the subject 
I-z ) was dropped. However, the contrastive focus put on 
(tz) would be lost. As seen in a previous case, changing 
the order of to put it in second position after the 
verb-as in is not 
common in Arabic. However, supposing it was, there would 
be a shift of focus because: 
1-(f) would be expected to be contrasted with 
precise persons and not movements as is the case in 
the rheme I c) ftf. ý-L-j I --- I J-4--^ I etc. 
2. Another structure would be expected. Instead of the 
comparative clause focussing on the 
complement itself.. focus on the action 
through further use of the verb would be expected. 
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Finally, postponing the subject ( P-4), after the verb (i. e. 
VSO) is impossible. 
f 
Text 11 
Stockholm 
3.6 
This text is an extract from a description of 
Stockholm. It emulates the effect of a camera moving 
slowly from place to place. The tour starts with a 
sequence on parks, followed by the streets, shops, 
restaurants and statues. It then moves on to more 
traditional activities or trades such as open markets, 
shoe cleaners, etc. The last sequence is about the jobs 
undertaken by women. 
As would be expected in the description of a town, 
this text has a lot of locative expressions and nouns for 
places, for example: 
public parks /- 11 11 the city/ 
everywhere in the city/ ,;. street/ 
restaurants/ bakery/ 
The textual organization of the text may be represented as 
in the following diagram 
I The city_ k 
_J 
I the sVeetf/ -1 bakerýes Irestaurantsi public parks bakeNes r L 
Uýs F 
14o 
o k. 9 I fruit merchants ooks ops statums cond usion 
traditional changing of shoe women's 
markets the guard 
Icleaners I 
jobs 
Lr--&ý * T(11)1 
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* It / will flirt with you / wherever you go, in ev,, 21 
V+ 0- 
street and in every place. 
This sentence appears in second position in the first 
section of the extract. The first sentence has an 
introductory function and marks the change of topic from 
the swimming pools talked about in the thematic part of 
the preceding sentence, to the public parks which form the 
rhematic part. This is operated smoothly by the 
presentation of a new element within the same scene 
'In this city/ ý; I -. -L*J1 The grammatical structure 
realized is SVt))N. It is coordinated to the preceding 
sentence through the use of the illustrative (, _; 
) and the 
subject is one of three cases of sentence initial personal 
pronoun in the text. It is a substitution for the 
complement of the preceding clause. As for the adverbial, 
it consists of a locative clause and the second of two 
prepositional coordinated phrases apposed to it. The 
functional order of the sentence is Td - Tr+Tp - R. The 
diatheme relates directly to the rhematic sphere of the 
preceding sentence. The preceding -rheme is 'the great 
number of public parks/ ;I st I j;. ýl %, I;. ý3 . 
From 
there the elements appearing on the narrow scene of the 
succeeding sentence will narrow down to I "1--4JI 04-ýI-I-Jl I 
without the modifier 'I and this process gives it 
more emphasis. This in turn is increased by the fact that 
it is going to be the topic of the section and has a 
higher degree of C. D than, for instance, the thematic 
element represented by JI in d-J)I and which 
refers to the reader. The element 'Park/! 3 f-L- I 
reappears in the rhematic sphere of the succeeding 
sentence with the element 'overlooking/ 
Possible reorderings include : 
v (0). K 
In this order, the personal pronoun I she (it)/ is 
omitted. The sentence is still meaningful. However, the 
framework established by for the section is lost 
although the verb remains marked for person as seen in a 
previous case (see text 10). Another form of relationship 
is possible vis a vis the preceding sentence. It consists 
of using the relative pronoun ('which + feminine',., ---J1 
This process turns the sentence which was independent, 
into a relative one, consequently, backgrounding the 
information it conveyed. 
2. AV (o) 
This sentence also drops the personal pronoun 'she (it)/ 
which further established the subject 'public parks/ 
The FSP order realized is 
Td - Tr/R 
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L6--J I T(11)2 
eLa; ýýi Jý. 1.311 
* Restaurants in the city / are organized / 
S 
according to the American model of self-service 
A 
As already seen, each section focusses on one particular 
aspect or trade in the city. The present sentence appears 
in first position in a section about restaurants in 
Stockholm, and 'restaurants/ f ri iý. I I. which is used 
sentence initially is established as the topic of the 
section. It is also followed by the locative 'in the city/ 
which has systematically appeared in every 
initial sentence of every section up to now. It acts as a 
reminder to the reader that he is still on a guided tour 
of the city. 
The grammatical structure realized is SVA where the 
locative prepositional noun phrase 'in the city/i. 
modifies the subject 'restaurants/ On the 
functional level, the sentence has a Td Tr R complex 
order where and form one 
communicative unit. Within it, the element 'restaurants/ 
(, ýl 6611 modified by the same locative modifier as the 
preceding topics, is new on a given, reiterated scene 
Therefore, whereas I in the city/ i is 
recoverable from context., 'restaurants/ is 
unrecoverable. Its initial position having established it, 
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it will reappear. twice, once in the same section., some 
sentences later, and once at the beginning of the next 
section as a framework for the thematic element 
'fruit merchants/ a UJI I. It appears in the 
singular form in this section, and then once again in the 
conclusion. The transitional element is a prepositional 
verb 'are organized/ collocationally used 
with 'model/ which is postmodified by 'American/ 
and forms the rheme. 
Possible reorderings : 
1. VSA 
-, 
6 L-.; -. I. Jl 
It is the verb in this case which appears sentence 
initially. The subject will consequently have its degree 
of -C. D lowered which entails the loss of its contrastive 
focus which in turn means the loss of the organized 
section by section presentation of city trades. On the 
other hand, the transition from the preceding section 
would be made without a new scene being set for the new 
topic and/or section. 
2. AVS ". -S. 
This sentence presents a straightforward case of 
topicalization. ? IJ; --JI is placed 
before all 
the other elements. This shifts the focus from the S to 
the A. It runs counter to the layout of the other sections 
of the text. It creates the expectation of a contrast 
which is not fulfilled. 
L)-*ý E3---Jl U-1 13, Ls-y-"J" * T(11)3 
ý-j r-Aiaail d. -: 
jj 6-f 
3 -L; & JSL Lr-jl ; IfL 
* The Swede / if he feels hungry on his way and 
S A 
cannot afford the time to enter a restaurant or is 
not attracted by the restaurant's menu/ (he) will not 
V 
scorn / going to a fruit merchant 
0 
After the section about restaurants comes one about fruit 
merchants. The scene is set by putting the new entity (the 
fruit merchant) in the rhematic sphere to set the scene 
and the topic for the whole section. This sentence occurs 
in the second position. Its grammatical structure is SAVO 
with an interesting c-4 - &* - c, 4 pattern where the subject 
and the predicate which form thecwpart are separated by a 
conditional sentence formed by three coordinated clauses. 
This. long interruption between the subject and the verbal 
clause forming the rest of the sentence can be considered 
at the syntactic, the functional and the semantic level. 
The implications of this grammatical order are firstly 
that by giving the subject 'The Swede/ first 
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position, emphasis is placed on it. Secondly, at this 
stage the implications involve both the functional and 
grammatical levels, because functionally the conditional 
sentence in apposition is placed in a position that goes 
counter to the principle of end-weight which requires that 
the more complex elements be placed in final position. And 
indeed, the distance between the subject and its verb 
could break the flow of information. This is, however, 
remedied by the repetition of the subject by affixing the 
morpheme to the particle 1 
311 
reinforced by the use 
of, -iin, The effect is that the subject is given a 
new thrust. In this way, the emphasis has been achieved 
and the proximity with the verb preserved. 
At the functional level, the structure realized is Td 
- T(d) -_ _ 
Tr - R. The present section is about fruit 
merchants and if in this sentence the element .. ý_ýJll 
is given prominence by being given diathematic function, 
it is because the existence of the fruit merchants as a 
city institution justifies the discussion of Swedish life 
at this point and more precisely how 'The Swede/ 
enjoys this service. It will reappear in the same form 
'The Swede/a, II in the next section which is 
about bookshops in the city. The diatheme is followed by 
the diatheme oriented theme which completes the 
presentation of the scene. 
Changes entailed by reordering 
1. The order SVGA would entail putting the complex 
conditional sentence af ter the oýýe c-ý 
" 
CUause:. it 
would also mean dedynamizing the conditional sentence 
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which is given prominence. Syntactically, this conditional 
sentence acts as a modifier for the subject and must 
therefore not be separated from it as arose in a preceding 
case. 
2. If the order AVSO is consideredsthe same applies, where 
A and S would be separated by the verbal element. Another 
implication is that the subject 'The Swede/ 5% 
would lose the prominence conferred to it by its initial 
position, and although this could be made up for by 
preceding it with the topicalizer 1 01 that is already 
in the sentence as in 'The Swede does not scorn going to 
the meaning would still be different from the original 
order for at least two reasons. First,, functionally the 
prominence would be given to the conditional complex 
sentence and its elements instead of the subject 
'The Swede/ Second, syntactically three 
verbal clauses will appear before the appearance of the 
subject 'The Swede/ in its full form. 
Therefore, the only possibility if A is to appear sentence 
initially is to introduce the. subject at the beginning of 
the conditional clause right after the verb Ifelt/,. ý-, 11. 
A(S)VO 131 
A 
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3. VSOA 
d]L. ýJ- 
J 
"i 
ai-e 9 
Another possible order consists in changing the position 
of the conditional clause and putting it at the end of the 
sentence. The effect of having A in final position was 
dealt with in order 1. (SVOA). In the present order, the 
first position is reserved for the verb. This results in a 
dedynamization of the subject for the benefit of the 
action. There is on the other hand a complete loss of 
focus f rom the point of view of the subject, af ocus 
conferred on it by its preverbal position and also as a 
new element, or quality bearer appearing on the scene. It 
also loses the modification added to it by the proximity 
of the conditional clause now in last position. 
1-cl. 6, *J II 
. ý. 
u Liz. 
And in some of these bookshops / are displayed 
Av 
beside Swedish publications / the latest American 
A0 
and English publications and among them a few 
French publications /I think they are for 
comment clause 
foreigners in particular. 
This sentence appears in second position in the following 
section of which the topic is the 'bookshops'. After a 
general statement about their profusion in the city, the 
description becomes more specific and deals with those 
which offer foreign literature. 
The grammatical structure obtained is A, VpassA, )O + 
comment clause. The locative expression is modified by the 
limiting determiner 'some/ The verb is in the 
passive form and it is followed by another locative phrase 
'besides Swedish publications/ -- -. -)I I 
before the complement appears. The sentence finishes with 
a comment clause. The functional order of the elements is 
Td - Tr - Tp -R- RI. The diatheme is directly related to 
the rheme of the preceding sentence through lbookshops/ 
.. **So 
I' which appears in 'a multitude of bookshops/ 
1 0.1-1 :.. However, in this sentence, it is dynamized 
by the use of the limiter which will restrict the 
scope of the head lbookshops/ cl eý ýajl I and the new 
information will be about 'some of these bookshops', not 
about the existence of this institution but about some 
specific examples of it. 
The initial position of the locative phrase is a 
straightforward case of prominence for the establishment 
of a new scene which not only links the sentence with the 
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rhematic part of the preceding sentence, but also allows 
its own rhematic elements to prepare for the next thematic 
development. Therefore, reordering the sentence into a 
verb initial sentence, or more specifically the initial A, 
would mean: 
a. a lower degree of C. D [for (A)] 
b. a loss of its 'scenic' quality 
C., prominence given instead to the process expressed in 
the verb 'are displayed/ 
d. textually, it would change the nature of the 
transition from one communicative unit to the other 
(i. e. the two sentences) 
All this applies whether Al is placed right after the verb 
or after A2. 
Two other orders are possible which both concern the 
position of the two adverbial phrases. They are: 
1. A2VA10 + C. clause 
2. A2AjVO + C. clause 
Again, it is a case of the priority of adverbs when 
there are more than one in a sentence. This section is 
about bookshops in the city. Through the-syntactic use of 
the determiner 'some/, ')A, will semantically reduce 
the scope of the general scene and make it more specific. 
A, also ensures a smooth continuity between the preceding 
sentence where it picks up the rhematic element 'bookshop/ 
,::, I .. r. 
5 11, which is now used thematically. It maintains the 
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scene of the section. As for A2., it contributes to the 
scene-setting by bringing in some specifications before 
the rhematic element 'the latest publications/ 
el'. I %!, % 
II appears. For these reasons A, 
has to appear in the first position or at least before A2 
if it must conform to the norm in the distribution of 
information on the semantic scale: 
scene - appearance - phenomenon 
AvA+C 
16 T(11)5 
*And with the multitude of restaurants and bookshops/ 
Al 
follow in succession / statues / in places and 
A2 
throughout the parks and near fountains. 
This sentence appears initially in the next section 
of which the topic is 'statues in the city'. Therefore it 
will be setting a framework for the description and it 
does so by calling from the background the elements 
I f-ýIJýIJI I and II to which it will add a new one 
'statues/ -L-. ^l The grammatical structure realized is 
A1VSA2. The first adverbial phrase is introduced by the 
additive adjunct It-. Then the verb and subject are 
followed by an adverbial group complex., 
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On the functional level, the order is Tid", - Tr -R- 
Tp. As seen above., the diatheme foregrounds some of the 
background elements to prepare the scene for a new one 
which will function as theme, and its specifications, 
expressed by the locative adverbials, will function as 
rheme. 
Consider now different elements: 
1. VSAjA2 
2. VSA2Aj 
Order 1 requires putting the adverbial complex phrase in 
apposition after the subject. The resulting phrase reads: 
-, I--- I t.. rj 3.1 
This order means prominence is given to the. process 
expressed in but the distance placed between 
the prepositional adverbial phrase 'in places 
and its verb and subject would be too big. This order 
would go counter to the grammatical principle. 
.2 
As for order 2 where the first adverbial occurs at 
the end of the sentence after three locative adverbials, 
this order would go counter to the functional principle 
which requires that known elements be placed in the 
thematic sphere and new ones in the rhematic sphere, when 
they appear in one communicative unit. The case is further 
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confirmed if it is considered that the following sentences 
deal with and not with I cl-zSjl ;j .2 eII. -JI 
ij S' and 
this is another reason why should appear in 
the rhematic sphere. 
In both I and 2 the action is given prominence 
through its initial position. However, in both of them the 
subject can be placed before the verb if it needs to be 
dynamized. The order VA, SA2 : 
d I_"-CI 1 r-5 .3 
I6J I/ LS1  
'I. >Jl J- -3 
" 1)1 __ld 1I __ 
was decided against for the following reasons : 
it is against the syntactic principle which requires 
the verb to be next to the subject whether to the 
left or to the right, as in this case the two 
elements are separated by an adverbial phrase 
it is against the principle of front and/or end 
weight which usually puts complex elements in initial 
or final position 
the adverbial clause 'with the multitude of 
restaurants and bookshops/cl I ;. ri33 e1j"AM ; 'As C, 
I 
links this section with the previous ones by bringing 
to the foreground previously rhematic elements which 
were backgrounded. It sets the scene for the new 
element I the statues/ nII. Consequently, the 
amount of C. D it carries will-be lower than that of 
the subject. Therefore, the principle of C. D requires 
it to appear sentence initially and it can still 
15Z 
appear in the final position 
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if competition for the first position is between S 
and V, their respective amounts of C. D will decide 
whether the focus is on the action, in which case the 
verb will appear first, or on the agent in which case 
the subject will appear first 
if competition for the first position is between S 
and A, the A must appear after the subject or before 
it, but on condition that the verb too appears next 
to the subject 
similarly, if it is between V and A. the subject must 
appear next to 'the verb, on its lef t or right, and 
the A can then appear af ter the subject or on the 
other side of the verb. 
T(11)6 
I JL 1,3 5 C. ) 
* The city, / does not forget / its democracy and 
SV0 
traditions / although it has all modern amenities. 
concessive c. 
This sentence appears in initial p0 sition in a section 
about traditional institutions af ter a conclusive section 
about the different aspects of the city considered in the 
preceding sections. The grammatical order realized is SVO 
+ concessive clauseland the functional order is Td - Tr - 
i R-R The preceding section focussed on the Swedish 
citizen and, to go back to the main topic 'the city 
described', the element 'the' city/ ; is called from 
the background to set the scene once again. Thus it acts 
as a diatheme. It provides a framework not only for the 
new institution mentioned, 'the open market', but also for 
the following ones, the changing of the guard and the shoe 
cleaners, and it is brought into the foreground again only 
after, these sections (except of course for one case in the 
succeeding sentence). 
The rest of rheme is a concessive clause. The 
preceding description of the subject's function explains 
in what way a change of order into VSO would change the 
functional perspective of the sentence. First the 
prominence would be awarded to the verb which brings us to 
the second point, the framework set by I ý- .. aJI 
I and the 
trans-section transition operated by it would be lost. 
There are two other possibilities which concern the 
position of the subordinate clause 'although it has/ 
I --. 
.9 
*-1 C)I j' according to whether it is placed at the 
beginning of the sentence or in the middle. 
I .: -6 III"1 
____ _____ 'i Ig 
I________ ___ 
? . -. lc, L, _____ .2 
LSJ -'J _1l 
.1 
& ______ 
Another possible order is: 
Jj I 
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In the three sentences, the subordinate clause is 
dedynamized because it has been moved from the rhematic 
sphere of the original sentence to the thematic sphere. In 
order I it still benefits from the focus conferred on it 
by its initial position, whereas in 2 it is backgrounded 
by the apposition. Order 3 is a variant of order 1. the 
subject 'the city/ ;I -Iýl I which in 1 was inserted 
after the verb of the subordinate clause, now appears in 
the principal clause after 'it does not forget/ I 
the difference between them is in the relationship between 
the two sentences : 
syntactically, the two clauses forming sentence 1 are 
dependent, whereas in 2 one is independent and the 
other subordinated to it 
in sentence I the subject reappears replaced by 
I I+..; U1 or I in the second clause. 
All the following nominal sentences are cases of preposed 
subjects and have roughly an SVO structure with some small 
differences, that is for example for cases where the 
subject is modified by a demonstrative pronoun, an 
adverbial phrase or an adjective (sentences 7,8,9,10, 
etc. ) 
These sentences are: 
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1.., t 1 ll J-tý -, 1. 
i .ý1. H1.01 4 "iJ .... (ý 62) 
* This market / is set / in an open air space 
S V A 
decorated with splendid columns (with) near them the 
artistic statue of a Greek poet musician playing and 
singing, looking as if he was rising in the air. 
____ I I, J L.. .. J LJ I" I"8 
.: . moI_JtJI () 
c, -4 c,, 
LöiI JL jJ 
____ ___ I _JI Iic, y 
* People there / do not mind / mixing in the heart of 
S V 0 
the city a market and an artistic place thus 
honouring a right gained long ago by their 
predecessors as they used to sell in this place the 
fruit and vegetables they produced. 
c. I 
_______ ________ L. JJI 
jQ 
_____ 
_____"t 
" -. '. J1 
.9 
U TO 
The changing of the guard everyday / requires 
SV 
this musical procession conforming with inherited 
0 
traditions. 
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C)5--JJ 1 ý. ý 7 111 :. --W . 10 
* The Swedish shoe-cleaners / conduct /a lucrative 
S V0 
trade. 
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83) 
They /, are characterised by a complete silence 
S. vC 
Ir: j I r--i . 
12 
%_j 
IA61 jac 
-Ac c, ýL-I; 
It is they who / work as / ticket collectors in the 
5v0 4- A 
tram / work as / waiters in a number of coffee-bars 
v0+k 
and clubs / sell / soft drinks and ice-creams in 
v0+A 
kiosks in the streets 
Functionally, they all mark a change of focus. 
Sentence 7 appears initially in a subsection devoted 
to the description of the market and it serves to mark a 
change of orientation of this description which was 
general in the 'preceding section and dealt with related 
aspects such as housewives, etc. and now it comes back to 
the market itself again. The term 'market/ jj-I 
appeared twice rhematically. It is now diatheme and it 
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will appear again in the rhematic sphere of the last 
sentence before being discarded. 
Sentence 8 appears within the same section. The 
subject 'people/ fi--ýJll marks a change of topic after it 
was 'market/ j. ý ... 1'. The subject will be mentioned again 
in the next section. It is new but derivable from context 
since these institutions are part of the life of 'these 
people/ 
. q. 
ill which will appear again thematically in 
the initial sentence of the next section represented by 
the genitive pronoun in the signs of their 
attachment to/ ryo . ý-- 
1. ý. j I-ee fj eu I.; A 
AJ 
I 1.1ib 
.. Fi 
I 
'As 
31 
tý-ýq 
As seen in previous cases where the subject is modified, 
the locative adverbial 'there/ I can appear 
elsewhere, for instance in a AVS or SVA order in this 
sentence, but the scope of the part it modifies is 
changed. It must therefore be considered as one with the 
element it modifies and therefore stay in the same 
position if its meaning is-to remain the same. As for the 
comment clause starting with 'thus honouring/ *** ". 11 
putting it in initial position is possible but would go 
counter to the principle of end weight, and at the same 
time it isolates or postpones the theme of the sentence 
which is 'the people there/ 11 - 1. 
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Sentence 9 is in a- section about another of the 
city's traditions; the changing of the guard. However, the 
first sentences are directly addressed to the reader., The 
subject 'the changing of the guard/ V. ., ýIJ -1ý 
I 
marks the transition from an address ee-oriented utterance 
to a topic-oriented one, which closes the section. I 
is taken from the preceding rhematic sphere which it 
modifies with the temporal phase 35 
9 A. a-U I IS I vJ 
-L. 41 
a-I. 1-: t 
What was said about 'there/ dJI in the previous 
sentence applies to 'everyday/ fj . of this sentence, 
which although it can appear elsewhere, for instance, 
after the verb, has to stay in the same position. 
Moreover, it also puts too much distance between the 
thematic 'the changing of the guard/ ý, -. _Ji I 
and its rhematic predecessor 'the changing of the guard of 
the castle/ The comment 
clause 'conforming with/ ___JI can be put in two 
different places: 
a. it can be put in apposition as in: 
ýu Ii 
; ýj I 
b. or it can be put sentence initially. 
-%. 
I !; 
A 
It should be noted that in both cases, the order of the V 
and S elements has been changed to VS unless the subject 
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is reinforced by the use of for sentence b. As 
for a., if the subject appeared before the verb., the 
latter, with nothing on its left, would be too far from 
its complement. 
Sentence 10 appears in a new section of which the 
topic is yet another of the city's institutions, the shoe 
cleaners. These are not mentioned directly until the third 
sentence. This happens again after the first sentences 
address the reader and mention the object of the trade 
'shoes' and the place 'kiosks/ ; ee-z. Ll U6 It. Therefore., 
although the subject 'shoe-cleaners/ I 
. 
4A 13 : -ý 1.6 1 
is recoverable, it is new because never mentioned before. 
It is a case where the function is given but the referent 
is new. It functions as diatheme and is mentioned in the 
next sentence in the affixed pronoun in 1_9 1 and 
'their kiosks/ ?a 9_61. 
In Sentence 11 - the personal pronoun I t--A I is used 
to refer to them. It sets the scene for yet another aspect 
of the subject to be mentioned and therefore functions as 
diatheme. Indeedq this I t_ý I also gives a new thrust, to 
the subject and establishes it more on the scene to 
prepare the way for more specifications which here take 
the shape of three verbal predicates which are 
It will not be mentioned again-, because it is the end of 
the section. The alternative orders for this sentence are: 
a VC 
where initial position is given to the verb and the 
subject dedynamized. The personal pronoun cannot 
appear after the verb. 
rA 
&J2-JI 
b. CSV 
on the other hand is particular because two of its 
elements, the C and the S, appear before the verb 
which is consequently in third position. Focus is 
shifted to the complement. The effect is that two 
cases of contrastive focus follow each other, one 
concerning the complement, the other the subject. The 
complement in both cases, sentence initially and 
sentence finally, functions as rheme, and is 
illustrated by the succeeding sentence. 
As for Sentence 12, it appears in third position in a 
section about women. 31 is recoverable from 
the context and also directly from the preceding rhematic 
sphere. It is emphasized by the form 'it is they again 
, ___aj1 to mark that the degree of C. D who/ 1. ý. L_J I C" 
of the subject is not lowered because it has just been 
mentioned. Indeed, the subject is given a new prominence 
because it sets a new scene. In addition, this re- 
establishment of the subject is needed, as in sentence 4, 
the subject here is going to be followed by three verbal 
predicates which are 
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The use of the relative pronoun reinforces the 
personal pronoun and emphasizes it. An alternative 
order is to separate the two by putting I jýý I in the 
final position: 
Cr. JJ I 4.. 
j »....... > I _______ I J_J I 
 . J)I_4JI JJ i 
3JI LJJl 
This also increases the amount of C. D it carries and turns 
it into a rhematic element af ter it was thematic, and by 
the same effect reduces that of the previous rhemes, e. g. 
'work as ticket collectors/ ? IiJI ---i etc. 
On the other hand, this order would keep a rhematic 
element tattractive girls/ cI-i-zl; 11 n- II in the 
rhematic sphere. For these reasons, it can be said that 
this order would go counter to the functional principle of 
the distribution of information. 
In the six sentences, a reordering involving putting 
the verb in initial position would result in: 
1 the process being put in prominence instead of the 
actor, 
2. a change in the information structure of *the 
utterance. 
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3. a change in the relation of the sentence with the 
preceding and succeeding sentences. 
Text 12 
A generous thief 
3.7 
This short story is about a wealthy business man who 
is the victim of a theft which leaves him unconcerned. He 
is then later seen in despair because following a general 
economic crisis, he cannot afford a proper Christmas. At 
that moment, he receives a cheque from the repentant 
thief . 
The text can be divided into three main sections: 
Section 1 (from the beginning of the story to . - :, * 
introduces the main protagonist Mr. H. K., his shop, his 
clients and shop assistants. 
Section 2( from I to j jI ) relates 
a theft which is apparently insignificant to Mr. H. K. 
Section 3( from i 11 jjI 1- -1 3 to the end of the 
text) relates the second main event of the story or how 
the stolen money is sent back at a most appropriate time. 
It can be divided into three subsections: 
(f rom j 311, n . 9. 
to 16 is .) describes the 
general scene in which the events are set and that is 
the general economic crisis which finally hits Mr. 
H. K. himself. 
2. fr om 3 ý. rzj 
It0A j6 is a more 
specific setting for the event. It describes Mr. 
H. K. 's total despair some time before Christmas. 
3. (from 1ý - 11P 
-. il K to the end of the text) 
relates how Mr. H. K. received the cheque, as well as 
his reaction and that of his wife and children. 
All nominal sentences appear in Section 1, except for one 
case in the second subsection of Section 2. The textual 
organization of the text can be schematized as follows: 
Mr H. K. 
Event I 
Event 
t., j I Lr; Lr6 C. ýu 3 
U, f-J 14-A d-b .9 
L. 6- 
Lri 
jiiý.. )6 J 
T(12)1 
(. P Z) 
This one / selectsp/ this one / pays... /, that one 
SV s V+O 
bargains / but in diffferent ways from the usual way 
vA, 
of buying and selling /.. vand that one / goes out 
S V 
because she did not find what she wanted and liked 
A 
and no-one follows her with persistence to sell to 
her something she does not need. 
This sentence appears in the third position in the first 
section of the text which has four sentences. It is 
preceded by an SC sentence and a verbal sentence, which 
respectively introduce Mr. H. K. the main protagonist and 
then his shop, about which this sentence will provide 
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details focussing on how this Ifebrilityl in the shop 
materializes in the customers' activity. It has four 
coordinated verbal clauses which realize the following 
pattern : 
[(SV) (SVO) (SV (X 
--clause)) 
(Sy (A - clause))] 
All four subjects are demonstrative pronouns which 
contribute, through their semantic meaning, to the overall 
development of the sentence in depicting the scene set in 
this first section of the short story. It is as if all the 
remaining clauses of the sentence, illustrated the 
previous sentence 'his shop is crammed with people/ 
O"L-0 11 JL__S for which, on a higher 
level., -they functionally act as a rhematic element. 
Semantically the links are quite clear. The verb 
'crammed with people/ 0" 1 is sufficient in 
itself to give a clear image of how the store looked. The 
next clauses, ' however, further illustrate this 
lovercrowdedness' by showing people in action, and this is 
where the demonstrative pronouns 'this one/ It 1. 'that 
one/ eJ13 1, 'that one + feminine gender/ 'IJ III 
intervene. They not only contribute to this idea of 
anonymityp conveyed by the expression 'is overcrowded/ 
but also, through the element of L-W I. 1, 
'0 ,I 
proximity vs. distance. Consider for instance the contrast 
'this one/that one' expressed by I la__z I vs. I efl3l which 
contributes to the image of a large store. Functionally, 
the whole utterance is made of several coordinated 
communicative units which are all complete communicative 
units at a lower level, i. e. they all have their thematic 
and rhematic spheres. These thematic elements have their 
degree of C. D raised by the element of contrast involved, 
and these successive SV structures give balance to the 
whole utterance, which would be diminished should the 
order be reversed into VS order. On the other handq this 
change of order would mean a change of prominence because 
the transitional elements or verbs would be placed 
initially as if the actions were focussed on, whereas it 
is in fact the people. This is confirmed by the fact that 
these anonymous subjects 1 51 "- eJ13 - 1" 1 are an 
expansion of the rhematic element 'people/ ., 
I .II of 
the preceding sentence. Furthermore, they are going to be 
specified in the next sentence. 
1 Within the conjunctive clause j 
the subject 'we/ I can be put in the final 
position and replace the A 
., 
'in selling and 
buying/ Ij C-ýJl ,i This case is mentioned 
just to illustrate a case of VAS 
2. In the last clause the subordinate 
clause., which acts as rheme can be put in initial 
position. The new sentence would read t-*-,, : ýz p-J Le-ZI iI 
which would, place the focus on the reason rather than 
on the reaction. It will also bre ak the parallelism 
with the two preceding clauses which have an SV 
order. It is noteworthy that the order of the clause 
j-, eLL 'that one goes out/ r. --I is reversed to VS. 
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T(12)2 
Boys and girls, ladies and gentlemen, children 
S 
and elderly people / mill about / in this grand 
vA 
house. 
The first section,, as has just been seen, set the 
scene for the whole story. This sentence appears 
initiallr-- in the seqond section and more details are 
given about the activity in the shop. -The syntactic 
pattern realized is : 
S[(N + N) (N + N) (N_+ N)IVA 
These three subject noun phrases make a further 
contribution to the idea of intense activity already 
conveyed by the preceding sentence. This idea is also 
emphasized by the choice of the verb 'crowd/ C)j - 1, 
which all three noun phrases share. The final element, 
the locative adverbial phrase 'this grand house/ 
4-- 1 tW I paraphrases 'his store/ A 
which appeared in the previous section. In the same way, 
the subject noun phrases paraphrase the subjects of the 
preceding sentence. On the functional level, the F. S. P. 
order of the sentence is R- Tr - Tp* All the elements of 
this sentence are retrievable from the preceding sentences 
directly, as in the sentence 'his store 'is crammed with 
people/ or indirectly, as in the 
image conveyed by the subject personal pronouns 
I "I I, - ýJlý - I-" 
. 
1. But these people who were considered 
16E 
as an anonymous mass in the first sentence, and as 
anonymous individuals in the second one, will be given a 
clearer shape in this sentence. These noun phrases give 
information about their age and status through their 
semantic meaning i. e. they are boys and girls, men and 
women, children and old people. They bring in new 
information about these participants and set them on the 
scene as the topic of the section or at least part of it, 
because the second part will be about the shop assistants. 
The element of 'newness' in the subject phrases is 
emphasized by the non-use of the definite article, whe reas 
the adverbial prepositional phrase 
is used with the definite article. Furthermore, one 
supplementary factor for considering these subject N. P. s 
as rhematic is that they are picked up as the (ellipted) 
theme of the next sentence. 
This unmarked syntactic structure has a functionally 
marked order and it is the grammatical factor which 
determines this by raising the C. D of the subject through 
focus and initial position. As in all the previous cases, 
a reordering of the elements would involve dynamizing some 
elements and/or dedynamizing others. Up to now, the 
initial elements were all diathemes or themes and the 
change of order resulted in most cases in loss of 
prominence of the reordered element. In this case, 
however, the initial element is-the- rheme and therefore 
some reorderings might involve not only a decrease in the 
amount of C. D. but a complete functional change of status 
from rhematic to thematic. Consider these new orders: 
1. VSA ijlý 14c, 1 .. -Z .9 
C) 1 -z-; q 
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aj 1 
The first change the subject incurs is a syntactic one 
i. e. it is used plus the definite article like the 
adverbial phrase. In functional terms, this means that its 
C. D is lowered. In functional terms again, this means that 
it is not for certain the element with the highest degree 
of C. D in the sentence. And indeed., since the adverbial 
occurs after it in the sentence, and since none of them is 
focussed, then the adverbial can be said to have become 
rhematic. Consequently the subject is now thematic. The 
new functional pattern is Tp - Tr - R. If the subject is 
to keep its rhematic status then order 
2. VAS 
is to be considered. In this case the A will precede the S 
which would have*its C. D. raised and become rheme. 
There is still another possible order: 
3. AVS 
The A is given prominence through the first position where 
it sets the scene and becomes therefore diathematic. On 
the other hand, the S appears in final position and 
conserves its rhematic status. It can be used with, and 
without, the definite article. The A has its C. D further 
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increased through the use of contrastive focus which would 
render it rhematic. 
To sum up, it is not the functional factor alone that 
determines the degree of C. D of an element and therefore 
its functional status as a thematic or rhematic element, 
through the use of contrastive focus for example. The 
grammatical factor may also be at play and determine the 
functional status of an element. 
*T(12)3 
(ill ) 
Smiles / do not leave / their mouths 
SV0 
The present sentence comes third within the second 
subsection of the second section. The first sentence was, 
as seen earlier, about the shop's clients and the second 
about the shop assistants. Its syntactic order is SVO 
and it is straightforward. Semantically, it is in contrast 
with the preceding sentence though no contrastive 
adverbial is used. They are coordinated with (, ) instead. 
A literal translation would be: 'They are busy constantly 
yet smiles never leave their faces. ' Therefore, what is 
'surprising' or 'worth mentioning' is the fact that 
despite their hard work they keep on smiling. This means 
that the element 'smiling' will carry the highest amount 
of C. D. The resulting functional order is R- Tr - Tp 
where 'the smile/ ---- : -41 
' is rhematic. It is 
also illustrated in the following sentence 
On the 
other hand, in this quite collocative use of the 
expression iI it 
is difficult to consider as the element with 
a higher degree of C. D unless it is the object of a 
contrast with another element with the meaning 'not their 
mouths but their faces'. for instance in the case of a SV 
order. The possible reordering of the sentence are : 
1. VS0 ?6j., 
l 13 
would certainly reduce the amount of C. D carried by 
by giving initial position, and therefore 
prominence, to the verb. In that case, it would be less 
informative in the structure than the element Ifs 
1. 'A I 
which would then acquire more C. D. and become rhematic, 
whereas the dedynamized 111 --- ::. 3 1' would become 
theme. 
Two other orders are possible. The first one consists 
of putting the complement in first position. The effects 
of such topicalization in term's of focus and emphasis have 
already been dealt with. 
2. OVS 
The function of the elements are changed. The previous 
rheme becomes theme and the theme becomes rhematic. It 
also gives the impression that 'their mouths I is 
the object of a contrast with some other element which 
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would, semantically, be very unusualor be a given element 
through its function of 'topic'. 
translation: 
Consider the literal 
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their mouths are never left by smiles* 
their mouths smiling never leaves* 
The other order is: 
3. VOS 
I 
ýAýn 
. 
AV 
If61j: 
jII 
The elements keep the same function. The only difference 
is that their order is not marked as in the original 
sentence where the rheme was placed in the initial 
position. The result is that the contrast involved would 
be lost. In the preceding sentence, it says that the shop 
assistants are always busy. This sentence adds 'yet they 
4 
are always smiling. This is realized through the marked 
structure. 
T(12)4 
This one / packs / the goods and / delivers themj/ 
S V 0 V -t- 0 
that one / puts them in display and prices 
Sv+Qv 
them / and the one responsible for the till / gets 
0 S V 
the money in and out and so on. 
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This is still dealing with the subsection about the shop 
assistants and the structure of this sentence is similar 
to the first sentence looked at in the text. Its 
grammatical order is 
((SVO+V) (SV+VO) (SV+V)) 
The subjects are preposed to their verbs. These' subjects 
are derivable from the rhematic part of the first sentence 
of the subsection 'The same may be said about the shop 
assistants/ JIC,, -s J-; 11 < j1 . Demonstrative 
pronouns I and their locative description 
'the one responsible for the till/ jj a t. o I t-zl *4 11 1 
bring them back to the scene by referring directly to 
them. This achieves the effect of a close up on some of 
the shop assistants and their activities. It was their 
attitudes which were described. This prominence and 
contrast dynamize them and consequently they function as 
diathemes. Reordering these clauses into VS order would 
result in their C. D being lowered and they would function 
as themes. On the other hand, this prominence, would be 
given to the actions expressed by the verbs. This sentence 
does not differ from the first, and will therefore not be 
expanded upon any further. 
one other possibility is the topicalization of the 
complement in the first clause with the following result: 
The order of the verb and subject can be SV or VS. The 
only requirement is that it is the same-for the three 
clauses. 
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&-.::, -.:; 05S. -L &: 
ý Lr6 - -ý - -Z ! --j II* 
T(12)5 
A jtn A 
And Mr H. K. on his chair inspects his business 
SV0 
This is now dealing with the third section. The first 
sentence sets the scene once again by going back to the 
store, not for its own sake, but to look at Mr. H. K. more 
closely. It sums up the preceding part by repeating the 
first sentence which referred to the store in the first 
section: 
Sentence 1: U1,11 Lf js 
A Sentence 2: 
Then comes this sentence with Mr. H. K. in initial 
position. Its grammatical order is SVO where the A 'on his 
chair/ r-tc I modifies the subject. Therefore, after 
reestablishing the scene, (the store), the topic of the 
scene (Mr. H. K. ) is established through structural 
foregrounding. It appeared in the first section in the 
initial position within the first sentence and will appear 
again on an average of once per section. 
The FSP structure of the sentence is Td - Th - Tr - 
R. Because Mr H. K. is brought back to the scene from the 
background and because it marks the transition from the 
establishment of the scene realized through the first 
sentence 'the store is crammed with clients/ 
I_pl a C)ýýl 
I to the establishment of the topic 
of the sectionj it will function as diatheme. Here again 
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it is a case of focus gained through initial prominence 
which would be lost if the order was changed to VS giving 
the sentence . -JS --Ic : S. -0, where the 
subject would have its C. D lowered to that of theme, 
whereas the A would have its own raised to become diatheme 
since the information it brings is less recoverable than 
that presented by the use of 'Mr. H. K. 1 
1-6 J1 ý--z 61--A T(12)6 
A t--: - 
1.6 La 36J 1--+; J I 
This activity in Mr. H. K. 's shops / starts again 
SV 
every day / and their owner / gets richer / and his 
.ASVS 
wealth / grows 
V 
These three clauses all have their subjects preceding 
their verbs. They form a link between the preceding 
section and the next one in which the events come as a 
consequence. 
As already seen, the repetition of CjýýJl 
showed how the store is busy. This action is now mentioned 
again with. further specification i. e. that it lasts all 
day. As a result, Mr. H. K. 's wealth increases and as a 
consequence the thieves are attracted. The main elements 
are therefore the buzzing activity of the shop, Mr. H. K. 
and his wealth, and all three subjects are preposed. The 
resulting grammatical structure is, 
(SVA) + (SV) + (SV) 
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The FSP structure is 'Td - 
Tr -R+ Td (Tr/R) + Td 
(Tr/Rý. The three preposed subjects, because they are 
focussed, have their C. D raised and become diathematic. 
They each bring to the foreground an element which had 
been backgrounded or introduce a new aspect of the narrow 
scene as in I-I which is a result of the activity 
in the store. The last two clauses present a case where 
the transition is the rheme since it is not followed by 
any other element and by consequence relays the new 
information to be presented. All three cases again present 
a case of focus given through initial prominence. 
I. In the first sentence, a VS order 
0*0 
Is , 
LO J. )I a. 
IS. Lz 1.4 .. -:, 4ý 
1 C)ý I ý--- "-; 
I 
would involve the subject being dedynamized and become 
theme as a result. As for the two remaining clauses, if 
the order SV was to be reversed to give 
this VS order would produce 
two possibilities: 
a. that the verbs themselves are focussed, for contrast 
for instance or 
b. that 'its owners/I+ý-I and 'his wealth/ 
are completely new and/or contrasted, which is not 
the case. 
2. VAS d) 
The grammatical order VAS means-the sentence has Q -new 
functional order which is Tr - Td -R where the subject, 
and its modification, become the new information. But such 
an increase of the C. D. of the subject would be better 
achieved through syntactic means involving, for instance, 
a marked 'structure and the use of certain focussing words 
such as II for example. 
T(12) 7 
(t 57) 
* At sunbet / he came back / to the veranda 
At; v+s 
This sentence occurs in the fifth section which is about a 
particular day, when Mr. H. K. was depressed. Mr. H. K. is 
on his -veranda sadly remembering the old, happy days and 
the sight of his faithful but now skinny dog, makes the 
memory even more unbearable, and he runs to his room where 
he sleeps until evening. This is when the sentence occurs. 
It links two sentences together by paraphrasingt in the 
thematic sphere., the rhematic element of the preceding 
sentence. The temporal expression 'until the evening' 
becomes 'at sunset' which is preposed to the verb 
resulting in the following syntactic structure: A C. -V- 
Ae. The difference between the two adverbials is semantic. 
The first luntil/, 
_, 
ý' expresses the duration and end of 
a states the second 'at sunset/ L:. c I expresses the 
starting point of a new state or action. This shade raises 
the C. D of the temporal adverbial phrase of the sentence 
and gives it the status of diatheme in Td Tr+Tp - R, the 
,, -jl 
is the element functional structure. 'The veranda/ ij - 
with the highest degree of C. D because it establishes the 
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scene for the next events. It is recoverable because it is 
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mentioned at the beginning of the section in the rhematic 
part of the first sentence. Mr. H. K. is there, then he 
goes to his room., then he comes back to the veranda to 
eventually return to the room. Therefore, each time such a 
change is mentioned, the sentence operates at the level of 
the section like a new scene and this is why, although 
recoverablet the element 'the veranda/ or 'the 
room/ is still dynamized and stays rhematic. 
As for the initial element 'at sunset/ 
how the different orderings affect the function of the 
different elements of the sentence can be seen as follows: 
1. VAý At OJI . 31-0 3 
The verb is here in prominence whereas the adverbial 
phraseq now in second position has its C. D, lowered and 
becomes theme instead of diatheme. Focus would be on the 
action itself expressed by the verb 'came back/ J1 C I,, 
The complement 'to the veranda/ 'axtJI ý. y-Jl I keeps its 
rhematic status unless its position is changed in a new 
word order in the case of 
2. VAe At. f or instance. The expression I -% t-I is now 
the element with the'highest C. D and it would be a simple 
paraphrase of the previous rheme acting as a rheme too. 
This would create expectations for information about this 
particular moment. But in the succeeding sentence, the 
thematic element is about what happened on the veranda, 
which is picked up in the original order from the rhematic 
sphere. Therefore, it can be said that a VACAk order 
textually unbalances the distribution of information. 
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3. Ag VA L- 
yjP; Jl J6LA 
L. ýJjj 
This order would involve the element I *; ;, -.,.,: Ji Lýji I being 
contrasted with another locative expressions like for 
instance I 1--iý-;, J1 .., 
J! I, and it is not the case. 
AC Al V JI-C ! ij-..: LJI Lrjl L--; x .9 
5. At AEV JI-C -%- s !;,, -tJl t-, Jl 3 
These two orders have in common that they both involve 
having the verb in third position. This, considering the 
few cases where the verb appears in such an orde r, reveals 
special features : 
two adverbials, one locative, the other temporal 
follow each other 
these two adverbials also precede the verb 
The consequences of each of these adverbials being placed 
in initial position have been seen. When the temporal 
adverbial 'at sunset appears in first 
position, it may function as diatheme if it is setting a 
new scene or as a rheme if it involves contrast in terms 
of 'at that time and not at another time'. As for 'to the 
veranda/ Lr--JI I it involves contrast and a marked 
structure especially because of the use of the preposition 
'to/ Ls---JI I which normally appears straight after the 
verb. 
The explanation for their use together preverbally is 
that the first is used to set a new scene, and the second 
involves contrast, but both have a lower 
than the verb which constitutes the 
information and creates the expectation 
being revealed about the action 'returned/ 
in the text, the following sentence is abo 
there on the veranda instead. 
amount of C. D. 
most important 
for some facts 
j L-t ' whereas 
at what happened 
I X-J; A T(12)8 
R 
When the purse gets empty / is forgotten the 
Av 
noble man 
0 
This sentence appears in the last section of the text. In 
this particular part, it looks at Mr. H. K. and his letats 
d1amel. It has a AVO structure with, in initial position, 
a temporal adverbial 'when the purse gets empty/ 
-% t-I. On the functional level, the pattern 
achieved is Td Tr R. In the preceding nominal sentence 
'at sunset/ I -it c31a new temporal scene was set 
followed by new specifications about the actor Mr. H. K. 
The present temporal adverbial is quite different. It is 
not about actual time but about what the author wants as a 
general truth, what happens when X condition is realized. 
Thus the result has a higher degree of C. D than the 
condition and appears after it. On the other hand, since 
it is more recoverable than the subject, it sets the scene 
for it by linking it to, and achieving the transition 
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from, the previous sentence. It is possible to reorder the 
elements of the sentence into 
Ia VOA 
2. OVA 
3. A OV 
In 2. OVA . the . -Object 
is moved to initial position, 
before the verb. In the original order it functioned as 
the element with the highest amount of C. D. If it is kept 
as rheme and the new FSP order is R- Tr - Td. It has not 
incurred any change from the point of view of its C. D but 
it will have to be stressed because it. is contrasted. If 
it is not a matter of contrast and if the A carries a 
higher amount of C. D than the 0 (i. e. if the A is the 
rheme) the result would be that the same grammatical order 
will have a different FSP order, now Td - Tr - R. This 
allows the subject to have its amount of C. D increased 
moderately while another element, the adverbial, is 
rhematic. If the subject does not have this 'moderate' 
emphasisq then the order 1. VOA is used. In both 1. and 
2. the smooth transition achieved by the A is lost. 'Order 
3 would express contrast on the subject as was seen for 
AOV orders. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
Discussion 
Thirty three nominal sentences out of a total of 176 
sentences in seven different texts have been discussed. 
The remaining sentences have different structures. Seventy 
are verbal and among the rest, some are verbless and some 
have fixed orders. The nominal sentences forming the 
corpus analysed, will now be examined in detail. Among the 
cases looked at, the elements preceding the verb had 
exclusively two syntactic functions: subject and adverb. 
4.1 Subject initial nominal sentences 
The subjects form a majority in the pre-verbal 
elements with 21 cases out of 33. These subjects present 
different internal structures. Some of them are simple 
i. e. made of one element, for example 'relativity / 
I- . -: 
JII in text 6. Some are complex i. e. followed 
by a modifier, for example T(11)8 'people there/iJI-La 
and T(11)2 'restaurants in the city / ! Lý_t. Jl td-I. J1 
Within the simple ones, some belong to the category of 
common nounsq for instance 'relativity / 
or personal pronouns 
As for complex ones, they may be modified by the noun or 
by a complex noun phrase, for example T(7)1 
Functionally, except for two cases where they are 
rhematic, T(12)2,3, these subjects are diathematic because 
they fulfil the following three functions 
link the non-thematic and thematic spheres 
keep an element in the foreground or foreground a 
backgrounded element 
introduce a new aspect of the narrow scene 
All are definite except for one case in T(12)2, where the 
functional structure is rheme- trans it ion- theme and where 
consequently this subject is unknown. The other case of 
initial rheme in the data is also a subject. It is 
definite, but was not mentioned before in the text, i. e. 
completely new. 
4.1.1 Reordering of the subject 
All the sentences considered allow at least one re- 
ordering. However, although all the alternative orders are 
possible, most of them are not always probable because of 
functional and textual restrictions. The verb-initial 
alternative order -is the most frequent (VS) - Other orders 
consist in displacing the adverbial and/or object to a 
pre-verbal or post-verbal position. For example 
Sentence Original order New order 
T(12)3 Svo VS0 
vos 
ovs 
T(12)7 AtVAe VAtAe 
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VAt A L- 
184 
At VAE 
At AeV 
AtAtV 
The number of reorderings possible varies from 1 to 4 
according to each sentence: 
8 sentences allow 1 reordering 
7 91 n2n 
43 
In the majority of cases in the new orders (16 out of 21), 
the subject appears right after the verb. In the remaining 
five cases 
1. The original subject is used in the first clause, but 
it reappears before the verb affixed to 
e. g. T(11)3 11 
d, Q< t-1 -I 
"I 
I, " -J I 
2. The subject appears in final Position, separated from 
the verb by a locative adverbial. 
A e. g. T(12)2 
3. Again, the subject appears in-final position but this 
time it is separated from the verb by a complement 
e. g. T(12)3 SVC --- VCS 13-A LIýAý *-- *m3 
j. J 1_; _z 
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The new syntactic order also means changes in the amount 
of C. D the elements in question carry and consequently the 
FSP structure of the sentence. It also translates itself 
sometimes in a change in the semantic meaning of the 
sentence and also the textual organization of the section 
or text. One example will be useful at this stage to 
illustrate the types of 'changes involved by the re- 
ordering of sentence initial constituents. Take for 
example T(11)2 
, 
jz I-ii II I-L-il t 
'Restaurants in the city are organized on the American 
self-service basis. ' 
The original order SVA, allows two re-orderings: 
1. VSA 
2. AVS. 
Through its initial position, the subject 'restaurants/ 
is established as the topic of the 
section in the original order. 
1. VSA - The S is moved to Post-verbal position. 
Consequently the amount of C. D it carries is lowered and 
it loses its status as topic of the section. This order 
also unbalances the transition which SVA operated from the 
topic established for the preceding section (i. e. 
'bakeries/ and leaves the present section 
without a new topic. 
2. AVS - The A placed in initial position creates an 
expectation for another element to be contrasted with it. 
This expectation will remain unfulfilled as no contrast is 
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involved concerning the element 'according to the American 
orgainization/ y-i--Al f Furthermore, 
this order does not follow the layout of the other 
sections of the text. 
4.2 Adverb initial nominal sentences 
There are 12 cases of adverb initial nominal 
sentences in the data. The adverbs fall within two main 
types and two minor types: temporal (8 cases), locative (2 
cases), additive (1) and causal (1). All, except one, 
sometimes/ are prepositional phrases. Like 
most initial subjects, all these adverbs function as 
diathemes. Some of them specify a scene, as 'sometimes 
I for instance. Some confirm an existing 
scene, for example 'at the same time /A 
while some set a new scene, 'at sunset 
for instance. Their internal structure is generally 
complex. Their different functions involve 
bringing non-thematic elements to the thematic 
sphere, e. g. T(10)2 'on his way 
keeping an element on the thematic scene, e. g. T(11)4 
'in some of these bookshops -;. I 
bringing in a new aspect of the narrow scene, e. g. 
T(6)1 'sometimes 
4.2.1 ReorderinLys of the initial adverb 
Possible reorderings vary from 1 to 5: 
1 sentence allows I reordering 
2 of 2 tv 
These changes involve: 
putting the initial adverbial in final position 
putting a preverbal adverbial in post-verbal position 
AV - VAC - VCA this is for cases when the verb is 
marked for subject e. g. T(6)1 : 'it sometimes becomes 
cheaper than tin 
when the subject is independent, then the adverbial 
may appear in different positions : 
a. between the verb and the subject VAS 
b. after both the verb and the subject VSA 
when there is another adverbial in the sentence the 
initial adverbial can be placed after it in general, 
or exchange positions with it in some cases. 
one example of initial adverbial reordering is T(12)7 
'At sunset he returned to the balcony /I 
The original AEVAt order allows several re-orderings 
a- VAEAe 
b- VAtA6 
C- ACV At 
d- A*AtV 
e- AtAbV 
In the original order, the A6 sets the scene for the new 
event expressed by 
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'returned to the balconyf&--ij: t 
The first two re-orderings will show the following 
changes: 
in order a- Akappears in post-verbal position where it is 
rather backgrounded by being put in apposition. Prominence 
is given to the event expressed by the verb 'returned/. 31,1 
in order b- the A L, now in final position, is the element 
with the highest amount of C. D. The At could express 
contrast, for instance with another At e. g. in the 
morning/ Cl but this order would unbalance 
the distribution of information regarding the preceding 
and succeeding sentences. 
I 
4.3 Competition between the adverb and subject 
This section will look at non-initial adverbials. 
Five such elements occur in adverbial initial sentences, 
and six in subject initial sentences. 
4.3.1 Adverb initial sentences 
a. The first case is found in text 
T(7)3: le 1,, j j Ij. 1 18 
The sentence - is 
4. Vj I- 
with an AL-VOAt structure where the first adverbial is 
temporal and the second, which is in final position, is 
locative. Structurally, the locative adverbial is more 
complex than the temporal adverbial. Functionally the 
At confirms the temporal framework for the sentence. Thus 
it has a lower amount of C. D than the Ag which brings in 
new information. 
b. The second case of a sentence with two adverbials 
occurs in text 8. The sentence is T(8)2: 
ju PLA 1-, jn i YIJI L, 4-, 
Jl Uý, -j dJ 10 1 J 
ji a; I ? 4. ýU Ls'. )UJI 
AA 
and has an AJSOAJ structure. The second adverbial which 
expresses purpose functions as rest of rheme. However., 
although semantically it can be stated before the reason 
expressed in the verbal clause, it is prevented from doing 
that by the principle of end weight which requires it to 
appear in final position. 
c. The third case, still in text 8 is T(8)3 
j-Z I Jjq.. j I 
u: 
'; 
I 
with an AVSAA structure. It has the peculiarity of having 
two final adverbials. This complex structure was examined 
in some detail in the anaysis of the text. The two final 
adverbials seen then were the elements (B) and (D) (See 
diagram in the text analysis). The information presented 
in (B) is of the same nature as that presented in (A). 
They both complete the rheme. Thus, (B) presents 
background information which in this context specifies the 
information presented in the rheme, whereas-, (D) evaluates 
1W 
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the main event in terms of what this event fulfils. 
d. The fourth case is T(11)5. It has an A, VSA%structure and 
reads, : 
X-j I. J. = 6cIjiI fa 
c, I a. ". j Ij ýL--; - 5 C. ýIj 114J 1 V---j 
The initial adverbial functions as a link between the 
sentence and the rest of the text. The final adverbial 
specifies the rheme it follows. Its amount of C. D is lower 
than that carried by 'the statues/ j which is 
rheme proper. It is still rhematic and will function as 
rest of rheme. 
e. The last case T(12)7, reads: 
.7 
Its structure is At- VAt . The first adverbial sets a 
temporal scene which ensures the succession of events. The 
second adverbial is more directly linked to the subject 
because it locates it. It has therefore a higher amount of 
C. D. and appears in final position. 
4.3.2 Subject initial sentences 
a. The first case of subject initial sentence with final 
adverbial to be examined is a sentence with an 
SVOAt 'structure in T(9)1: 
1 
O_J 
I& 
AI ýL-A 
U 
-4 
-i 
i ew 
The adverbial is dependent upon the action expressed by 
the verb which it defines. This relationship can be 
0 
formulated as follows: 
x must be done every time y happens. 
As seen earlier in the analysis, putting this A& sentence 
initially is the only other position possible. This 
temporal adverbial would then set the scene for the whole 
sentence. The At specifies the 0. It is therefore in the 
rhematic sphere. 
b. Case number two is sentence T(11)l 
Coxv d-Jý L" 
It has an SV(O)k structure. The final adverbial belongs to 
the rhematic sphere and it brings in specifications for 
the subject. 
c. The third case, again in Text 11 is T(11)7 
L 
which has an SVAe structure, in which the locative 
adverbial brings all the new information. The structure 
being unmarked, the unit containing the new information 
appears finally. 
d. The next example, still in text 11, T(11)12: 
has the structure S[(VOAt) + (VOAt) + (VOAI)]. The subject 
is reinforced by the use of the relative pronoun 
marked for the same person ( , ýIj-Ul). 
Both are followed 
by three verbal clauses. Each has a locative adverbial 
specifying its preceding verb which it consequently 
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follows in the clause. 
e. The next sentence, found in text 12 has a complex 
subject T(12)2: 
L3 Lý n 
(I- .., V--i 
In its structure S[(N+N)(N+N)(N+N)IVA, the initial subject 
is the rheme. The scene set for it, and known since it was 
mentioned previously, can only have a lower amount of C. D 
and therefore is thematic. 
f. The final case is sentence T(12)6: 
I_. 6 JI ý1-ii  
1 
which has an SVAL structure. The subject is known and the 
new information is combined in the verb and the temporal 
adverbial. This makes it difficult for the At to be placed 
elsewhere in the sentence, as for instance initially. 
4.4 Position of the nominal sentences in the text 
Nominal sentences looked at appear in all the 
sections. There is no tendency,, for instance, 'to appear 
particularly in the first or last section. Nominal 
sentences may appear anywhere in the text, from the first 
section to the last. However, it is interesting to look at 
the initial sentences of the texts analysed to see whether 
they share preference for a certain type of structure. 
Only two of these seven sentences are nominal. Among the 
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rest, two are SC sentences and the remaining three have a 
fixed order. The same can be said about sequence initial 
sentences. The distribution of nominal sentences in 
initial position does not follow a particular pattern. 
This type of sentence does not form a significantly higher 
proportion than other types of sentences, as for instance 
SC or fixed order sentences, 
On the other hand, the proportion of sequence and 
text final nominal sentences is the same as that of text 
initial nominal sentences, two in each case. As for the 
status of the sequence where the nominal sentences appear, 
it can be to exemplify, to evaluate, to describe, etc. 
Verbal sentences (all texts included) make up less than 
half the total number of sentences, that is 70 sentences 
out of 166. In regards to sequence initial nominal 
sentences, it is worth mentioning that of 33 such units, 9 
are initiated by nominal sentences. The remaining ones do 
not all have the same structure. Only 8 of them are 
verbal. This means that non-verbal sentences including 
nominal sentences, form the majority ofzsequence initial 
sentences in the texts. 
4.5 Re-ordering and new meaning 
As was mentioned earlier, the syntactic categories. 
which appear before the verb are the subject and the 
adverbial. Considering any subject or adverbial or complex 
noun phrase or clause as one element, and considering any 
modifier following an initial subject or adverbial as 
forming one element, it can be said that the verbal 
element always occurs in second position. The FSP function 
of the nominal elements is diatheme for the majority of 
cases looked at. There are, in the data, only two cases of 
rhematic, nominal elements and both appear in the same 
text. These nominal sentences, whether subject or 
adverbial initial, do not have exactly the same meaning as 
their corresponding verbal sentence, This may be 
illustrated with a few examples from the data 
1. T(10)2, AVO 
j-'A 0, -i-JI j 
2. T(12)39 SVO 
13Liz iI-. I 
and their verbal counterparts: 
11. VOA 
16,1 
21 . VOS 
*; .1 ýAA 
-tvl jjl 
iI 
to see if 'the parallel sentences of the two pairs have 
exactly the same meaning. The first noticeable difference 
between them is a change in the order of their syntactic 
elements. This in turn involves a change in their FSP 
structure. In the original order, it was 
1. Td Tr/Tp -R 
2. R Tr - Tp 
and in the new order 
11. Tr/Tp - T(p) -R 
21. Tr - Tp -R 
It also involves a change in the relations entertained by 
their different elements on the semantic level which can 
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be formulated as follows: 
1. a scene is ascribed a phenomenon 
11. a quality bearer is ascribed a specification 
and in 
2. a quality bearer is ascribed a quality 
21. a setting is established for the appearance of a new 
phenomenon/quality bearer. 
To conclude, these changes which operate at the three 
levels, syntactic, functional and semantic, show how the 
nominal sentences differ from their corresponding verbal 
sentences, 
4.6 Information content of initial constituents 
The question remains whether these initial preverbal 
constituents or, in semantic terms, these initial scenes 
and quality bearers, have been mentioned before or whether 
they appear 'suddenly'. There are three categories of 
initial nominal elements: 
a. those which are not known 
b. those which are known because they were previously 
mentioned 
co those which are recoverable 
The first category a., form a minority with 6 cases out of 
33. Categories b. and c. which can be assimilated into one 
category because the element is- -known in both, form the 
majority, 27 cases. Looking at the first category: 
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4.6.1 Unknown initial elements 
The 5 cases are found in text 7 (2 cases), text 8 (1 case) 
and text 12 (2 cases). No generalization can be made about 
the syntactic preference of these elements because half of 
them are subject and the other half are adverbial. The 
same can be said about their positions. They do not show 
any marked preferences. Half of them are sequence initial, 
the other half not. Concerning the three sequence initial 
cases, it is perhaps noteworthy that two of the three 
cases form a single sentence sequence, one of which is 
text initial. 
The interesting feature that the members of these two 
groups share is that while the first three - those which 
appear sequence initially - are completely new although 
they refer to background information, the two remaining 
ones - which appear within their sequences - although 
completely new, can be linked to their preceding sentences 
semantically : 
In text 11, T(11)10: 
j USI ýAAZ 
relates to 'your shoes/ di JS I which appears three 
sentences earlier. 
In text 12, T(12)3 
_______ 
... .jh... 
-.. 41________ 
relates to 'they are constantly busy/ 
in the preceding sentence. 
Functionally they are all diathematic except for one case, 
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in text 11, which is rhematic Ik I 
These 'unknown' initial nominals do not have any marked 
syntactic or semantic preferences. They may be subject or 
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adverb, quality bearer or scene, sequence/text initial or 
not. However, functionally they tend to have a preference 
for the diathematic role rather than any other role. 
4.6.2 Known /recoverable initial elements 
As seen earlier, members of this category make up the 
majority. Their syntactic categories are the subject and 
the adverb. Functionally, they are all diathematic except 
for one case in text 11 which is rhematic I c:, L: i; 3 C)I-zj 
They may be divided into three types: 
a. those which are a repetition of a previous term, 
recalled from the background, for example T(6)2: 
JAI ks"O V 
b. those which entertain a relation of synonymy with a 
previous term, expression or ideat for example 
T(11)4: : 
o-# &-; 
I ' --l Cý1-93-421JI 0-- J-6 14-: -. 5 
T(11)11 : 
"" 
ce the recoverable elements which relate to a previous 
element in the text through wider semantic relations 
such as a similar semantic field, general to 
specific, etc. 
These recoverable initial nominals appear in any section 
of the text. whether the first, last or middle. Within the 
sequence they also appear in the middle of the sequence, 
its end and even in initial position (in 6 cases out of 
28), all of them terms recalled from the background and 
used in almost the same form, for example: 
T(6)2: 
T(8)3: 
; 
_j 
6J Ij! C". 0 I 1z 1.3'4ýj 11 JS Ls-ý I-;. 
U: z 11 r 
15 
L511 
II jj. ý II 
In conclusion, it appears from the preceding examples that 
although no systematic rules can be drawn, at least not at 
this stage, about the functional, syntactic, semantic and 
structural pattern of the nominal initial element in the 
Arabic sentence, certain preferences can be determined. 
These elements tend to be diathematic. Their most common 
syntactic categories are the subject and the adverbial. 
There is a slightly higher occurrence. -, of those which are 
'unknown' in sequence initial position, whereas the 
majority of those which are 'known' appear in other 
positions within the sequence. Thusg there is no 
systematic relation between lunknownl. elements and initial 
position, but only a marked preference for it. 
4-7-Topicality ofthe initial element 
Considering these initial elements from the point of 
view of topic, whether they are topic at a sentential or 
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sequential level and what kind of 'topical' relation they 
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entertain with the preceding elements of their text, the 
most noticeable feature of the inital nominal element at 
this stage is that it is, in general, the topic of the 
sentence in which it appears rather than that of the whole 
sequence (in 21 cases against 12). Even sequence initial 
nominal elements do not generally function as topic for 
the sequence but for their sentence only (5 cases against 
4). It was seen earlier that subject nominals form the 
majority. This majority is even more important concerning 
nominals which are topic for the sequence in which they 
appear. The adverbials form a very small minority of 2 
cases against 10 subject which means that they most often 
set the scene for individual sentences than for whole 
sequences. 
This proportion (2 -out of 10) also shows that 
adverbials are much more short-lived compared to subjects 
of which 10 keep in the same syntactic role for the whole 
sequence. The proportion of adverbials functioning as 
topic for individual sentences is higher. As for the 
subject, it functions with approximately the same 
frequency in both cases. In most cases these nominal 
elements do not introduce a new topic or set a new scene. 
They more often either reintroduce a previous element 
adding to it new specifications or they simply continue a 
previous topic, thus ensuring the continuity of topic or 
scene, for example T(11)4, where the nominal adverbial 
phrase 'in some of these libraries/ ': '-I . `ý, 
I Uý, ý t: rý JI 
specifies the element used in the preceding sentence 'a 
whole lot of libraries/ . -nS--JI 
1, and in 
T(6)2 'relativity turns/ 'relativity/ 
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A which is also the topic of the text, is 
called again f rom the background and used as a concept 
after it was used under other forms such as modifier for 
instance. But if these three functions are looked at 
separately, then the function 'introducing a new 
topic/scene' has the majority with 14 cases out of 33. It 
is then followed by the function 'continue the previous 
topic' with 12 cases, and finally, the function 'to 
reintroduce a previous element', with a minority of 7 
cases. 
The difference between the two categories 
'introducing a previous element' and that of simply 
'continuing a previous topic' concerns the distance 
between two occurrences - of the nominal element. When the 
two appearances are separated by a textual unit such as a 
sentence or a sequence, it is a case within the first 
category which is being dealt with, but when the two 
occurrences appear in two simultaneous units, then it is 
the second category. As for the first category where the 
nominal element introduces a new topic or scene, half of 
the cases are new scenes.. while the other half are new 
subjects. However, not all these nominal elements are 
completely new. Only five of them are completely unknown. 
the rest are recoverable. 
Considering the proportion of subjects and 
adverbial. T' fulfilment of the three functions, it is 
observed that: 
1. introducing a new topic 
subjects and adverbials have the same frequency with 
seven occurrences each 
2. - re-introducing a previous topic 
subjects are almost twice as frequent as adverbials 
with 5 occurrences- -against 2 
3. - continuing a previous topic 
subjects are 3 times as frequent as adverbials with 9 
occurrences. against 3 
This reveals a higher tendency of the subject to continue 
a previous topic whereas the adverbial more frequently 
introduces a new scene. 
4.8 Textual dynamics of sentence initial constituents 
The textual dynamics of these nominal elements or how 
they move from the rhematic sphere to the diathematic 
sphere, and vice versa, and whether they are announced by 
predecessors or not, and how long they remain in the 
following text, need to be considered. The nominal 
elements can be divided into several categories: 
1. those with no predecessor and no successor 
2. a predecessor and a successor 
3. no of a it 
4. a of no of 
In this category, the number of adverbials is higher 
than that of subjects with 9 cases against 5. This 
can easily be explained by the fact that adverbials 
are primarily used to set a new scene and are 
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therefore not 'announced' by a predecessor. Their 
quick disappearance from the scene shows how short- 
lived they are. The next scene is taken by a new 
subject or adverbial. 
2. There are as many cases in this category as in the 
previous one, only the figures are reversed. Subjects 
are more numerous than adverbials with 11 cases 
against 3. This shows that subjects have a tendency 
to remain longer on the scene. The fact that their 
appearance in the nominal sentence analysed is 
preceded and followed by other appearances shows that 
they appear on the scene from the background. They 
are brought back to the front in the nominal 
sentence, and are used again in the thematic sphere 
of later sentences most of the time, before being 
discarded. It also confirms the fact that subjects 
have a greater 'longevity' than adverbials. 
3. There are much fewer cases in this category and all 
of them are subject. 
4. There are even fewer cases in this category where 
only one subject and no adverbial appear before the 
nominal case and do not appear again afterwards. 
What can be concluded from the numbers in the four 
categories is : 
when they do appear, subjects tend to do so both 
before and after their appearance in the nominal 
sentence analysed. 
they otherwise appear neither before nor after 
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subjects appearing in nominal sentences are more 
long-lived than adverbials appearing in initial 
position in nominal sentences 
adverbials tend to appear only once, that is in the 
nominal sentence (i. e. neither before nor after). 
4.9 Distance between the different occurrences 
The sentence initial constituents analysed, when they 
do appear before their occurreffcia-- in ck nominal sentence or 
af ter, generally appear in the preceding sentence and/or. 
the next one. For those which appear afterwards, the 
second biggest probability is 2 sentences after the 
nominal sentence. There is then only one which occurs 3 
sentences laterv and another 6 sentences later. As for the 
appearances before the nominal sentence., the next most 
probable position after the preceding sentence is the last 
2 sentences, of which there are 3 cases. The remaining 
cases are one for the last 3 sentences and one for the 
last four sentences. There is then one occurrence 3 
sentences earlier, one occurrence 11 sentences earlier and 
2 occurrences- 9 sentences earlier. 
The 'spheric' preference of these subjects and 
adverbials when they appear precedingly and/or afterwards 
- in terms of their preference for the thematic or the 
rhematic sphere - will now be -1-6oked at. To do so they 
will be divided into two categories: 
4.9.1. Appearances before the nominal sentence 
a. Subjects 
It has just been shown how subjects are more likely than 
adverbials to appear before they occur in the nominal 
sentence. Their occurrence is the same in both the rhematic 
and thematic sphere, 6 cases each. One very interesting 
point if the antecedants of these subjects are taken into 
consideration, is that all those which 'appeared 
previously in the rhematic sphere' do so in the sentence 
which immediately precedes the nominal sentence. On the 
other hand, subjects which 'appeared previously in the 
thematic sphere' are those which are well established in 
the sequence because they have been mentioned more than 
once, as for example T(11)11 where in the sentence 
6 CJJý 
the subject refers back to the subject which is 
'shoe-cleaners/ 
..!: - 
1 
. 9-1-1 which 
has been the subject 
in the last 2 sentences, or because they refer to a 
$subject' which plays a central role in the text, as for 
instance in text 6 where 'relativity /11 is 
used as a concept 11 sentences before it appears in T(6)2, 
but because it is the topic of the text, need not appear 
again in the rhematic sphere. The same can be said about 
T(12)5 'Mr. H. K. 
I-. .. z C) 
# 
, -s U 
of which the previous appearance is not only 9 sentences 
before but also thematic. 
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b. Adverbials 
There are only 2 cases of adverbials which 'appear 
previously in the rhematic sphere' and only one case for a 
preceding appearance in the thematic sphere. Concerning 
the first 2 cases, the adverbials re-use elements which 
were themselves rhematic and redefine them as in T(11)4: 
'in some of these libraries 
where the previously rhematic lbookshops cl is 
used with the restrictive 'in some The second 
case is in T(8)3: 'with the formation of the government 
/ : tn I 5ýjj 1, A-, Jl J- where 
Iý .5SIi ;t5 
which was used rhematically in the first sentence of the 
text (and then thematically) is used with 'with 
The third case is found in T(11)5 
11.6-j I 
in which 'restaurants and bookshops/ c:, l .- -t 
ý. j 13e IJ2.. i 11 
were each topic of a section in turn and have been used 
many times in the text in the three preceding sentences 
for lbookshops II and also three times for 
'restaurants / in the 2 sections preceding the 
last. But, if the former I .:, I.. -t <. II was used 
rhematically and thematically I ý-ýl 6-I' was used only 
thematically. The result is that this sentence is not a 
straightforward case because it has 2 elements, one with a 
previous rhematic appearance and one with a previous 
thematic appearance. It can be assumed, howeverg that 
these adverbials which appear before their nominal 
occurrence, are not adverbials as such, as for instance 
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temporal or causal, but rather of another type. It has 
been seen that all three use elements which have 
previously been used in the text as 06i ects 
ýt Z) or subjects ( cl . -nS. 
I 
They will serve to set a new framework or build a new 
scene to introduce new specifications, see f or instance 
the above example 
4.9.2 Appearance after the nominal sentence 
a. Subjects 
Most subjects appearing in nominal sentences reappear 
thematically later in the text and the chances are that 
they do so in the next 2 sentences. They can be divided 
into 2 categories: 
those which have appeared before the nominal sentence 
and reappear after it (11 cases) 
those which did not appear before the nominal 
sentence but appear after it (4 cases) 
Although most of these subjects reappear thematically, 
there are still 4 cases of rhematic reappearance. This 
phenomenon is not really due to the need to dynamize an 
element which was previously rhematic and then was 
backgrounded in a long section of the text. In fact, three 
of these elements appeared rhematically. They then 
appeared as diathemes in the nominal sentences that have 
been looked at. Their rhematic reappearance does not occur 
a long distance from the nominal sentence. In 2 cases, 
they occur in the following sentences : 
101 '" 'SJ; 3 EJ IA 
JS 
'ri & C'. ". I GAI. e: 1. - 
d-J31 '" 'ý'*; I 
reoccurs in I ýz e-L- cr--6 I 
reoccurs in J 05ý 
In one case it occurs 2 sentences later: 
ts I-V I CL 
reoccurs in 
Ai 
As for the fourth case of rhematic reappearance, it is the 
sentence land restaurants /fc 16 
JI whose 
subject reappears three sentences later in 
A I L-,. )l ... -%. j I '. 'J L. 6 ' X-: 61 
La 
3e 
11., Cý. ý 
Le 
These subjects are rhematized again not because they are 
new, obviously, but because they must be new in some 
sense. They have, in comparison with the other elements 
they are used withl the highest degree of C. D. 
b. Adverbials 
There are three cases of adverbials which reappear af ter 
the nominal sentence. None of them is rhematic. All 
reappear in the thematic sphere. Another feature they have 
in common is that they are not proper adverbial 
expressions as such, but as seen earlier, previous 
obý e-ct-s that are used adverbially. And it is these 
elements 
'The formation of the government/ 4. jlj* < 
lbookshops' C- I .. *is- 
I- 
'besides the great number of libraries and bookshops/ 
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c:, I. . *t 
s-15 
.ýIt, .I ; *j t t-16 
which are used without the adverbial expressions: 
It is perhaps interesting to remember that these elements 
have -occurred rhematically bef ore appearing in the nominal 
sentences. As to their syntactic categoriesq the most 
important one is the o, 6 ect 
-- 
with 9 occurrences followed 
by the subject with 7 occurrences There is also I 
adjective and I locative adverbial. All three adverbials 
which reappear do not function as adverbials any more but 
as complements. 
It is not the aim of this study to demonstrate the 
importance of word order in the expression of the sentence 
perspective. It attempts simply to demonstrate the 
difference between the various types of emphasis evoked by 
initial position and to explore its mechanisms, which 
allow a better processing of the textual functions marked 
by the sentence initial constituent. 
The analysis showed a general tendency for the verb 
to appear in second position. There were no cases of 
sentences where more than one constituent was pre-posed to 
the verb. This does not, of course, include subject 
modifiers counted as part of the subject. The most 
frequent syntactic categories in initial position are the 
subject, in the majority of cases, and the adverbial, 
mainly temporal and locative. It was illustrated that re- 
ordering of the initial constituent entailed various kinds 
of changes, not only within the sentence,, but also in 
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relation to the preceding and succeeding sentences. The 
syntactic order being relatively free in Arabic, re- 
orderings mainly resulted in a change of the functional 
perspective of the sentence involved. Hence the two 
principal contexts which entail an increase of C. D are : 
1- when an element is signalled as new 
when an element is contrasted 
In the case of an SV or AV order, for instance, moving the 
initial constituent to post-verbal position results in a 
decrease in the amount of C. D carried by the element in 
question in favour of the semantic meaning expressed by 
the verbal element. 
In cases of competition for initial position between 
a subject and an adverbial, it was observed that it is the 
principle of C. D which usually determines the position of 
the constituent, followed by the principle of weight. As 
for the information content of the initial pre-verbal 
constituents, the analysis has shown that these elements 
are more frequently known than unknown, and that they show 
a marked tendency to function as diathemes. Thus, initial 
constituents do not generally introduce a new topic or set 
a new scene, but more frequently 
reintroduce a previous element by adding ' new 
specifications (12 cases) 
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-. continue a previous topic (7 cases) 
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It was observed that subjects have a higher tendency to 
continue a previous topic whereas adverbials set new 
scenes. This explains the higher number of adverbials with 
unique appearance (9 cases) than the number of subjects 
which appear only once (5 cases), and consequently, the 
higher number of subjects with a predecessor and a 
successor (11 subjects) against 3 adverbials. 
Nominal sentences appear in all types of concept- 
based texts. They are more numerous in certain texts than 
in others, but the data was not large enough to permit any 
systematic conclusions about the type of texts in which 
they are most likely to appear. Such is the case with the 
textual parts where they may appear. There does not seem 
to be any marked preference for the beginning, middle or 
end of a text for instance, or the function of the section 
of the text in which they appear. 
Within text, these initial pre-verbal constituents 
are in general topic of a sentence and not that of a whole 
section. However, subjects are more often topic of 
sequence than are the adverbials. Consequently, it may be 
said that adverbials are more short-lived than subjects. 
Re-appearance of a constituent is more likely to happen in 
the succeeding sentence, but also two, three or more 
sentences later. When they have a previous appearance i. e. 
before their appearance in the nominal sentence under 
analysis, initial pre-verbal constituents may do so two, 
three or more sentences earlier. Previous appearance of 
the pre-verbal subject usually occur in the rhematic 
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sphere of the immediately preceding sentence. They may 
appear in the thematic sphere of a previous sentence (6 
cases against 6 for each case). When they do appear 
in a previous sentence, adverbials in the data analysed 
appear in the rhematic sphere (2 cases) and the 
thematic sphere (I case). As for their appearance after 
the nominal sentences, both adverbials and subjects 
reappear in the thematic sphere. However, the data 
revealed 4 cases of subject rhematic re-appearance. 
The fact that the total number of verbal sentences 
make up less than half the total number of sentences in 
the texts analysed (see 4.5)9 is sufficient to consider 
that both the nominal and the verbal orders are 
unmarked orders. 
4.10 Ideas for further research 
The conclusions drawn by this study If extended would 
contribute further in determining the different mechanisms 
governing pre-verbal initial position, and more 
particularly the difference between the nominal sentence 
and the verbal sentence. 
In the general area of language studies, this could 
find application in a more functional approach to the 
teaching of Arabic discourse, and also in the expanding 
field of computational studies. 
In the field of translation teaching, emphasis may be 
laid on initial pre-verbal position as a function marker, 
as well as other function markers in relation to different 
text-type conventions. These will enable a better 
interpretation of textual functions and consequently a 
more faithful rendering in translation. 
Another interesting area of research is the 
identification of text-types in Arabic, of which word 
order is one of the many textual conventions. Related 
issues such as the thematic nets of the different text 
types could throw some light on the different types of 
development 'of information in Arabic. An analysis of the 
pre-verbal initial constituent in Arabic would be 
interesting within the framework of a general theory of 
text-types where the regularities between context and 
linguistic'forms are well-defined. 
In the domain of initial position, it would be 
interesting to investigate in more detail, each of the two 
pre-verbal constituents seen in this study - the adverbial 
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and the subject - as well as the possibility of other 
constituents in initial position in a text-based data. 
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